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DOCKET NO. 00-1051 O-C

IN THE
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT
JERRY GREENBERG and IDAZ GREENBERG,
Plaintiffs!Appellants
vs.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, a District of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ENTERPRISES, INC., a corporation, and
MlNDSCAPE, INC., a California corporation,
Defendants!Appellees.

On Appeal from the United States District Court
for the Southern District of Florida

RECORD EXCERPTS CITED IN
APPELLEES' BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO
INITIAL BRIEF OF JERRY GREENBERG AND IDAZ GREENBERG

ROBERT G. SUGARMAN, ESQ.
NAOMI JANE GRAY, ESQ.
JOANNE MCLAREN (not admitted in
the Eleventh Circuit)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153
(212) 310-8000

Edward Soto, Esq. (265144)
Valerie Itkoff, Esq. (26514)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
701 Brickell Avenue
Suite 2100
Miami, FL 33131
(305)577-3100

Attorneys for the Defendants

Attorneys for the Defendants
and
Terrence B. Adamson, Esq.
Senior Vice President
Law, Business and Government Affairs
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W. 20036-4688
Of Counsel
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,

CASE NO. 97-3924
CIV-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

Plaintiffs,
vs.

AMENDED COMPLAINT

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, a District of Columbia
corporation, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
ENTERPRISES, INC., a corporation,
and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California corporation,
Defendants.
/

Plaintiffs, JERRY GREENBERG and IDAZ GREENBERG (" the Greenbergs"),
pursuant to Rule 15 (a), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, file and serve this Amended
Complaint against the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY ("the Society"), NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC ENTERPRISES, INC. CGeographic Enterprises"}, and MINDSCAPE, INC.
("Mindscape"), and allege:
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1.

This is a complaint for damages and permanent injunctive relief under the

Copyright Act. codified at 17 USC. § 101 f1...ilil.
2.

The Court has subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to 28 USc. § 1338.

3.

The Court has personal jurisdiction over the defendants, who continuously and

systematically market, distribute and sell the products addressed herein within this district.
4.

Venue is proper in this judicial district in that (1) the plaintiffs' residence and

principal place of business is in the district, and (2) the defendants committed a statutory tort in
the district, and/or engaged in business activity in the district.
5.

The National Geographic Society is a not-for-profit corporation formed in the

District of Columbia, and its principal place of business is there. The Society, on its own or
through one or more for-profit subsidiaries, engages in multiple ventures, exemplified by the
monthly National Geographic magazine, television and film programs, maps and atlases, and
CD-ROM packages.
6.

On information and belief, National Geographic Enterprises, Inc. is a District of

Columbia corporation, and is a wholly-owned subsidiary ofthe National Geographic Society.
7.

Mindscape, Inc. is a California corporation that, among other things, engages in

the development and distribution of consumer software and other products.
8.

The Greenbergs are creative artists and entrepreneurs, who for decades have

published and distributed their original works in books and other products.
9.

The Greenbergs have found it necessary to retain legal counsel to pursue their

rights and they have agreed to pay fees charged by their counsel for such services.
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Factual Allegations

The Educational Insights Product
10.

A photograph of a redband parrotfish, taken by Jerry Greenberg. was originally

published in a book produced by the plaintiffs titled "The Living Reef' in 1972 (and a
subsequent edition in 1979) and was published by the plaintiffs in "The Coral Reef' in 1976 (and
a subsequent edition in 1988). Both books contain notice of copyright by the plaintiff(s), and
the copyrights were registered with the U. S. Copyright Office.
I I.

Copies of 'The Coral Reef' were provided to the Society by Jerry Greenberg in

1977, and the Society acknowledged receipt of the copies in a letter from its editor.
12.

Authorization was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind of the

redband parrotfish photograph.
13.

A photograph of a stoplight parrotfish, taken by Jerry Greenberg, was originally

published in "The Living Reef' and subsequently in "The Coral Reef." Authorization was never
provided to the Society for any use of any kind of that photograph.
14.

A photograph of a green moray, taken by Jerry Greenberg, was originally

published in "The Living Reef," and subsequently was published in "The Coral Reef"
Authorization was never provided to the Society for any use of any kind of that photograph.
I 5.

A photograph of a scuba-diver under water, taken by Jerry Greenberg, was

originally published in the Society's monthly magazine in January 1962. Copyright as to that
photograph, which originally was possessed by the Society, was assigned to Mr. Greenberg by
the Society on December 18, 1985, and Mr. Greenberg renewed the copyright in 1989. After the
assignment, no authorization was ever provided to the Society for derivative use as artwork.
3
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son in scuba gear under water, was originally published in "The Living Reef' and was also
published in a poster in 1974 titled "Living Corals of the Tropical Atlantic." The poster also
displayed notice of copyright by Jerry Greenberg and Idaz Greenberg. No authorization was ever
provided to the Society for any use of any kind of that photograph.
17.

In 1995 or 1996, Educational Insights, Inc., a California-based company, began

the distribution and sale of a product bearing various titles including "Fish of the Coral Reef'
and "Oceans GeoPack." The product otherwise bears identification as Code 2043. The product
was sold, and is being sold, within this judicial district and elsewhere. For simplicity, the
product is identified hereinafter as "the GeoPack."
18.

The GeoPack product bears a logo ofthe National Geographic Society, and

displays the following notice: "© 1995 National Geographic Society."
19.
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A separate photograph, taken by Jerry Greenberg and showing the Greenbergs'

Copies made from the photographs described above in paragraphs 9, 12, 13, 14

and 15 ("the Disputed Images") are included in the GeoPack. The copies were licensed by the
Society to Educational Insights, Inc. for commercial purposes.
20.

On information and belief, the Society agreed to indemnifyEducational Insights,

Inc. with respect to the Disputed Images, and the Society agreed to defend any copyright
infringement claim related to the Disputed Images that may ensue, although the Greenbergs have
not been provided with any documentation of such an agreement.
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The Sea Fan phQtQgraph
21.

Jerry Greenberg provided ro the Society a photograph of a sea fan, taken by him,

tQ appear in the Society"s rnonthlv magazine in July 1990. B\· the terms of a written agreement
that encompassed the sea fan photograph, all rights to the photograph, including copyright,
reverted to Mr. Greenberg after publication of the article by the Society in 1990. In 1996,
without authorization, the Society included the photograph of the sea fan in a color brochure
promoting the Society's 1996 Jason Project. When challenged by Mr. Greenberg concerning the
use, the Society admitted that it had violated Mr. Greenberg's copyright. The dispute has not
been resolved.
The CD-ROM Product The Complete NatiQnal Geographic
22.

In 1997, the Society began distribution and sale, on its own and through

Geographic Enterprises and Mindscape, of a CD-ROM product titled The Complete National
Geographic (hereinafter "the Complete Geographic produce) that incorporates, among other
things, a complete replication of all publications over a span of 108 years of the National
Geographic monthly magazine, amounting to more than 1,200 issues of the magazine. The CORaM product consists of approximately 30 discs for display through a computer.
23.

The Complete Geographic product also contains, among other things, a multi-

media logo for the Society, and an in-motion commercial message on behalf of Kodak.
24.

The Complete Geographic product displays the following notice: "«;I 1997

National Geographic Society. All rights reserved." The notice appears on the box containing the
30-disc set, on each bQX within the boxed set containing a sub-set of discs for each decade, and
on each CD-ROM disc.
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25.

The vear of first publication of the Complete Geographic product was 1997, as

indicated in the notice of copyright.
26.

None of the 1200-plus issues of the monthly magazine contained within the

Complete Geographic product was first published in 1997.
27.

Each computer "page" or display that is downloaded in hard copy displays the

1997 copyright notice.
28.

The Society has stated that the Complete Geographic product contains a digital

image of every page of every monthly ~agazine, including advertisements, without any changes,
additions, or modifications.
29.

The Complete Geographic product was never distributed to the public by sale or

other transfer of ownership, or displayed publicly, prior to 1997.
30.

The Complete Geographic product is being promoted, marketed and distributed

for sale by the Society and/or Geographic Enterprises and/or Mindscape, Inc., in the United
States and elsewhere.
31.

On information and belief, the Society and/or Geographic Enterprises authorized

Mindscape, through a licensing agreement, to transfer its materials to discs, and to supervise the
marketing and distribution of the CD-ROM discs.
32.

On information and belief, Mindscape transferred all images to the CD-ROM

33.

Various monthly issues of the Society's magazine contain more than a dozen

discs.

photographs created by Mr. Greenberg and provided to the Society for inclusion in particular
monthly issues.
6
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34.

The Complete Geographic product contains all of the aforesaid photographs

35.

In early 1997, prior to the start of general distribution and sale of the Complete

Geographic product, the Society was informed that the photographs described above may not be
included in the Complete Geographic product without the Greenbergs' prior written permission.
Such permission was never sought, and was never provided.
36.

On each CD-ROM disc in the Complete Geographic product, near the beginning

of the recorded matter, appears a sequence of moving magazine covers ("the Moving Covers
Sequence") -- actually a multi-media sequence -- that serves apparently as thematic introductory
material for the product. The sequence consists in part of the front covers of ten particular issues
of the Society's monthly magazine. The ten Covers are electronically and visually manipulated
so that they metamorphose from one to another. Photographs of the sequence, made from a
computer monitor to illustrate portions of the sequence, are attached to and incorporated in this
Amended Complaint as Exhibit A.
37.

One of the ten covers utilized in the Moving Covers Sequence is taken from the

January 1962 issue of the Society's monthly magazine. That cover features a photograph ofa
female diver, using scuba gear, shown swimming among corals and fishes.
38.

The photograph referenced in the paragraph above was taken by Jerry Greenberg.

The photograph appears on the cover of the January 1962 issue, as well as inside that issue as
part of a feature titled "Florida's Coral City Beneath the Sea," which started at page 70 of that
monthly issue.
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39.

All rights to the photograph, including copyright, are owned by Mr. Greenberg.

The Society never sought, and never obtained. permission to alter or deform the photograph for
inclusion in the Complete Geographic product.
Other Photographs and Other Products
40.

The Society has in its possession or control hundreds of photographs taken by Mr.

Greenberg, or duplicates or electronically-scanned images of those photographs.
41.

The Society has acknowledged that, in addition to the Complete Geographic

product, the Society and Mindscape have developed and are developing 10 other CD-ROM
products, or "titles," to be released in 1997 and 1998.

Count I
(Copyright infringement by the Society)
42.

The allegations in paragraphs 9 through 19, and 40-41, are realleged and

incorporated herein.
43.

The Society had access to the Greenberg photographs.

44.

The Disputed Images that appear in the GeoPack product are at least substantially

similar to the Greenberg photographs, and an inference is warranted that the Disputed Images are
copies.
45.

Jerry Greenberg and/or Idaz Greenberg hold valid and exclusive copyright in the

Greenberg photographs.
46.

The photographs were copied by or for the Society, and provided to Educational

Insights, Inc. by the Society for use in the GeoPack product, without the permission of the
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copyright owners Such conduct amounts to infringement by the Society pursuant to the
Copyright Act
47.

In July 1996, the Greenbergs advised Educational Insights, Inc. that the copies

had not been authorized, and demand was made that use of the copies in the GeoPack product be
discontinued. The Society subsequently responded as the apparent licensor by denying the
demand, and the continued use of the copies amounts to willful infringement.
WHEREFORE the plaintiffs seek the following relief with respect to Count I:
(I)

Entry ofjudgment against the Society for copyright infringement.

(2)

An award of statutory damages.

(3)

An award of exemplary damages for willful infringement.

(4)

Entry ofa permanent injunction to halt any further use of the Disputed Images in

the GeoPack product.
(5)

Entry of a permanent injunction to preclude any use by the Society, or by others

with its participation, of the many photographs currently in the possession and control of the
Society for which Mr. Greenberg, or the Greenbergs jointly, hold exclusive copyright or other
proprietary interest.
(6)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs.

(7)

Such other relief as may be appropriate in the circumstances.
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Count Il
(Copyright infringement by the Society)

48.

The allegations in paragraph 20 are realleged and incorporated herein.

49.

The Society had access to the Greenberg photograph of a sea fan, which was

delivered by him directly to the Society.
50.

The photograph of the sea fan in the color brochure promoting the Society's 1996

Jason Project is identical to the Greenberg photograph.
5!.

Mr. Greenberg holds valid and exclusive copyright in the sea fan photograph.

52.

The sea fan photograph was used by the Society as discussed herein without the

authorization of Mr. Greenberg. Such conduct amounts to infringement pursuant to the
Copyright Act.
WHEREFORE the plaintiffs seek the following relief with respect to Count II:

(I)

Entry ofjudgment against the Society for copyright infringement.

(2)

An award of statutory damages.

(3)

Entry of a permanent injunction to halt any further use of the sea fan photograph.

(4)

Entry of a permanent injunction to preclude any use by the Society, or by others

with its participation, of the many photographs currently in the possession and control of the
Society for which Mr. Greenberg, or the Greenbergs jointly, hold exclusive copyright or other
proprietary interest.
(5)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs.

(6)

Such other relief as may be appropriate in the circumstances.
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Count III
(Copyright infringement by the Society,
Geographic Enterprises and Mindscape)
53.

The allegations in paragraphs 2 1 through 41 are realleged and incorporated herein.

54.

The Complete Geographic product is a collection of more than 1,200 separate

issues of the Society's monthly magazine, and contains reproductions or copies of the full
contents of each issue. In copying those contents, the Society included in the Complete
Geographic product more than a dozen photographs created by Jerry Greenberg ("the Greenberg
Photographs"), for which he, or the Greenbergs jointly, own exclusive copyright.
55.

The Complete Geographic product also includes, among other things, the Moving

Covers Sequence, which incorporates a cover photograph by Mr. Greenberg ("the Cover
Photograph"). Because the Moving Covers Sequence appears on each of the 30 CD-ROM discs
comprising the Complete Geographic product, the Cover Photograph appears in the Complete
Geographic product in 30 separate places (beyond its original use in the July 1962 issue of the
monthly magazine).
56.

Each separate issue of the Society's monthly magazine is a collective work, by

virtue of the collection, selection, arrangement and assembly of materials in such a way that the
resulting work as a whole -- the monthly issue -- constitutes an original work of authorship.
57.

As a collective work, each separate issue of the Society'S monthly magazine, at

least since adoption of the 1909 Copyright Act. is or has been protected by federal copyright law
pursuant to statute.
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58.

Each separate issue of the Society's monthly magazine bears copyright notice

indicating, among other things. the year of first publication
59.

The existence of the Society's copyright in each underlying collective work--

each monthly magazine -- does not undermine or diminish in any way the Greenberg copyrights
that apply to Greenberg photographs that appear within particular monthly issues.
60.

The Complete Geographic product is not a "further use" of a preexisting

collective work, or a "revision" of a preexisting collective work.
6L

The Complete Geographic product is a new collective work, by virtue of the

collection, selection, arrangement and assembly of materials -- some preexisting, some entirely
new -- in a product that as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship,
62,

In a copyright sense, no work like the Complete Geographic product ever existed

previously.
63,

As a new collective work, the Complete Geographic product is copyrightable.

The Society has given notice of a 1997 copyright in that work. Any individual screen display
derived from the CD-ROM contains 1997 copyright notice on that display when printed in hard
copy,
64.

Pursuant to the Copyright Act, the date in such notice indicates the year of first

publication,
65,

The Society and Geographic Enterprises had no right, as a matter oflaw, to

reproduce, copy, display or sell the Greenberg Photographs in the Complete Geographic product,
or to reuse the Cover Photograph in altered form, without prior permission. In the absence of
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permission, the inclusion of the Greenberg Photographs and the altered Cover Photograph l~, the
new collective work, amounts to infringement of the Greenberg copyrights

66.

GeographicEnterprises and Mindscape are at least vicariously liable for

infringement of the aforesaid copyrights because of their roles in producing the CD-ROM d.scs
and in distributing and selling the Complete Geographic product.
67.

Prior to the start of general distribution and sale of the Complete Geographic

product, the Society was warned not to include, or permit the inclusion of, the protected
Greenberg photographs in the new collective work without prior written permission. The Society
ignored the demand entirely, never discussed the subject with Mr. Greenberg or his counsel. and
never obtained permission for the use of his photographs in the product. The infringement of the
Greenberg copyrights addressed in this count was, therefore, willful.
WHEREFORE the plaintiffs seek the following relief with respect to Count III:
(I)

Entry ofjudgment against the Society, Geographic Enterprises, and Mindscape for

copyright infringement.
(2)

An award of statutory damages.

(3)

An award of exemplary damages for willful infringement.

(4)

Entry of a permanent injunction to halt any further use of the protected Greenberg

photographs in the Complete Geographic product.
(5)

Entry of a permanent injunction to preclude any use by the Society, or by others

with its participation, of the many photographs currently in the possession and control of the
Society for which Mr. Greenberg, or the Greenbergs jointly, hold exclusive copyright or other
proprietary interest.
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(6)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs

(7)

Such other relief as may be appropriate in the circumstances

Count IV
(Copyright infringement by the Society,
Geographic Enterprises and Mindscape)
68.

The allegations in paragraphs 21 through 41 are realleged and incorporated herein.

69.

The Complete Geographic product is a collection of more than 1,200 separate

issues ofthe Society's monthly magazine, and contains reproductions or copies of the full
contents of each issue. In copying those contents, the Society included in the Complete
Geographic product more than a dozen photographs created by Jerry Greenberg ("the Greenberg
Photographs"), for which he, or the Greenbergs jointly, own exclusive copyright.
70.

The Complete Geographic product also includes, among other things, the Moving

Covers Sequence, which incorporates a cover photograph by Mr. Greenberg ("the Cover
Photograph"). Because the Moving Covers Sequence appears on each of the 30 CD-ROM discs
comprising the Complete Geographic product, the Cover Photograph appears in the Complete
Geographic product in 30 separate places (beyond its original use in the July 1962 issue of the
monthly magazine).
71.

Each separate issue of the Society's monthly magazine is a collective work, by

virtue of the collection, selection, arrangement and assembly of materials in such a way that the
resulting work as a whole -- the monthly issue -- constitutes an original work of authorship.
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72.

As a collective work, each separate issue of the Society's monthly magazine. at

least since adoption of the 1909 Copyright Act. is or has been protected by federal copyright law
pursuant to statute.
73.

Each separate issue of the Society's monthly magazine bears copyright notice

indicating, among other things, the year of first publication.
74.

The existence of the Society's copyright in each underlying collective work __

each monthly magazine -- does not undermine or diminish in any way the Greenberg copyrights
that apply to Greenberg photographs that appear within particular monthly issues.
75.

The Complete Geographic product is not a "further use" ofa preexisting

collective work, or a "revision" of a preexisting collective work.
76.

The Complete Geographic product is a new derivative work and a product that as

a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.
77.

In a copyright sense, no work like the Complete Geographic product ever existed

previously.
78.

As a new derivative work, the Complete Geographic product is copyrightable.

The Society has given notice of a 1997 copyright in that work. Any individual screen display
derived from the CD-ROM contains 1997 copyright notice on that display when printed in hard
copy.
79.

Pursuant to the Copyright Act, the date in such notice indicates the year of first

publication.
80.

The Society and Geographic Enterprises had no right, as a matter of law, to

reproduce, copy, display or sell the Greenberg Photographs in the Complete Geographic product,
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or to reuse the Cover Photograph in altered form, without prior permission In the absence of
permission, the inclusion of the Greenberg Photographs and the altered Cover Photograph in the
new derivative work, amounts to infringement of the Greenberg copyrights.
8I.

Geographic Enterprises and Mindscape are at least vicariously liable for

infringement of the aforesaid copyrights because of their roles in producing the CD-ROM discs
and in distributing and selling the Complete Geographic product.
82.

Prior to the start of general distribution and sale of the Complete Geographic

product, the Society was warned not to include, or permit the inclusion of, the protected
Greenberg photographs in the new derivative work without prior written permission. The
Society ignored the demand entirely, never discussed the subject with Mr. Greenberg or his
counsel, and never obtained permission for the use of his photographs in the product. The
infringement of the Greenberg copyrights addressed in this count was, therefore willful.
WHEREFORE the plaintiffs seek the following relief with respect to Count III:
(1)

Entry ofjudgment against the Society, Geographic Enterprises, and Mindscape for

copyright infringement.
(2)

An award of statutory damages.

(3)

An award of exemplary damages for willful infringement.

(4)

Entry of a permanent injunction to halt any further use of the protected Greenberg

photographs in the Complete Geographic product.
(5)

Entry of a permanent injunction to preclude any use by the Society, or by others

with its participation, of the many photographs currently in the possession and control of the
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Society for which Mr. Greenberg, or the Greenbergs jointly, hold exclusive copyright or other
proprietary interest.
(6)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs.

(7)

Such other relief as may be appropriate in the circumstances.
Count V
(Copyright Infringement Against the Society,
Geographic Enterprises, and Mindscape)

83.

The allegations in paragraphs 21 through 41 above are realleged and incorporated.

84.

The Society had access to the Greenberg photograph ("the Cover Photograph")

that is included in the Moving Cover Sequence that appears on each CD-ROM disc comprising
the Complete Geographic product.
85.

An exact replica of the Cover Photograph has been altered and deformed for

utilization in the Moving Cover Sequence.
86.

Mr. Greenberg holds valid and exclusive copyright in the photograph.

87.

Mr. Greenberg never authorized the defendants to alter and deform the

photograph in the Moving Covers Sequence.
88.

Inclusion of the Cover Photograph in the Moving Covers Sequence without Mr.

Greenberg's prior permission amounts to infringement under the Copyright Act.
89.

Geographic Enterprises and Mindscape are at least vicariously liable for

infringement of the aforesaid copyright because of their roles in producing the CD-ROM discs
and in distributing and selling the Complete Geographic product that contains the Cover
Photograph in the Moving Covers Sequence.
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90,

The Society knew that it did not possess a copyright interest in the Cover

Photograph, and by altering and deforming the photograph in the Moving Covers Sequence
without consent willfully infringed the Greenberg copyright.
WHEREFORE the plaintiffs seek the following relief with respect to Count IV:
(I)

Entry ofjudgment against the Society, Geographic Enterprises, and Mindscape for

copyright infringement.

(2)

An award of statutory damages.

(3)

An award of exemplary damages for willful infringement.

(4)

Entry ofa permanent injunction to halt any further use of the Cover Photograph in

the Moving Cover Sequence.

(5)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs.

(6)

Such other relief as may be appropriate in the circumstances.

STEEL HECTOR & DAVIS LLP
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

,

By

\

ri\:, ! , f\, '
t: \"'\,:'

NormanD vis
Fla. Bar No. 475335
David Aronberg
Fla. Bar No. 090565
Suite 4000
First Union Financial Center
Miami, FL 3313 1-2398
(305) 577-2988
(305) 577-7001 Fax
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CERTIFICATE OF SERYICE
1 hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing amended complaint was served by hand
delivery on Valerie Itkoff Esq., Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP, 701 Brickell Avenue, Suite 2100,
Miami, Florida 33131, this 23rd day of December, 1997.
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UNITED STATFS DISTRICT COURT
SOUllIERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
CASE NO. 97-3924
CIY-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

Plaintiffs.

v.
.i.'H""\. 1. .i.\JJ.'H'\.L \JC\JUtV'\.t' .1:l....I.'- ~V ....... l"- L :.. I A UJ.~t..u .... 1,.

of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ENTERPRISES, INC, a
corporation, and MINDSCAPE. INC., a
California corporation,
Defendants.

----------------,/
Memorandum of Law in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count n And to Dismiss Or
for Summary Judgment on Counts m - V of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint
The defendants National Geographic Society, NatiooaJ Geographic
Enterprises' (collectively, the "Society") and Mindscape, Inc. ("Mindscape") submit this
Memorandum of Law in support of their motion pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6) and
56(b) to dismiss and for partial summary judgment dismissing counts II - V of the Amended
Complaint (the" Am. Compl. "),

lbeParties
The plaintiffs, Jerry Greenberg and Idaz Greenberg, are creative artists and
entrepreneurs who publish and distribute their works in books and other products (Am.

Compl, at

1 8).

The National Geographic Society is the world's largest nonprofit scientific

and educational organization, with 9.5 million members, and is dedicated to the increase and

I. National Geographic Enterprises is incorporated under the name NGE, Inc.
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diffusion of geographic knowledge in its broadest
at

'I 2 (hereinafter "Stanton Decl, ").

sense.' See Declaration of Thomas Stanton

The Society and its subsidiaries produce periodicals,

television programs, maps and atlases, educational games, and like products. Id. The
Society's flagship publication, National Geographic Magazine (the "Magazine"), is the
monthly journal of the Society containing articles and photographs which explore the cultural,
geographical and organic richness of the world around us. Id. Mindscape is a computer
software nublisher and distributor which collaborates with the Society in its efforts to bring its

Statement of Material Facts
In 1997, the Society (through Enterprises) and Mindscape produced and began
to sell "The Complete National Geographic," a CD-ROM product containing all issues of the
Magazine published between 1888 and 1996 (hereinafter "CD-ROM 108") (attached as
Exhibit A to the Stanton Decl.). Stanton Dec!. at

'I 3.

CD-ROM 108 reproduces each issue

of the Magazine exactly as it appeared in print.

Id. at

'I 5.

There are no changes to the

content, format or appearance of the Magazine in CD-ROM 108. Id. Each page of each
issue remains perfectly intact, including all articles, photographs, graphics, advertising, notices
of copyright, and attributions. Id.
At the beginning of each of the 30 disks in CD-ROM 108, there is a short
promotional message for Kodak, which participated in marketing the product, and a
multimedia sequence (the "Moving Cover Sequence"). Id. at 'I 6. This sequence displays a
series of images representing the covers of ten issues of the Magazine which transition from
one into another, vividly illustrating the broad range of topics and issues that CD-ROM 108
and the Magazine address. Id. at 'I 6. One of the images is the cover of the January 1962

2. National Geographic Enterprises (d/b/a National Geographic Interactive) (hereinafter
"Enterprises") is a for-profit wholly-owned subsidiary of National Geographic Ventures,
which in turn is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the National Geographic Society. Each of
these entities promotes the Society's core mission of diffusing geographic knowledge of all
kinds.
NYFS04 ...:\30164930\0004\1702\BRfI058M.30E
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issue, containing a photograph taken by the plaintiff Jerry Greenberg (the "Cover"). The
Cover appears in this sequence for less than one second. rd. at 'I 7.
Prior to the release of CD-ROM 108, the Society sent a letter to each
individual who had made a contribution to the Magazine. Stanton Decl, at 'I 10 and Exh. B
thereto. The letter notified the contributors of the pending release of CD-ROM 108 and
explained the Society's belief that its continuing copyrights in the Magazine entitled it to
.

' .. -'

.--.--, ......

,.....,.

,,~

~

"

. _"

1

cornnouuons. Stanton uecl. at'i iu ana Exn, B tnereto. All contributors thus had the
opportunity to come forward and claim any contractual rights to repayment which they may
have had.
The plaintiffs then contacted the Society, claiming that the Society had no right
to reproduce their photographs in CD-ROM 108 without their consent and that they did not
consent to such use. They did not, however, assert that they had entered into any contract
with the Society limiting its rights in this regard.
The plaintiffs then brought this action alleging infringement of copyright in
"more than a dozen" photographs. The only photograph that the plaintiffs have specifically
identified in their Amended Complaint is the photograph which was displayed on the cover of
the January 1962 issue of the Magazine. Moreover, the plaintiffs did not attach to their
Amended Complaint any evidence of their copyright registration in any of the photographs
which they claim the Society has used without permission.

Argument
L

THE PLAINTIFFS HAVE FAILED TO ALLEGE THAT TIlEY PROPERLY
REGISTERED THEIR COPYRIGHTS IN TIlE "JASON" IMAGE, TIlE COVER,
AND TIlE UNIDENTIFIED CD-ROM 108 PHOTOGRAPHS.
A copyright holder must register his or her copyright claim in order to bring a

suit for infringement. 17 U.S.CA §411(a); Cable News Network, Inc. v. Video Monitoring
Servs., 940 F.2d 1471 (11th Cir. 1991), vacated on other grounds, 949 F.2d 378 (11th Cir.
1991), appeal denied, 959 F.2d 188 (11th Cir. 1992); M.G.B. Homes, Inc. v. Ameron Homes,
NYFS04 ...:\30\64930\0004\l702\BRfl 0S8M.30B
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Inc., 903 F.2d 1486 (11th Cir. 1990); 3 Nimmer on Copyright §12.09[A] at p. 12-132 (1997).
Likewise, proper recordation of the transfer of a copyright is a jurisdictional prerequisite to an
infringement action. Techniques, Inc. v. Rohn, 592 F. Supp. 1195, 1197 (S.D.N.Y. 1984).
The Court should dismiss Counts II - V of the Amended Complaint because
the plaintiffs have failed to allege registration of copyright with respect to the photographs
involved therein. Count II alleges that the Society published without authorization a

48-52. However, the plaintiffs fail to allege that they registered their copyright in this
photograph. Am. Compl. 1 21. In Counts III - V, the plaintiffs claim that the Society's
reproduction of the Magazine and display of the Moving Cover Sequence in CD-ROM 108
violates their copyrights in the photograph published on the cover of the January 1962 issue
and "more than a dozen" additional, unidentified, photographs. Am. CompI. at 1115, 33, 5390. The plaintiffs do not allege that they registered their copyrights or recorded their
assignments of copyright in these photographs. The Court thus lacks jurisdiction to entertain
Counts II - V and should dismiss them.
11.

THE COPYRIGHT ACT EXPRESSLY PERMITS THE SOCIETY TO REPRODUCE
THE MAGAZINE IN CD-ROM 108.
Pursuant to Rule 56(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court may

grant summary judgment to a moving party where no genuine issue exists as to any material
fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Celotex Corp. v:
Catrett, 477 U.S. 317 (1986); Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242 (1986). There
are no genuine issues of material fact to be resolved. The plaintiffs' images were published
in certain issues of the Magazine. Each issue is a collective work of which the Sociery is the
copyright owner. The Sociery has reproduced each issue in CD-ROM 108, which it has the
right to do under Section 201(c) of the Copyright Act. Thus, it is appropriate for the Court to
grant summary judgment.

SYFS04 ...:\30\64930\0004\1 702'BRPl058M.30E
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A.

The plain language of §201(c) permits the Society to reproduce
the Magazine in CD-ROM 108.
Section 201(c) of the Copyright Act provides that:

Copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work is distinct from
copyright in the collective work as a whole. and vests initially in the author of
the contribution. In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or of
any rights under it. the owner of the copyright in the collective work is
presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and distributing

17 U.S.C.A. §201(c) (emphases added).
The plain language of §201(c) controls this case. "When statutory language is
plain ... that is ordinarily 'the end of the matter." Amoco Prod. Co. v. Gambell. 480 U.S.
531 (1987); see also Bethesda Hosp. Assoc. v. Bowen. 485 U.S. 399 (1988) ("the plain
meaning of the statute decides the issue presented"). Here. the plain language of §201(c)
gives the Society the right to reproduce the plaintiffs' photographs in CD-ROM 108. All of
the photographs involved in Counts III - V (the photograph featured on the cover of the
January 1962 issue and "more than a dozen" unidentified photographs) were. initially.
contributions to various issues of the Magazine. Am. CompI. at 'I 33. Each of these issues is
a collective work. 17 U.S.C.A. § 101. The plaintiffs have not alleged that there is "an
express transfer of copyright" or. indeed. that they entered into any kind of agreement with
the Society that limited its right. under §201(c). to reproduce those collective works.
The only reported decision on this issue is Tasini v. New York Times Co.. 972
F. Supp. 804 (S.D.N.Y. 1997). affd onreh'g, 1997 WL 681314 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 29. 1997)3
(attached hereto as Exhibit A) in which Judge Sonia Sotomayor held that § 201(c) permitted
the defendants to reproduce issues of the New York Times. Sports lllustrated and other
publications in electronic media. including CD-ROM. Judge Sotomayor explicitly rejected the
plaintiffs' contention that §201(c) only permits a publisher to revise a collective work in the
same medium as the original work. Tasini. 972 F. Supp. 804. 817-8. Section 201(c) contains

3. Tasini is currently on appeal to the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.
t-.'YFS04 .:\30\64930\0004\1702\BRFl058M.30E
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no such express limitation. Indeed, the Act as a whole was deliberately written to be
medium-neutral. Id. at 818; see also H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess 62 (1976)
("Under the bill it makes no difference what the form, manner or medium of fixation may be .
. . ")!

The facts of this case are even more compelling than those in Tasini. In
Tasini, some of the reproductions eliminated advertisements and photographs and changed

database including articles from other publications, thus eliminating the sequence and
organization of the original articles. Tasini, 974 F. Supp at 823-4. In addition, NEXIS did
not reproduce the photographs, captions and layouts of the original publications. Id. at 824.
By contrast, CD-ROM 108 displays an image of each page of the Magazine exactly as it
appeared in hard copy, including all articles, photographs, graphics, advertising, notices of
copyright, and attributions. Stanton Dec!. at

'I 5. CD-ROM 108 thus retains all of the

elements of the original Magazine.
B.

The legislative history of §201(c) confirms that the Society is entitled to
reproduce the Magazine in CD-ROM 108.
Where, as here, the plain and ordinary meaning of the statute resolves the legal

issue involved, there is no need to look at the legislative history. Amoco, 480 U.S. at 552-3
(cautioning against going behind plain language to search for possibly contrary intent).
However, should the Court choose to do so, it will find that the legislative history of §201(c)
supports the defendants' position.

4. Thus, for example, a copyright holder exercises its rights under the Act by distributing
"copies" of the subject work. 17 U.S.C.A. §106. The Act defines "copies" as "material
objects, other than phonorecords, in which a work is fixed by any method now known or later
developed, and from which the work can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise
communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device." 17 U.S.CA. §102.
Thus, Congress deliberately refrained from restricting the media in which copyright holders
could reproduce their works.
NYFS04...:\J0'6493O\0004\.1702\BRFI058M.30E
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Section 201(c) was a compromise. It benefitted contributors by making it clear
that the "copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work ... vests initially in the
author of the contribution." It benefitted publishers by establishing a baseline level of rights
that the publisher acquires by force of law absent express contract language to the contrary.
The House Report summarized the compromise as follows:
The magazine contributors, while strongly supporting the basic presumption in
their favor, suggested that the last clause be deleted as unduly restrictive.
T T

'.

.:

•. ' :

~

1
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presumed, as an essential counterpart of the basic presumption. Under the
language which has been retained a publisher could reprint a contribution from
one issue in a later issue of his magazine, or could reprint an article from a
1970 edition of an encyclopedia in a 1980 revision of it; he could not revise
the contribution itself or include it in a new anthology or an entirely different
magazine or other collective work.
H.R. Rep. No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess 117 (1966) (later summarized in the final report on
the 1976 Act, H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 122-23 (1976».

*

*

*

The clear language of § 201(c), its legislative history and the reasoned opinion
in Tasini compel the conclusion that the defendants had the right to reproduce the issues of
this Magazine which contained plaintiffs' images as part of CD-ROM 108.
III.

THE DEFENDANTS' USE OF THE COVER IN THE MOVING COVER
SEQUENCE IS DE MINIMIS, AND, THEREFORE, NOT ACTIONABLE
The plaintiffs claim that the defendants infringed their copyright in the

photograph that appeared on the Cover by showing it, as one of ten cover images, for less
than one second as part of the Moving Cover Sequence. However, in order to establish
actionable copying, a plaintiff must demonstrate that the copying exceeds a certain de
minimis threshold. Ringgold v. Black Entertainment Television. Inc., 126 F.3d 70 (2d Cir.
1997). De minimis use does not give rise to copyright liability. Warner Bros. Inc. v.
American Broadcasting Cos., Inc., 720 F.2d 231 (2d Cir. 1983); Amsinck v. Columbia
Pictures Indus., Inc., 862 F. Supp. 1044 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) (citing Sony Com. v. Universal City
Studios. Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984)). In Ringgold v. Black Entertainment Television, Inc., 126
NYFS04...;\30\64930\0004\l702\BRFt 058M.30E
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F.3d 70 (2d Cir. 1997), the defendant used a poster of the plaintiffs quilt as a background set
decoration on a television show. Id. at 73. In analyzing the substantiality of copying
involved, Judge Newman emphasized that, in cases involving visual works, "the quantitative
component of substantial similarity also concerns the observability of the copied work -- the
length of time the copied work is observable in the allegedly infringing work and such factors
as focus, lighting, camera angles, and prominence." Id. at 74. Judge Newman found that the

,

•.

-- • •

_--

L

1

recognizable as the plaintiffs "colorful, virtually two-dimensional style." Id. at 77.
In a similar case involving copying of a visual work, the Southern District of
New York also emphasized that to establish actionable copying, "[tlhere must be some degree
of permanence or the maxim 'de minimis' applies, requiring a finding of no liability."
Amsinck v. Columbia Pictures Indus.. Inc., 862 F. Supp. 1044, 1047 (S.D.N.Y. 1994). In
Amsinck, the defendant used the plaintiffs crib mobile as part of.the set decoration of a film.
Id. at 1046. The mobile appeared in several scenes for periods of time ranging from two to
twenty-one seconds, with a total exposure of roughly one minute and thirty-six seconds. Id.
at 1045. As in Ringgold, the entire copyrighted work was displayed. Id. However, the court
concluded that this did not constitute actionable copying, in part because the mobile
"appear[ed] for only seconds at a time and [could] be seen only by viewing a film, [and thus
was] fleeting and impermanent." Id. at 1048.
If the concept of de minimis use has any meaning whatsoever, it must apply to

this case. The Cover flashes by in less than one second, see Stanton Decl. at 'I 7; it is
virtually impossible for a visual work to appear for a shorter period of time and yet still be
capable of perception by the human eye. Indeed, the plaintiffs themselves admit that there is
no element of permanence to the Moving Cover Sequence. Am. CompI. at 'I 36 (images "are
electronically and visually manipulated so that they metamorphose from one to another").
Thus, the Moving Cover Sequence, and especially the one Cover including the plaintiffs'
photograph, is unquestionably a de minimis use.

NYFS04 ...:\30'64930\0004\1 702\BRF I058M.30E
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IV.

THE DEFENDANTS' USE OF THE COYER IN THE MOVING COVER
SEQUENCE CONSTITUTES FAIR USE.
The 1976 Copyright Act codifies the judicial doctrine of fair use, an "equitable

rule of reason" which "permits courts to avoid rigid application of the copyright statute when,
on occasion, it would stifle the very creativity which that law is designed to foster." Stewart
v. Abend, 495 U.S. 207, 236 (1990) (citations omitted). Section 107 permits:
the fair use of a copyrizhted work ... for purposes such as criticism, comment,
'v.'w.:.;ul\:.i LUI;;. ucc UJ.Q.uc Ui.

Q.

\o,oVlb. llJ. a.H) }Ji:u,-u.\..Uj,(ti \..~ 1.:> a

J.u.J. ..

u o.....

lu~

1a":i.0i.:>

to be considered shall include: (I) the purpose and character of the use,
including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit
educational purposes; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the amount
and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a
whole; and (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of
the copyrighted work.
17 U.S.CA §107.
A.

CD-ROM 108 is educational and does not seek to exploit
the Cover for commercial gain.
1.

The Magazine is an educational periodical.

The preamble of § 107 lists six examples of the type of use which may give
rise to a successful fair use defense: criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching, scholarship
and research. 17 U.S.c.A. § 107. The list is nonexclusive and is meant to provide "general
guidance about the sorts of copying that courts and Congress most commonly had found to be
fair uses." Campbell, 510 U.S. at 577 (parody); see also Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v.
Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539, 560 (1985) (news reporting); New Era Publications Int'l v.
Carol Publishing Group, 904 F.2d 152, 155 (2d Cir. 1990) (critical biography); Salinger v.
Random House, Inc., 811 F.2d 90, 96 (2d Cir. 1987) (biography).
Generally, fair uses are those which contribute in some way to the public
welfare. Pacific and Southern Co.. Inc. v. Duncan, 744 F.2d 1490 (11th Cir. 1984). A use
which falls within the ambit of the preamble to § 107 gives rise to a strong presumption of
fair use, Arica Institute v. Palmer, 970 F.2d 1067, 1077 (2d Cir. 1992) (psychologist's book
NYFS04...:\3016493O\0004U 702\BRFIOSSM.30E
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on "intuition training" fell within preamble to § 107); Wright v. Warner Books, Inc., 953 F.2d
731, 736 (2d Cir. 1991) (scholarly biography fit within categories of uses that Congress
indicated may be fair).
The Magazine's mission is to educate its readership about the cultural,
geographical and organic richness of the world around us. Stanton Dec!. at

'I 2.

The

collection of 1,200-plus issues of the Magazine, spanning 108 years, is a remarkable

such as "Making Friends with Mountain Gorillas" (January 1970); "New Map Interweaves
History with Geography" (January 1970); "Lebanon, Little Bible Land in the Crossfire of
History" (February 1970); and "Starfish Threaten Pacific Reefs" (March 1970) enrich the
reader's knowledge of the incredibly varied and complex world around us. The Magazine
"contributes to the public welfare," see Pacific & Southern Co.. 744 F.2d at 1496, because it
increases our cultural knowledge of and appreciation for the symbiotic relationship between
humans and the plant and animal life which surrounds us. Thus, the Magazine's pervasively
recognized status as an educational publication weighs in favor of the defendants.
2.

CD-ROM 108 makes "transformative" use of the Cover,
which weighs in favor of finding fair use.

The Supreme Court's most recent pronouncement on the fair use defense
emphasizes that the "central purpose" of the first fair use factor is to determine whether the
new work merely replaces the original, or whether it makes "transformative" use of the
original by adding further creative expression or meaning to it Campbell, 510 U.S. at 579
(citations omitted). See also Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, 471 U.S.
539, 562 (1985) (no fair use of verbatim excerpts of former President Ford's memoirs); Dr.
Seuss Enters., L.P. v. Penguin Books USA, Inc., 109 F.3d 1394, 1400 (9th Cir. 1997)
(nontransformative use of elements of Dr. Seuss character cut against fair use); Pacific &
Southern Co., Inc. v. Duncan, 744 F.2d 1490, 1496 (11th Cir. 1984) (no fair use where
television news service copied and sold entire news feature); Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy, 666 F.2d
403 (9th Cir. 1982) (upholding jury finding of fair use because use was not the "same
intrinsic use [from) which the copyright holders expected protection").
SYFS04 ...:\30\64930\0004\1 ?02\BRFlOSSM.3OE
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The key to transformative use is that it builds upon elements of the original
work in creating an entirely new work which conveys a different message and serves a
different function than that of the original. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 580. A finding of
transformative use will diminish the significance of other considerations, such as
commerciality, which might otherwise weigh against the defendant. Id. at 579. This is
consistent with the Copyright Act's goal of encouraging creative endeavors in science and the
arts. rd.

the Cover of the Magazine in the Moving Cover Sequence is transformative. Am. Compl. at

'I 85 ("the Cover Photograph has been altered and deformed for utilization in the Moving
Cover Sequence"). The Cover of the Magazine is portrayed exactly as it actually appears in
the Magazine for a moment, but the position of one element in the photograph, the figure of
the female diver, is then altered to facilitate the visual effect of the Cover transitioning into
the next cover in the sequence. Stanton Decl. at 'I 7. It is one piece of a moving digital
mosaic which evokes the variety and richness of the natural world which is the subject of the
Magazine.
The transformative nature of the Moving Cover Sequence weighs in favor of
the defendants.
3.

The defendants do not exploit the Cover for commercial gain
in the Moving Cover Sequence.

While the Supreme Court has stated that copying which serves a commercial or
profit-making activity is presumptively unfair, Sony Com. v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,
464 U.S. 417, 448-9 (1984), it has emphasized that this is not a "hard evidentiary
presumption," but merely one element of the inquiry into the first factor which should not be
given dispositive weight. Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, Inc., 510 U.S. 569, 583-4 (1994);
see also Maxtone-Graham v. Burtchaell, 803 F.2d 1253, 1262 (2d Cir. 1986) (in analyzing
commerciality, need not "make a clear-cut choice between two polar characterizations,
'commercial' and 'non-profit'). Indeed, if commerciality alone were determinative of fair
use, "the presumption would swallow nearly all of the illustrative uses listed in the preamble
NYFS04...:\J0\64930\0004U702'BRFIOS8M30B
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paragraph of §107, including news reporting, comment, criticism, teaching, scholarship, and
research, since these activities 'are generally conducted for profit in this country." Campbell,
510 U.S. at 584 (quoting Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 592 (Brennan, J., dissenting»; ~ also
American Geophysical Union v. Texaco, Inc., 60 F.3d 916 (2d Cir. 1995) (since most
secondary users seek some measure of commercial gain from use, unduly emphasizing
commercial motivation leads to overly restrictive view of fair use).

F.2d 1171 (5th Cir. 1980), found that purely commercial use could constitute fair use. In that
case, the Miami Herald displayed the cover of TV Guide Magazine in an advertisement for its
own competing television guide. Id. at 1172-3. The District Court ruled against the Miami
Herald on the sole ground that the use of the TV Guide cover was to obtain commercial
advantage. Id. at 1175. The Fifth Circuit reversed, rejecting the lower court's "per se rule
that commercial motive destroys the defense of fair use." Id. The court found that the
circumstances of the use undercut its commercial nature. Id. at 1175-6. The TV Guide cover
was used in a truthful comparative advertisement, and the Court took note of the public
interest in disseminating "important information to consumers [which] assists them in making
rational purchase decisions." Id. at 1176 n. 13 (quoting 16 C.F.R. §14.15(c) (1980». Thus,
even though the Miami Herald used the TV Guide cover expressly for the purpose of gaining
a competitive advantage in the market for television guides, the manner in which it did so
constituted fair use. rd. at 1176.
Moreover, the inquiry into commerciality specifically focuses on whether the
alleged infringer stands to gain from" exploitation of the copyrighted material," Harper &
Row, 471 U.S. at 562, not whether the new work, as a whole, is commercial in nature. -See
-Penelope v. Brown, 792 F. Supp. 132, 137 (D. Mass. 1992); Haberman v. Hustler Magazine,
Inc., 626 F. Supp. 201 (D. Mass. 1986) (citing Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 562). In
analyzing the first fair use factor, the Haberman court emphasized that "[t]he fact that Hustler
magazine is offered for sale... does not dictate a finding that the reproduction of Haberman's
[two photographs] was a commercial use." Haberman, 626 F. Supp. at 210. Haberman's

NYPS04 ...:\30\64930\0004\l702'BRPl058M.30B
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photographs were displayed inside the magazine and were not advertised on the cover or
otherwise made evident to prospective purchasers. Id. Thus, the court ruled that the manner
of Hustler's use was "not a strong factor militating against a finding of fair use."
Finally, the fair use defense is broader with respect to works which, though
intended to be profitable, aspire to serve broader public purposes. Twin Peaks Prods., Inc. v.
Publications Int'l. Ltd., 996 F.2d 1366, 1375 (2d Cir. 1993); Sega Enters. Ltd. v. Accolade,
hr

977 F.2c' 151 O.

15~3 (Oth

0, 10 9 1 ) . This nt'bk benefit neer' not he direct or tangible

in order to claim fair use. Sega, 977 F.2d at 1523.
The defendants do not contest that CD-ROM 108 is sold for a profit.
However, that fact does not affect the core educational purpose of the Society's mission to
further the diffusion of geographic knowledge. The Society's primary motivation in
republishing the Magazine in CD-ROM 108 was to bring the convenience of digital archiving
to educators, librarians, students and families. Stanton Decl. at 1 3 and Exh. B thereto. In
light of the significant educational value of the Magazine, the fact that CD-ROM 108 is
offered for sale carries little or no weight in the first factor analysis.
Moreover, the defendants' use of the Cover in the Moving Cover Sequence is
not the source of whatever commercial gain the defendants might realize as a result of CDROM 108. Indeed, potential purchasers of CD-ROM 108 are not even aware of the Moving
Cover Sequence, since it is not referenced on the outside packaging and has not been
highlighted in any advertising for the product. Stanton Dt?C1. at 1.6.
4.

The defendants have acted in good faith.

The conduct of the allegedly infringing user is also relevant to the first fair use
factor because "fair use presupposes 'good faith' and 'fair dealing.''' Harper & Row, 471
U.S. at 562 (citations omitted); see also Weissman v. Freeman, 868 F.2d 1313, 1323 (2d Cir.
1989). Consequently, the deliberate exploitation of a copyrighted work for one's own
personal gain weighs heavily against a finding of fair use. Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 563
(The Nation's "knowing[] exploitation [of] a purloined manuscript" in an effort to "scoop"
Time Magazine militated strongly against a finding of fair use); Los Angeles News Servo v.
NYPS04...:\30'64930\0004\l702\BRFI 058M.30B
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KCAL- TV Channel 9, 108 F.3d 1119 (9th Cir. 1997) (no fair use where television station
broadcast competing station's videotape of Reginald Denny beating and did not attribute tape
to competitor); Rogers v, Koons, 960 F.2d 301, 308 (2d Cir. 1992) (no fair use where artist
deliberately removed copyright notice from photograph before unauthorized copying).
The defendants here have acted in the uunost good faith with respect to CDROM 108. The Society sent a letter to all contributors to the Magazine informing them of

The Society thus afforded all contributors the opportunity to notify the Society of any
contractual rights which might limit the applicability of §20l(c). The defendants' good faith
weighs in their favor.
Because the Magazine (and consequently CD-ROM 108) is primarily
educational rather than commercial, because the use is transformative, because the defendants
do not seek to gain any profit directly from the use of the Cover, and because the defendants
have acted in good faith, the first fair use factor weighs in the defendants' favor.
B.

The Cover has already been published.
The second fair use factor assesses "the nature of the copyrighted work." 17

U.S.C.A. §201(c). Whether a copyrighted work has already been published is a critical
element of this factor. Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 563. The scope of the fair use defense is
broader with respect to works that have already been published. Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at
563; Arica Institute, Inc. v. Palmer, 970 F.2d 1067 (2d Cir. 1992) (tinding fair use by
psychiatrist of published ego fixation model in book); Salinger v. Random House, Inc., 811
F.2d 90 (2d Cir. 1987); (biographer's use of subject's unpublished works weighed against fair
use); Haberman v. Hustler Magazine, Inc., 626 F. Supp. 201 (D. Mass. 1986) (fact that
photographs had been published undercut weight of creativity and originality in examination
of second fair use factor). This is because the creator of the original work has an interest in
controlling its first publication. Hamer & Row, 471 U.S. at 564; Wright, 953 F.2d at 737;
Haberman, 626 F. Supp. at 212.

NYPS04...:\30164930\0004\l702"SRPI058M.30E
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The photograph at issue here, like the photographs in Haberman, has already
been published: it appeared on the cover of the January 1962 issue of the Magazine.
Therefore, the plaintiffs' interest in controlling its first publication is not at stake here as it
was in Harper & Row. This factor thus favors the defendants' claim of fair use.
C.

The Cover's fleeting appearance in the Moving Cover Sequence
is not a substantial use.

conclusively established that copying an entire work does not preclude a fair use defense.
See Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417 (1984); Ringgold v. Black
Entertainment Television, 126 F.3d 70 (2d Cir. 1997) (third fair use factor weighed in favor
of defendants where poster, used as set decoration, appeared in television show for less than
27 seconds); Triangle Publications, Inc. v. Knight-Ridder Publications, Inc., 626 F.2d 1171
(5th Cir. 1980) (finding fair use of entire cover of TV guide in advertisement for competing
television programming guide); Sandoval v. New Line Cinema Corp., 973 F. Supp. 409
(S.D.N.Y. 1997) (finding fair use of photographs which were displayed for approximately 90
seconds in motion picture).
This factor has both a quantitative and a qualitative aspect. Wright v. Warner
Books, Inc., 953 F.2d 731, 738 (2d Cir. 1991). Thus, even substantial copying may constitute
fair use if it does not reproduce the "heart" of the original work, see Harper & Row, 471 U.S.
at 564; Wright, 953 F.2d at 738; Triangle Publications, 626 F.2d at 1177.
As in Ringgold and Sandoval, while the defendants used the entire Cover in the
Moving Cover Sequence, it appears for a split second as one of a series of ten images of
other Magazine covers. Stanton Dec!. at

'1'1 6-7. The plaintiffs cannot seriously contend that

such a fleeting and ephemeral use of the Cover captures its "essence or value,"

~

Sandoval,

973 F. Supp. at 413, or its "heart," see Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 564; Wright, 953 F.2d at
738; Triangle Publications, 626 F.2d at 1177. The Cover is barely discemable or identifiable
as it is momentarily shown before transitioning into the next image. Moreover, a user can

NYFS04...,13O'6l9301OOO4\1702'8RF1058M.30E
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skip the Moving Cover Sequence by mouse-clicking on it once after his or her initial use of
CD-ROM 108. Stanton Decl. at 16. This factor weighs in favor of the defendants.
D.

The Moving Cover Sequence has no effect on the potential market
for the photograph appearing in the Cover.
The fourth fair use factor examines "the effect of the use upon the potential

market for or value of the copyrighted work." 17 U.S.C.A. §201(c). The Supreme Court in

finding of market harm under the fourth factor. Campbell. 510 U.S. at 590-1.

The Supreme

Court limited the Sony presumption of market harm to cases involving exact copying for
purely commercial purposes. rd. Thus, one who duplicates a work exactly and then makes a
profit by distributing the copy to the same market as that of the original work cannot claim
fair use. Pacific & Southern Co., Inc. v. Duncan, 744 F.2d 1490, 1496 (11th Cir. 1984)
(under fourth factor, "court can measure the success of the original purpose and single out
those purposes that most directly threaten the incentives for creativity which the copyright
tries to protect").
It is difficult to imagine how the Moving Cover Sequence could displace
market demand for the photograph appearing in the Cover, since the size and quality of the
images in the sequence are inferior to the original Magazine. Stanton Dec!. at 1 8. A
potential purchaser of a poster or a postcard depicting the Cover photograph could not buy
CD-ROM 108 instead and use the Moving Cover Sequence as a substitute for the original
photograph. As a result, the fourth factor weighs heavily in favor of the defendants.

*

*

*

Pursuant to §201(c) of the Copyright Act, the defendants are entitled to
reproduce the Magazine in CD-ROM 108. In addition, their use of the Cover in the Moving
Cover Sequence is de minimis and protected by the fair use doctrine. The defendants are thus
entitled to an Order granting them summary judgment on Counts Ill-V.

NYFS04...:\30'64930\0004\1102\BRPI058M.30E
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Conclusion
For all the reasons stated, the defendants respectfully request that their motion
be granted.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing has been sent by hand delivered this

LLP, 200 South Biscayne Boulevard, 40th Floor, Miami, Florida 33131-2398, attorneys for
plaintiff.

Robert G. Sugarman, Esq.
Naomi Jane Gray, Esq.
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153
(212) 310-8000
- and Edward Soto, Esq. (265144)
Valerie Itkoff, Esq. (26514)
WEIL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
70 I Brickell Avenue
Suite 2100
Miami, FL 33131
(305) 577-3100
Attorneys for the Defendants
- and -
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Senior Vice President
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National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
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JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
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CASE NO. 97-3924
CN-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

Plaintiffs,

v.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, a district
of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ENTERPRISES, INC, a .
corporation, and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California corporation,

DECLARATION OF
THOMAS STANTON

Defendants.

I

Thomas Stanton affirms as follows, under penalty of perjury:
1.

I

am the Director of CD-ROM Product Management at National

Geographic Interactive, a division of NGE,Inc., which is a wholly-owned for-profit
subsidiary of the National Geographic Society (collectively, the "Society"). I make this
declaration based upon personal knowledge.
2.

The National Geographic Society is the world's largest nonprofit

scientific and educational organization, with 9.5 million members, and is dedicated to the
diffusion of geographic knowledge in its broadest sense. The Society and its subsidiaries
produce periodicals, television programs, maps and atlases, educational games, and like
products. Its flagship publication, National Geographic Magazine (the "Magazine"), is the
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monthly journal of the Society containing anicles and photographs which explore the cultural,
geographical and organic richness of the world around us.
3.

In 1996, the Society decided to reproduce all issues of the Magazine

published between ISSS and 1996 in CD-ROM format (hereinafter "CD-ROM lOS") (attached
hereto as Exhibit A). The Society's primary motivation in republishing the Magazine in CORaM lOS was, in light of the growing significance of electronic media. to bring the
convenience of digital archiving to the Magazine's readership, which consists largely of
educators, librarians, students and families. The Society believed that the completeness and
accessibility of this vast collection of the Magazine would enhance its mission for the
diffusion of geographic knowledge. In 1997, the Society produced and began to sell CD·
ROM lOS.
4.

As Director of CD-ROM Product Management, I supervised all aspects

of CD-ROM lOS's development. I drafted the initial development proposal, interviewed,
hired and supervised a vendor to conduct the scanning process. conducted beta testing. and
panicipated in all technical aspects of the product's development
5.

After careful consideration, the Society elected to develop this archive

through the process of digital scanning. Each issue was thus scanned. page by page, into a
computer system. The scanning process created an exact image of each page as it appeared
in the

Mag~

CD-ROM lOS provides no tools to the user for cutting, pasting or altering

any of the digital pages. The Society made absolutely no changes to the content, format or
appearance of the Magazine. Each page of each issue remains perfectly intact, including all
articles, photographs, graphics. advertising. notices of copyright, and attributions.
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6.

A short multimedia sequence (the "Moving Cover Sequence") is

contained on each of the 30 disks in CD-ROM 108. This sequence displays a series of
images representing the covers of ten issues of the Magazine which transition from one into
another. The sequence plays the first time a user boots up CD-ROM 108. When the user
opens the program on subsequent occasions, he or she can skip the sequence by mouseclicking on it once. The sequence is not referenced on the outside packaging of CD-ROM
108, nor has it been highlighted in any advertising.
7.

The cover of the January 1962 issue of the Magazine is one cover in

the Moving Cover Sequence. It depicts a female scuba diver swimming among corals and
fishes (the "Cover"). To facilitate the visual effect of the Cover transitioning into the next
cover in the sequence, the figure of the female diver is repositioned to align itself with the
body of the female dancer in the next cover. The Cover is visible' for less than one second.
8.

None of the images in the Moving Cover Sequence can compete

qualitatively with an actual photograph or with a color copy taken from the Magazine itself.
The Moving Cover images are much smaller than their hard copy counterparts. Moreover,
while the scanning process selected by the Society resulted in an exact copy of each page, it
could not reproduce the same high resolution as the original Magazine. Even a cursory
glance at CD-ROM 108 reveals that the digital images appear somewhat "fuzzy" compared to
paper copies of the Magazine. .Thus, even if a consumer wanted to attempt to capture an
image from the Moving Cover Sequence and print it out, that consumer could never
reproduce the quality of, for example, a color copy taken from the Magazine. Thus, it is
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The Complete National Geographic
108 Years of National Geographic Magazine on CD-ROM

Actual Set Filed With the Court Only
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NATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC
INTERACTIVE
TOM STANTON
Director, CD-ROM Product Management

May 21, 1997

xxxxxxx
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX
XXXXXXX

Dear Magazine Contributor:
As you know, the Society is making a digital archive of NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC magazine
from 1888 through 1996. The Complete NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: J08 Years ofNATIONAL
GEOGRAPHIC Magazille Oil CD-ROMcontains a digital image of every page of the magazine.
including advertisements, without any changes. additions, or modifications.

This CD-ROM contains a search engine based on the National Geographic Society
proprietary indexing scheme. It does not allowusers to cut and pastephotographs or text, and
while photographs and text can be printed, the quality is inferior to a photocopy of the magazine
itself.
The NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC on CD-ItOM was designed as a low-cost reference tool for
educators, librarians. students, and families. Producing a CD-ROM of this sizeis an expensive
proposition. We have deliberately priced the 30-volume set at S199 to make it more affordable
for educational institutions and families.
The 40-million-dollar CD-ROM marketing and distribution contract with Mindscape, Inc.•
that some of you haveread about in the media covers 11 titles over a three-year period, including
The NationalGeographic Photo Gallery. Really WildAnimals. Geo Bee Challenge. and The
Complete NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: 108 Years ofNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Magazine on CD-ROM
These four titles will be released in 1997, and sevenadditional products are scheduled for release
in 1998. This S40 million represents the total retail sales Mindscape hopes to generate from its
distribution arrangement. National Geographic's expected proceeds are a small fraction of this
amount; the Society does not expect to do more than break even on these products. Kodak is
identified as a sponsorofthe project as pan ofa largeradvertising arrangement with the Society.
We are aware that some photographers and writers, whose work has appeared in NATIONAl.
GEOORAPHIC and, therefore, will be in the CD-ROM archive, are questioning whether theywill be
paid for this use oftheir work. M Director of CD-ROM Product Management, I want to convey
to you the Society's position on this matter.
,:,
€'.
':'

_.---- ...-

114S 17th Street N.W.• ""'shington. D.C. 200J6-46Xll
f..-m:til: '!Q:ln,an(i!-"n:Ilionalc.~n. ...hic.com

Telephone:(202) W-86&1

hl1p:Ii~·.na'tonalgeopaphic.com
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Fax: (202) 429·5771
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This does not lend itselfto a simpleor easy explanation, as it is a blend of copyright law,
magazine publishing lore, National Geographic contract interpretation, etc., but I will attempt to
summarize. Becausethe CD-ROM archive consists of an exact image of every page as it was
originally published, this reissuance (or reprint) is not a "furthereditorial use" of material such as
requires additional payment to the photographers whose contracts commit the Society to payment
under those circumstances. The Society holds copyrights in the magazine issuesas collective
works, and we believe that the continuingcopyrights permit the Society to republish its magazine
archivein this CD-ROM delivery mechanism. This is comparable to magazines being made
available on microfiche.
•
Beyond this, I don't want to make any blanketstatement about individualized contracts. 1
do want to state, however, that the NATIONAL GEOGRAPHlC on CD·ROMis a unique situation.
The Society does pay, where appropriate, for electronic/digital reproduction rights. For example,
we will pay photographers for the digital rights to anotherCD-RaM-The National Geographic
Photo GaUery-a product which is clearly a "further editorial use" of preexisting material. We
have also paid for digital rights on all other interactive products including CD-ROMs and Web
site content modules. It has been, and will continue to be, the Society's position to pay fair
market value for the content we publish.
Sincerely,
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Plaintiffs, JERRY GREENBERG and rDAZ GREE".13ERG {"the Greenbergs"), submit
this memorandum in response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count II and to Dismiss Or For
Summary Judgment on Counts III-V of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint,

STATEMENT OF rNDlSPUTED MATERIAL FACTS
The National Geographic Society ("the Society") is a not-for-profit corporation formed in
the District of Columbia, and its principal place of business is there, Defs, Answer

~

5, National

Geographic Enterprises, Inc, is a wholly-owned for-profit subsidiary of the Society, Thomas
Stanton Declar. ~ 1, The Society or a subsidiary relies on a marketing and distribution agreement
with Mindscape, Inc, to distribute and sell The Complete National Geographic on CD-ROM
("the Complete Geographic"), among other projects, Stanton Declar. Ex, B,
The Complete Geographic' was first distributed in 1997, and incorporates 108 years of
the National Geographic monthly magazine, through the year 1996, amounting to more than
1,200 issues of the magazine, Thomas Stanton Declar. ~ 3. The Complete Geographic product
consists of approximately 30 discs for displaythrough a computer, Stanton Declar., Ex. A. The
materials in the Complete Geographic are clustered by decade, and within the box containing the
30 discs the monthly magazines for each decade are segregated in separate packages. Id. Each
disc will display the covers of all issues for any given year within that decade. Id, A purchaser
of the Complete Geographic must buy the entire 30-disc set, although the defendants have had a
decade-a-month purchase plan, whereby, for example, discs encompassing magazine issues for
the 1990s are available. S= Ex. B, Jerry Greenberg Affid. ~ 14,
As to the specific magazines included in the Complete Geographic, a computer can

display an image of each page of the magazine as it appeared in hard copy, including all articles,
photographs, graphics, advertising, notice of copyright, and attributions. Defs. Mern. at 6. At
two places on the labeling that adorns the box containing the 30 discs appears the following:
"Relive 100 years of classic advertisements as they appeared in over a century of National

, This memorandum utilizes the term "Complete Geographic," which corresponds to the
label on.the product itself. The defendants' memorandum refers to the product as CD-ROM 108.
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Geographic magazine." Stanton Declar., Ex. A. Additionally. promotional literature distributed
by the Society for the Complete Geographic product included the following invitation "Relive
100 years of classic advertisements as they appeared in over a century of National Geographic
magazine." ~ Ex. A., Idaz Greenberg Affid, Attach. I.
The Societv's literature states that the magazine is available for advertising purposes in
"worldwide, international, U.S., regional, statewide, metro, and 'test'" editions, as well as an
edition published in the Japanese language.

~

Ex. C, John David Affid., Attachment A.

Therefore, many variations of the monthly magazine, bearing different advertising or a different
language, are not included in the Complete Geographic product. The box in which the Complete
Geographic is packaged says on the printed cover that 'The Complete National Geographic on
CD-ROM was produced from an archive of magazines collected in a central repository, and is
not representative of any single regional edition of the magazine." Stanton Decl., Ex. A. The
same statement appears on the label attached to each of the 30 discs. ld. The same statement
appears on screen at the end of the display on each disc.

Ill.

No product like the Complete Geographic existed prior to 1997. Stanton Declar. ~ 3.
Each disc, when activated, displays a moving logo of a globe with music, and a 30-second
advertisement for Kodak with sound. Stanton Declar., Ex. A. As an introductory logo, each disc
also contains a multi-media sequence of moving magazine covers ("the Moving Covers
Sequence") that serves as thematic material for the Complete Geographic. That sequence
consists of the front covers of ten selected issues of the Society's monthly magazine.

Ill. The ten

covers are electronically and visually manipulated so that they metamorphose from one to
another. ld. One of the ten covers utilized in the Moving Covers Sequence is taken from the
January 1962 issue of the Society's monthly magazine that features a photograph of a female
diver, using scuba gear, shown swimming among corals and fishes. Jerry Greenberg Affid. The
photograph was taken by Mr. Greenberg.

Ill.

The Society stores and sells single back-issues of the monthly magazine if issues for
particular months are available. Idaz Greenberg Affid. A month-by-month and year-by-year
search would have to be made to determine availability of particular magazines.

Ill. Where

issues do not exist in a warehouse, paper reprints of those issues are not available.
2
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The Society has in its possession or control hundreds of photographs taken by Mr
Greenberg, or duplicates or electronically-scanned images of those photographs. Jerry
Greenberg Affid.
The Complete Geographic product contains more than a dozen photographs taken by Mr.
Greenberg for which he owns exclusive copyright. ld.. Those copyrights have been timely
registered and/or renewed with the U. S. Copyright Office. ld..
The Society placed the following notice on the Complete Geographic:

"161 1997 National

Geographic Society. All rights reserved." The notice appears on the outside of the box
containing the Complete Geographic, on the label attached to each disc in the box, and in the
visual display contained on each disc. Stanton Declar., Ex. A. When a single "page" display on
the computer is downloaded and printed, the 1997 copyright notice appears at the bottom of the
hard copy. ld.. The printed matter on the outside of the box containing the discs encourages the
user to "print spectacular photographs and articles in color or black and white." ld..
Jerry Greenberg never received a copy of the May 21, 1997 letter described by Thomas
Stanton in paragraph 9 of his affidavit, attached to the defendants' memorandum, nor did he
receive any other communication from any of the defendants regarding his photographs. 1.
Greenberg Affid.

ARGUMENT-

I.

ALL OF THE RELEVANT GREENBERG
COPYRIGHTS ARE REGISTERED

The defendants seek dismissal of Counts II-V because the Amended Complaint does not
allege in those counts that all pertinent copyrights were registered. The memorandum argues a
lack ofjurisdiction. The motion, however, invokes Rule 12 (b) (6), which has nothing to do with
jurisdiction. In all counts of the Amended Complaint the allegations are that the Greenbergs own

This memorandum attempts to correspond as much as possible to the arguments and
. the format utilized in the defendants' motion.
2
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valid and exclusive copyrights: they would not be valid for litigation purposes had they not been
registered. An affidavit by Jerry Greenberg, attached hereto as Exhibit A, identifies with
particularity each and every registration and renewal, and the plaintiffs urge the Court to accept
the affidavit as buttressing the allegations in the Amended Complaint.
The Greenbergs urge the Court to minimize disruption to the case on this issue, and to
consider the somewhat similar circumstances involving copyright registration in M G B Homes
Inc y Ameron Homes Inc, 903 F.2d 1486, 1489 (11th Cir 1990), where the Eleventh Circuit
quoted Rule 61, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, to the effect that "[tjhe court at every stage of
the proceeding must disregard any error or defect in the proceeding which does not affect the
substantial rights of the parties." The defendants are not prejudiced by the technical omission.
Nonetheless, the Greenbergs are prepared to amend the complaint if necessary, or to take any
other remedial action directed by the Court.

D.

THE COMPLETE GEOGRAPHIC IS NOT MERELY
A BOX FILLED WITH REPRINTS, BUT IS
A NEW COLLECTIVE WORK

Count III of the Amended Complaint alleges infringement of copyright by the defendants
because the Complete Geographic, as a new collective work, incorporates the protected
photographs of Jerry Greenberg without his consent. In their memorandum, the defendants
contend in Part II starting on page 4 that the incorporation of the photographs is protected by
Section 20 I (c) of the Copyright Act. The defendants have not answered Counts II, III, IV and V
of the Amended Complaint.

A.

The Complete Geographic is
Not a "Reissuance"

Of

a "Reprint."

The parties agree that each separate monthly issue of the Society's magazine is a
collective work, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 101 The defendants maintain that the Complete
Geographic is merely a "reissuance" or a "reprint" of more than 1,200 collective works in a
different medium. Defs. Mem., Ex. B. Plaintiff Jerry Greenberg's position is that he holds valid

4
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copyrights to many photographs that originally appeared in various monthly issues, and that have
been reproduced without his consent in the Complete Geographic.
The defendants contend that ownership of copyright in each of the monthly issues (each a
collective work) that are germane to this case entitles them pursuant to Section 20 I(c) of the
Copyright Act to reprint those monthly issues and the Greenberg photographs they contain. But
Section 201 (c) expressly limits the reproduction by the defendants of separate contributions to a
collective work, such as the Greenberg photographs, and says that any reproduction of an
underlying copyrighted contribution must be
part of~ collective work [the particular monthly magazine], any
revision of~ collective work [the particular magazine], and any
later collective work in the same series.
17 USc. § 201(c) (emphasis and bracketed material added). The Complete Geographic falls
within none of those permitted reproductions. Under 201 (c), a reproduction or reissue ofa
particular monthly magazine containing Greenberg photographs would be permissible. Indeed,
the four magazines (from 1962, 1968, 1971 and 1990) containing Greenberg photographs may be
purchased in single-copy form from the Society. Idaz Greenberg Affid. Such Use of the
Greenberg photographs does not constitute infringement.
The reference in Section 201 (c) to "any later collective work in the same series" can only
implicate a subsequent issue of the monthly magazine, where reproduction would be permissible.
The defendants cite to Tasini

Ii

New York Times Co, 972 F.Supp. 804 (S.D.NY 1997),

atfd on rebeariOi, 1997 WL 6813 14 (Oct. 29, 1997), for the conclusion that the Copyright Act is
medium-neutral. The Greenbergs' claims do not suggest otherwise. The principal holding in

IlWDi was that the reproductions at issue there were permissible revisions of individual
collective works, such as a daily issue of the New York Times. As to Section 201 (c), neither the
plaintiffs nor the defendants in this case contend that the Complete Geographic is a revision of a
prior collective work.

S= Defs. Mem. at 6.

The legislative history cited in the defendants' memorandum at page 7 actually
undermines the defendants' position. The House Report reflects the lawmakers' intention, in
writing Section 20 I (c), to restrict any republication of a separately copyrighted contribution

5
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(such as the Greenberg photographs) contained within a collective work (such as an issue of the
Society's monthly magazine) to "certain limited circumstances," as described in the report:
[A] publisher could reprint a contribution from one issue in a later
issue of his magazine, or could reprint an article from a 1970
edition of an encyclopedia in a 1980 revision of it; he CQyld not
revise the contribution itselfor inclyde it in a new antholQ~ or an
entirely different mallazine or other collective work.
H.R.Rep. No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 117 (1966), referenced in the final committee report on
the 1976 Copyright Act, H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 122-23 (I 976) (emphasis
added). As discussed below, the Complete Geographic violates that restriction.

B.

The Complete Geographjc is a New Collectiye Work.

Other portions of the Copyright Act are implicated in this dispute. A "collective work" is
defined in the Copyright Act as
a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology, or encyclopedia, in
which a number of contributions, constituting separate and
independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective
whole.
17 U. S.C. § 101. "A collective work ... consists of numerous original contributions which are
not altered, but which are assembled into an original collective whole." limli, 972 F.Supp. at
812. Moreover, a "collective" work is a subset of "compilation" which is defined in the Act as
a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting
materials or of data that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in
such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an
originalwork of authorship. The term "compilation" includes
collectiveworks.
17 V.S.c. § 101. "The originality requirement [for a compilation] is not particularly stringent. A

compiler may settle upon a selection or arrangement that others have used; novelty is not
required. Originality requires only that the author make the selection or arrangement'

3 "The requisite originality [in a collective work] may inhere in selection or arrangement
alone, even if the other ingredient is lacking." I NIMMERON COPYRIGHT § 2.04[8] (footnotes
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independently ... and that it display some minimal level of creativity." fei,t Publishers \ Rural
Tel Serv, 499 U.S. 340,346, III S.Ct 1282. 1287 (1991). In the context of selection and
arrangement, the Second Circuit has said that "[i]n the law of copyright, only an unmistakable
dash of originality need be demonstrated; high standards of uniqueness in creativity are
dispensed with." Weissman v freeman, 868 F.2d 1313, 1321 (2d Cir. 1989). "[Cjornpilations.
and collective works, are characterized by the fact that they possess relatively little originality.

" Iasini, 972 F.Supp. at 814

See also Baltimore Orioles V Major LeaiUe Baseball players.

805 F.2d 663, 668 n.6 (7th Cir.1986) (a work is original ifit is the creation of its author) "[Tjhe
originality called for in a collective work consists of the collection and assembling of preexisting materials... ." IN!MMl'RoNCOPYRIGHT § 3.02 at 3-7. Originality in a collective work
does not require the addition of new materials. lll. § 3.03 at 3-9,10.
By these legal standards; the Complete Geographic is a new collective work. It is new
because nothing likeit existed before, and it is therefore original. It is original, moreover,
because of the selection and arrangement of things included (and excluded) from the work. The
defendants concede that nothing like it ever existed before. Apart from the new product, no

\1

col1ect;on of the monthly magazines covering 108 years has ever existed previously in any

'I

warehouses and can only be purchased indjyjdually for varying prices. Idaz Greenberg Affid.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

medium. Hard-copy issues of some of the monthly magazines -- but notall-- are stored in

The final issue of the monthly magazine incorporated in the Complete Geographic product was
published in December 1996. The Complete Geographic was produced in 1997 and sales began
in that year. Defs. Mem., Ex. B. This is further confirmed by the use of the year 1997 in the
copyright notice affixed to the product. The Copyright Act requires such notice to state "the year
offirst publication of the work." 17 U.S.C. § 40 I(b)(2). Each notice on the Complete
Geographic product includes the assertion "all rights reserved," which has legal implications for
protecting copyright under various international copyright treaties. The large box containing 30

omitted). Thus, the Complete Geographic, in selection l2[ arrangement of its contents, qualifies
as a collective work.
7
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discs, as well as each box within containing a decade's discs, each contain unique and original
ISBN numbers, which are used for cataloging by some repositories.
Furthermore, the label on the box containing the 30 discs proclaims an "unprecedented
CD-ROM collection:' (Emphasis added), It is an unprecedented collection in any medium' In
the new product, the magazines are sold ~ as a collection, A purchaser of the Complete
Geographic must purchase the entire 3D-disc collection covering 108 years, or a smaller
collection covering an entire decade. The Complete Geographic product is certainly new and
unique.
The new product is a collective work "formed by the collection and assembling of
preexisting materials '" that are selected, coordinated, or arranged." 17 U.s.C. § 101. The
defendants assert that the Complete Geographic "displays an image of each page of the Magazine
exactly as it appeared in hard copy, including all articles, photographs, graphics, advertising,

notices of copyright, and attributions," Defs. Mem. at 6. (Emphasis in original). That may be
true of those magazines that the defendants chose to place in the Complete Geographic, but the
defendants left out of the collectionother editions of the monthly magazine that were different in
some way, as in advertising or language. The defendants thus engaged in selectjon that included
some magazines or editions, and omitted others.
The box in which the Complete Geographic is packaged says on the printed cover that
"The Complete National Geographic on CD-ROM was produced from an archive of magazines
collected in a central repository and is not representative of any single regional edition of the
magazine." The same language appears on the label attached to each of the 30 discs, and it also
appears at the end of the display on each disc. The Society's own advertising literature states
that the magazine is available for advertising purposes in "worldwide, international, U.S.,

The May 21, 1997 letter attached to the Thomas Stanton Declaration states that the
republishing of "this magazine" on CD-ROM is "comparable to magazines being made available
on microfiche," The issue, however, is not the medium used (as the defendants' memorandum
stresses) but whether the microfiche product would be a new collectivework. A single issue of
the monthly magazine produced in its entirety on microfiche would not qualify as a new
collective work, but l200-plus issues duplicated on microfiche and packaged and sold only as a
collection would.
4
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regional, statewide. metro, and 'test" editions. as well as an edition published in the Japanese
language. John David Affid. attachments. The defendants thus exercised considerable discretion
in selecting editions to be included and excluded.'
The materials in the Complete Geographic are clustered by decade, and within the box
containing the 30 discs the monthly magazines for each decade are segregated on discs placed in
separate packages. Each disc will display the covers of all issues for any given year within that
decade. The Society's magazines have never been packaged or marketed in such a fashion. Each
disc. when activated, displays an elegant moving logo of a globe, a multi-media Moving Cover
Sequence that also serves as a logo, and a multi-cover display page for each year of the 108 years
of publication. Each disc contains a 30-second advertisement for Kodak. When each disc is
exited, a series of moving graphics displays lengthy credits for those who participated in the
project. Any single page displayed on screen has the capacity to be downloaded and printed, in
color or black-and-white. Every such page, when printed, contains 1997 copyright notice across
the bottom.
The Complete Geographic, therefore, is not merely a box containing reprints of
magazines, but is a new and original collective work.

C.

The Inclusion of the Greenberg Photographs
Infringes His Copyright in Those Photographs

The Complete Geographic contains many photographs created by Jerry Greenberg, for
which he is the sole owner of copyright. The photographs were included in the new collective
work that is the Complete Geographic against his express instructions. Such inclusion amounts
to infringement of his copyrights.
"The copyright [in a collective work 1is independent of, and does not affect or enlarge the
scope, duration, ownership, or subsistence of, any copyright protection in the preexisting

j
The defendants considered advertisements in the magazine over the decades to be an
important ingredient of the Complete Geographic product. At two places on the labeling that
adorns the box containing the 30 discs appears the following: "Relive 100 years of classic
advertisements as they appeared in over a century of National Geographic magazine."

9
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material." 17 USC § 103 (b) Copyright protection for the Complete Geographic product does
not diminish Jerry Greenberg's copyright protection in his photographs that are contained in that
product. "Under Section 103 (b), anyunauthorized use of preexisting protected material by the
creator of a derivative or a collective work infringes the copyright existing in that preexisting
material." LWni, 972 F.Supp. at 814.
If the Complete Geographic is deemed not to be a new collective work and is merely a
reprinting of the earlier issues, with no copyright liability for the defendants for using the
protected works of others contained in earlier issues, the defendants will have unlimited
opportunity to exploit protected works of others that have been gathered over decades, for,
purposes never conceived by either side, in still other "reprints" that can take many forms. The
economic reality is that offering a back issue or a reprint of the May 1956 issue of the magazine,
or the November 1974 issue, or any other single issues, on its face has extremely limited appeal.
The earlier issues have profit-making marketability only when collected with others and
packaied in new and oOiinal works in sucha way that consumers will be enticed to buy." This
in no way demeans the significance or quality of the Society's products or the noble purposes for
which the Society says it exists.. But as with any other publisher, the Society and its affiliates
may not with such business strategiestransgress the protections afforded by the Copyright Act to
creative artists such as Jerry Greenberg.
The defendants' memorandum in Part II does not defeat the allegations in Count III of the
Amended Complaint with respect to a new collective work, and summary judgment on that claim
cannot be granted to the defendants."

The Court can note that single issues that may be available are sold by the Society
itself, a nonprofit corporation. Idaz Greenberg Affid. The Complete Geographic, on the other
hand, is prepared and marketed by one or more for-profit subsidiaries created by the Society,
with licensing extended to defendant Mindscape, another for-profit entity. Defs. Memor. at 2,
n.2.
6

In a motion, the plaintiffs are voluntarily seeking dismissal of the claim in Count IV of
the Amended Complaint that the Complete Geographic constitutes a derivative work. However,
Jilia, when their responseto the defendants'
in pursuing Count V, the plaintiffs will contend, •
"fair use" argument is presented to the Court, that the impermissible use of the Greenberg
7
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m.

BECAVSE THE DEFENDA\'TS HAVE MADE PROMINENT
USE OF A GREENBERG PHOTOGRAPH IN THE MOVING
COVERS SEQUENCE; SlTH ~FRlNGEMENT
CANNOT BE DE MINIMIS

The defendants' argument in Part III of their memorandum isdirected at Count V of the
Amended Complaint. The defendants have not answered the allegations in Count V, and have
not asserted defenses to that claim. Nonetheless, in Part III they have invoked a de minimis
defense' with respect to Count V. The defendants' motion for summary judgment as to Count V
should be denied because the defendants' infringement in the Moving Covers Sequence is not de
minimis."
A.

The Use of the Greenberg Photograph Cannot Be
De Minimis Because the Defendants Have Thrust
the Photograph to the Forefront of Every One of its
Discs in the Complete Geoeraphjc

Part III of the defendants' memorandum argues that since the Greenberg cover
photograph appears in the Moving Covers Sequence for less than one second," it is a de minimis
use and thus not actionable. The defendants, however, cite no authority to support the
proposition in Part III that de minimis is defined solely on the basis of Qyantity of use rather than
Qyality of use. Indeed, "even a small usage may be unfair if it is of critical importance to the
photograph in the Moving Cover Sequence involves the creation by the defendants of a
derivative work.
, Establishing a de minimis contention is the defendants' burden. See llenerally 2
NIMMER ON COPYRIGm § 8.01 [G].
" As set forth later in this memorandum, the plaintiffs are unable to respond adequately
to Part IV of the defendants' memorandum, which asserts the statutory defense offair use,
without appropriate discovery of facts. Part IV includes, in sub-part C, a discussion of the
"amount and substantiality" of use as an aspect offair use, which overlaps with the de minimis
argument in Part III. The plaintiffs' response to Part III of the memorandum, therefore, is not.a
waiver of their right to challenge all of the components of Part IV when adequate information is
in hand.
10 An issue offact exists as to the duration of the appearance of the Greenberg
photograph in the Sequence. S= Idaz Greenberg Affidavit, ~ 7.
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work as a whole and taken by the infringer in order to save the time and expense incurred by the
copyright owner." Meredjth Corp y Harper & Row Publishers Inc, 378 F. Supp 686,693 n.12
(SDNY 1974), af[d, 500 F.2d 1121 (1d Cir. 1974); see also Horgan y MacMjllan Inc, 789
F.2d 157, 162 (2d Cir, 1986) ("hen a small amount of the original, ifit is qualitatively
significant, may be sufficient to be an infringement ...."); Metro-GQldwyn-\!ayer Inc v
American HQnda MQW CQ , 900 F. Supp. 1287, 1300 (C.D. Cal. 1995) ("[T]he Court must look
to the quantitative and qualitative extent of the copying involved.... Plaintiffs should prevail on
this issue ... [because] the brevity of the infringing work when compared to the original does not
excuse copying."); ChicagQ Record-Herald CQ y Trjbyne Ass'n, 275 F. 797, 799 (7th Cir. 1927)
(rejecting defendant's de minimis argument because "[w]hether the appropriated publication
constitutes a substantial portion of [the defendant's infringing article] cannot be determined alone
by lines or inches which measure the respective articles."). The defendants cannot now attempt
to trivialize a photograph they made the conscious decision to highlight in the Moving Covers
Sequence.
The Complete Geographic consists of 108 years of versions of the monthly magazine.
Altogether, the Complete Geographic features more than 1200 issues of the magazine published
between 1888 and 1996. These 1200-plus issues are spread out over 30 compact discs. Amid
the more than 1200 issues of the magazine on the 30 discs, a photograph by Jerry Greenberg
appears prominently on the cover of the January 1962 issue.
The defendants admit that they created the Moving Covers Sequence to run at the
beginning of every Qne Qfthe 30 discs. (Memorandum, at 2). As the defendants admit, the
purpose of this Moving Covers Sequence is to provide "a series of images which transjtiQn from
one into another vividly jIIustrating the broad range of topics and issues that [the Complete
Geographic] and the Magazine address."

ld. (emphasis added). With these expressed goals of

(I) transition, and (2) vivid illustration in mind, the defendants had to select carefully the right
images to effectuate their purpose. This means that the images could not have been chosen at
random, and the defendants do not argue that this was the case. Indeed, the defendants had to
choose the right images from hundreds of magazine covers to create their dramatic Moving
Covers Sequence. Out of those many magazine covers, the defendants settled upon 1m. Ten
12
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magazine covers with images that could meet the goals of the Moving Covers Sequence by ( I)
transitioning smoothly into another image, and (2) providing a vivid illustration of the topics
addressed by the magazine. From more than 1200 magazine covers, the defendants chose the
Greenberg cover photograph as one of the ten. Those ten images, in the context of their
placement, use and prominence in the Complete Geographic product, are nothing less than iconic
in terms of their significance to the product. 11
The defendants cannot now downplay the significance of this choice by dismissing it as
"de minimis." ~ Edycational Testini Servs y Katzman, 793 F.2d 533, 542 (3d Cir. 1986)
(rejecting defendants' de minimis argument that they copied only a "handful" of test questions
out of thousands produced by plaintiff; court looked instead to the "qualitative value of the
copied material, both to the originator and to the plagiarist."); Elsmere Music Inc y National
Broad Co, 482 F. Supp. 741, 744 (S.D.NY 1980) (rejecting defendant's de minimis argument
because, even though defendant copied only four notes and two words from a song of 100
measures and 45 words, "[u]se of such a significant (albeit less than extensive) portion of the
composition is far more than merely ~ de minimis taking. "), ~,623 F.2d 252 (2d Cir. 1980)
The defendants have thrust the Greenberg cover photograph to the forefront of every one of its
discs in the Complete Geographic. No law is required to conclude that the decision to place his
photograph on a magazine cover in 1962 represented a high tribute to the quality of his work. It
was an even higher tribute to Greenberg's work that the defendants chose to use his photograph
to epitomize all the cover photographs that have corne before. In essence, along with nine other
photographs in the Moving Covers Sequence, the Greenberg photograph has become emblematic
of all of the magazines in the Complete Geographic collection.

In addition, unlike the other photographs in the Complete Geographic, the plaintiff's
photograph does not sit silently on a page within one of the 1200-plus issues on one of the 30
discs until someone finds it. Rather, the photograph finds you. Every time someone views any

An instruction sheet that accompanies the discs inside the product box refers to the
sequence as "The Complete National Geographic icon." Thomas Stanton Affid., Ex. A. An icon
can be said to be a symbol of the magazine. H. Mifflin Co., THEAMERlCANHERITAGEDlCTIONARY
at 638 (2d CoU. Ed.).
11
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one of the 30 discs. he or she views the Moving Covers Sequence. The only way to avoid
viewing the Moving Covers Sequence each time a disc is opened is for the viewer to make a
conscious decision to mouse-click it away 12 Except for the nine other photographs within the
Moving Covers Sequence, no other image is granted such exalted status within the Complete
Geographic as the Greenberg photograph.
Furthermore, the defendants' de minimis argument should be rejected because the case
law cited in Part III of their memorandum does not support their position. The defendants rely
largely on two cases, RinaaQ1d v Black Entertainment Television Inc, 126 F.3d 70 (2d Cir.
1997) and Amsinck V Columbia Pictures Indus Inc, 862 F. Supp. 1044 (S.D.NY 1994).
Rinaaold, in reality, provides support for the Greenbergs. In Rinaaold, the defendant
used a poster of a copyrighted image in the background scenery in one of its television shows.
126 F.3 d at 73. As in the instant case, the defendants invoked the de minimis defense in a
motionfor summary judgment prior to discovery. ld. at 73. The defendants argued that the use
was de minimis because "the television viewer sees no morethan 'some vague stylized [sic]
painting ... ' and can discern none of [the plaintiffs] particular expression of her subjects." ld.
at 77 (quoting from the defendants' brief). The Second Circuit, however, rejected this argument
and held that the de minimis threshold for actionable copying of protected expression had been
crossed. ld. Using language particularly appropriate for the instant case, the court found it
"disingenuous" for defendant Home Box Office, "whose production staff evidently thought that
the poster was well suited as a set decoration for the [scene] ... , now to contend that no visually
significant aspect of the poster is discernible." ld.
Similarly, the defendants here are attempting now to diminish the importance of a
photograph they deemed well-suited for inclusion in a highly-select group of photographs chosen

12It is axiomatic that the number of times an individual views the Moving Covers
Sequence depends on the individual's own taste. But the fact that the Complete Geographic
enables a viewerto mouse-click the Moving Covers Sequence away does not alter the fact that
the Moving Covers Sequence begins playing automatically, without any prompting from the
viewer. Moreover, the defendants cannot know whether, or how often, the Moving Covers
Sequence will be stopped by clicking.
14
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to represent the history of the magazine. In Rjnl;il;iold, the mist's work was pan of background
scenery. Here, the photograph serves as an emblem for the entire 108-year magazine collection.
The defendants also cannot find support in Amsjnck, which is clearly distinguishable
from the instant case. In :\msjock, without the artist's permission, the defendants used a crib
mobile that featured the plaintiff s artwork as part of the set decoration in a film.

ld. at 1046. In

contrast, the Greenberg photograph at issue is not some incidental decoration for the Complete
Geographic, but as discussed above it is given stage-center prominence, in a highly symbolic
manner, on every disc in the 30-disc collection. ~ Harper & Row publishers Inc y Nation

.En1m, 471 U.S. 539, 566, lOS S. Ct. 2218, 2233 (1985) ("In view of the expressive value of the
excerpts and their key role in the infringing work, we cannot agree with the Second Circuit that
the 'magazine took a meager, indeed an infinitesimal amount of [the] original language. 'n)
(citation omitted).
This Court should reject the defendants' argument in Part III of their memorandum that
quantity of use alone determines what crosses beyond the de minimis threshold.

B.

The Defendants' Inclusion of the Photograph Cannot
Be De Minimis Because the Defendants Used the Entire
Photograph, and Not Just a Fragment, in the Sequence

The defendants' de minimis argument also should be rejected because the defendants
used Jerry Greenberg's entire photograph, and not just a fragment, in the Moving Covers
Sequence. "As a rule, a taking is considered de minimis only if it is so meager and fragmentary
that the average audience would not recognize the appropriation." Fisher y Dees, 794 F.2d 432,
434 n.2 (9th Cir. 1986); accord Epjc Metals Corp y Condec Inc, 867 F. Supp. 1009 (M. D Fla.
1994) (quoting the above rule oflaw from fuller); ACUff-Rose Music Ine y Campbell, 972
F.2d 1429, 1438 (6th Cir. 1992) ("A de minimis use, one that is meager and fragmentary, by
definition fails to conjure up the original and does not constitute an infringement."), rey'd on
other iIOIInds, 510 U.S. 569 (1994).
Because the defendants do not deny that they used anything but the entire Jerry
Greenberg photograph in the Moving Covers Sequence, their de minimis argument in Part III of
their memorandum should be rejected.
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IV.

THE PLAINTIFFS CAN~OT ADEQUATELY
RESPOND TO THE DEFENDANTS' FAIR USE
ARGUMENTS WITHOrT REASONABLE
DlSCOyERY AS TO REI EVANT FACTS

Pan IV of the defendants' memorandum is devoted to the application of the fair use
doctrine to Count V of the Amended Complaint, which asserts a claim relative to the Moving
Covers Sequence that appears on each disc in the Complete Geographic product.
Rule 56 (f), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, provides as follows:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion
that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts
essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to
be had or may make such other order as is just.
The plaintiffs request a continuance of the defendants' pending motion -- but only as to
Count V -- so that appropriate discovery may be had.13 According to Rule 56 (t), such a request
must take the form of an affidavit stating the reasons for the party's inability to present facts
essential to justify its opposition. An affidavit by a party's counsel can satisfy the requirement of
the rule where the attorney has the requisite first-hand knowledge and is competent to address the
specifics of the facts needed. Fernandez y Bankers Nat'! Life Ins Co, 906 F.2d 559, 570 (lIth
Cir 1990). See also Reso!utioo TOIst Corp v North Brjd~w Assocs ., 22 F.3d 1198 (1st Cir.
1994) (party need not execute affidavit). An affidavit for that purpose by Norman Davis is
attached to and incorporated in this memorandum as Exhibit D.
"The party opposing a motion for summary judgment has a right to challenge the
affidavits and other factual materials submitted in support of the motion by conducting sufficient
discovery so as to enable him to determine whether he can furnish opposing affidavits." Snook
v TOIst Co ofGeoriia Bank of Savannah N A , 859 F.2d 865, 870 (II th Cir. 1988). If the
documents or other discovery sought would be relevant to the issues presented by the motion for
13 In making the request under Rule 56 (f), the plaintiffs expressly do not waive any
other discovery to which they are entitled under Rule 26.
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summary judgment, the opposing party should be allowed the opportunity to utilize the discovery
process to gain access to the requested materials. 1iI Generally summary judgment is
inappropriate when the party opposing the motion has been unable to obtain responses to his
discovery requests. 1iI.
The plaintiffs presently believe that the discovery required as to issues raised in the
motion with respect to Count V should require no more than two months after the Court' s
authorization. That period may be significantly reduced, depending on the ability and
willingness of the defendants to respond promptly to requests. The plaintiffs cannot know
whether follow-up requests Or depositions may become necessary on the basis of information
provided by the defendants. The plaintiffs have no desire to prolong resolution of the motion
unnecessarily, but where a dispositive motion affecting an important claim in their case is
involved, they should have the full ability to oppose arguments advanced by the defendants in
the motion.
Notwithstanding this request with respect to Count V, the Court's ability to resolve issues
addressed in the defendants' motion with respect to other counts would not be impaired.
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CONCLUSION
As to the defendants' motion to dismiss with reference to Counts II-V. the plaintiffs urge

the Court to accept that the copyright registrations are implied in the allegations, or accept the
sworn representations in the Jerry Greenberg Affidavit as to the registration of copyrights in the
interest of minimizing disruption that would be caused by a newly-amended complaint.
Alternatively, the plaintiffs are prepared to amend the Amended Complaint to incorporate the
registrations.
As to the defendants' motion for summary judgment on Counts III through V, the

plaintiffs urge as follows:
Count III .. defendants' motion should he denied.
Count IV -- plaintiffs are moving separately to voluntarily dismiss the claim.
Count V •• plaintiffs request a continuance of the defendants' motion only as to Count V
until the plaintiffs can conduct appropriate discovery.

Respectfully submitted,
STEELHECTOR & DAVIS LLP
Attorneys for Plainti~
(hl/IOJJ\

W()})~fI(

No an Davis (Fla. Bar No. 475335)
David Aronberg (Fla. Bar No. 090565)
Suite 4000
First Union Financial Center
200 S. Biscayne Boulevard
Miami, FL3313I-2398
(305) 577-2988 (phone)
(305) 577-7001 (facsimile)
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CERIIFICUE OF SER\JCE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing plaintiffs' memorandum in response to
defendants' motion to dismiss or for summary judgment was served by hand on Edward Soto,
Weil, Gotshal & Manges, LLP, 701 Brickell Avenue Boulevard, Suite 2100, Miami, Florida
3313 I; and via Federal Express on Robert G. Sugarman, Weil, Gotshal & Manges, LLP, 767
Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10153, this I:· .• of February, 1998.

'.
an Davis
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UNlTED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,

CASE NO. 97-3924
CIV-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

Plaintiffs,
vs.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY, a District of Columbia
corporation, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
ENTERPRISES, INC., a corporation,
and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California corporation,

AFFIDAVIT OF JERRY GREENBERG

Defendants.

-------------_/
Jerry Greenberg appeared before the undersigned authority and stated as follows:
I.

My name is Jerry Greenberg. The statements in this affidavit are based on my

personal knowledge.
2.

I have been a professional photographer for more than 40 years. During most of

that time, with Idaz Greenberg, I also have engaged in a small publishing business, based in

Miami, Florida, under the name Seahawk Press.
3.

Starting in the early 1960s, I provided to the National Geographic Society ("the

Society") over a period of time many hundreds of photographs, some of which were utilized in
various articles appearing in issues of the monthly Society magazine.

I
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4.

I have been advised by various managers and employees of the Society that the

Society continues to have possession or control over hundreds of photographs taken by me. or
duplicates, or electronically scanned images of the photographs. I have copyright in some of
those photographs, and the Society has proprietary rights to others.
5.

In 1997, I purchased in Miami. Florida a product called The Complete National

Geographic, consisting of approximately 30 CD-ROM discs on which are produced more than
1.200 issues of the Society's monthly magazine ("the Complete Geographic").
6.

More than a dozen photographs on which I hold exclusive copyright interest are

included in the Complete Geographic. I was never asked for my consent to include those
photographs, and I never provided consent in any form.
7.

On December 18, 1985, the Society assigned to me copyright interest in my

photographs that had appeared in issues of the monthly magazine in 1962, 1968 and 1971. That
assignment was recorded in the U. S. Copyright Office on September 16, 1988. Copies of the
assignment and Certificate of Recordation are attached to this affidavit and incorporated as
Attachment I.
8.

As expiration neared for the copyright in the 1962 photographs, I renewed the

copyright in December 1989. A copy of the renewal form is attached to this affidavit and
incorporated as Attachment 2.
9.

As expiration neared for the copyright in the 1968 photographs, I renewed the

copyright in March 1996. A copy of the renewal form is attached to this affidavit and
incorporated as Attachment 3.
10.

On June 14, 1989, I entered into an agreement with the Society to produce

original photographs to be incorporated in a 1990 magazine article on the Pennekamp Reef Park.
In paragraph 5, the agreement provided that copyright in the new photographs to be taken for the
1990 article would inure to the Society, but that after publication all photographs would be
returned to me along with all rights to said photographs. In addition, I provided to the Society
several stock photos from my personal archive for use in the article. A copy of the agreement is
attached to this affidavit and incorporated as Attachment 4.

I
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11.

The photographs utilized in the article described in paragraph 10 above were

returned to me by the Society in the spring of 1990. In July 1990, I registered my copyright with
the U. S. Copyright Office. A copy of the registration form is attached to this affidavit and
incorporated as Attachment 5.
12.

Early in 1997 I became aware that the Society was intending to begin the

distribution and sale of the Complete Geographic at some time in 1997. In 1997, through my
legal counsel, I expressly informed the Society that I would not agree to the inclusion in that
product of my copyrighted photographs, and I warned against their inclusion. The Society never
responded on the matter.
13.

I have read the Declaration of Thomas Stanton, an exhibit to the Memorandum of

Law in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count II and to Dismiss or for Summary
Judgment on Counts III-IV of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint. Mr. Stanton states, in paragraph
9, that he wrote a letter, dated May 11, 1997, notifying all contributors to the magazine of the
pending release of the Complete Geographic. I never received that letter, or any communication
from the Society, with reference to the Complete Geographic product.
14.

In July 1997, I ordered from Mindscape Direct a CD-ROM excerpt from the

Complete Geographic product that covered only the decade of the I990s. The CD-ROM for that
decade was delivered to me some weeks later. The invoice from Mindscape Direct covering the
transaction is attached to and incorporated in this affidavit as Attachment 6.
AFFIANT SAID NOTHING FURTHER.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF DADE

)
) ss
)

'-K

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this I I day of February,
J 998, by Jerry Greenberg, who was sworn and who said that the information set forth above is
true and correct to the best of his knowledge and belief Mr. Greenberg is personally known to
me, or produced
b:n Q ,", ....
as personal identification.

Notary Public -
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTIlERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. 97-3924
CIV-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

v.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPffiC SOCIETY, a district
of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPffiC ENTERPRISES, INC, a
corporation, and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California corporation,

REPLY DECLARATION OF
THOMAS STANTON

Defendants.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,1

Thomas Stanton affirms as follows, under penalty of perjury:
I.

I am the Director of CD-ROM Product Management at National

Geographic Interactive, a division of NGE, Inc., which is a wholly-owned for-profit
subsidiary of the National Geographic Society (collectively, the "Society").

I make this

declaration based upon personal knowledge.
2.

When the Society decided to produce CD-ROM 108, I asked Mary

Anne McMillen, the Director of the Society's Records Library Department, to retrieve copies
of each issue of the Magazine from the Society's central warehouse and provide those copies
to an outside vendor for scanning.
3.

However, the Society's central warehouse did not contain copies of

every single issue of the Magazine. We filled the gaps in our inventory by purchasing copies
NYFS04... :\30\64930\0004\I702\AFF2208N.170
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source.

4.

The Society only included one edition of each issue of the Magazine in

CD·ROM 108. The Society actnally publishes approximately 3040 cditioos of each monthly
issue. The editorial content of each edition of the Magazine is identical. However, as is
common in the periodical indu$trY, regional editions contain varying advettiscmcnts, and the
Society also publishes a Japanese language edition of the Magazine. The Society did not
employ any metboclological selection process whatsoever in determining wbich edition to
include in cn-R,OM 108.

BecaU5C

the Society did not publish foreign language editions of

the Magazine befOR: 1995, the Society chose the English lauguage edilion for inclusion in
CD-ROM 108. With respect to regional editions, which diffa' only in adver!i.cements, the
Northeastern edition was chosen simply because it happened to be ODe of those which the
Society had in its eeouaJ. warehouse. No effort was made to select an edition according to
any criteDa at aJl .
S.

Upon further inquiry since the date of my initial Declaration in this

action, I have 1eamed that my letter dated May 21, 1995 was DOt sent to the plaintiffs.
6.
Dated:

I dcc1aIe under penalty of peljUIy that the foregoing is true and ccrreer,

FebzuaIy 23, 1998
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE BY FEDERAL EXPRESS
STATE OF NEW YORK

)
: ss.:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

Bernadette Churak, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am over 18 years of age and reside c/o Weil, Gotshal & Manges
LLP, 767 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10153. On the 23rd day of
February, 1998, I served a true copy of the annexed upon:
Norman Davis, Esq
Steel, Hector & Davis LLP
Miami, FL 33131-2398
by depositing a true copy of the same in a properly addressed envelope by Federal
Express overnight delivery service.
7:

{!A:~

.

Sworn to before me this
23rd day of February 1998

LYNDA HENDERSON
NOTARY PUBLIC, Stale ofNewYork

No. 03-4858945

Qualified in Bronx County /)f/
Commission Expires May 12,19:::,..4
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. 97-3924
CIV-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

v.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPIllC SOCIETY, a district
of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPIllC ENTERPRISES, INC, a
corporation, and MINDS CAPE, INC., a
California corporation,

ORAL ARGUMENT IS
REOUESTED

Defendants.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,1

Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count IT And to Dismiss Or
for Summary .Judgment on Counts ill - V of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint

OF COUNSEL:
Robert G. Sugarman, Esq.
Naomi Jane Gray, Esq.
Edward Soto, Esq.
Valerie Itkoff, Esq.
Terrence B. Adamson, Esq.
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Ul'.'ITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
CASE NO. 97-3924
CIV-LENARD
Magistrate Judge Turnoff

Plaintiffs,

v.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPIDC SOCIETY, a district
ofColumbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPIDC ENTERPRISES, INC, a
corporation, and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California corporation,

ORAL ARGUMENT IS
REOUESTED

Defendants.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,1

Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and for Summary Judgment
The defendants National Geographic Society, National Geographic
Enterprises! (collectively, the "Society") and Mindscape, Inc. ("Mindscape") submit this
Reply Memorandum of Law in support of their motion pursuant to Fed. R. Civ, P. 12(b)(6)
. and 56(b) to dismiss and for partial summary judgment dismissing counts 11 - V of the
Amended Complaint (the "Am. Compl. "),
Preface
The plaintiffs do not dispute the defendants' lawful and appropriate use of the
plaintiffs' photographs in National Geographic Magazine (the "Magazine"), including the use
of one of their photographs on the cover of the January 1962 issue (the "Cover"). Nor do
they claim that they were not paid for publication of the photograph in the Magazine. Tile
plaintiffs concede that the copyright law is medium neutral and would encompass the right to

1.

National Geographic Enterprises is incorporated under the name NGE, Inc.
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republish the Magazine in the CD-ROM medium. The single issue, therefore, is whether the
reproduction of multiple issues of the Magazine on one CD-ROM disk and the inclusion of a
brief opening promotion of a co-sponsor, a moving sequence of several covers (one of which
is a cover on which the plaintiffs' photograph was lawfully used) and a cover display is
prohibited by the copyright law.
Argument
1.

CD-ROM 108 IS NOT A NEW COLLECTIVE WORK.
The plaintiffs have asserted that CD-ROM 108 is not a reproduction of the

Magazine, but an entirely new COllective work. They support their argument by claiming
that "nothing like it existed before" and by relying on "the selection and arrangement of
things included (and excluded) from the work." Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Response to
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count II and to Dismiss or For Summary Judgment on
Counts ill - V of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at p. 7 (hereinafter "PI. Mem. "). The
plaintiffs' claim that "nothing like it existed before" is simply wrong. CD-ROM 108 is
nothing more than a collection, in one place, of prior issues of the magazine. For years,
publishers have sold collections of their publications in bound volumes and on microfilm and
microfiche. Libraries around the country, including institutions such as the Library of
Congress and the Eleventh Circuit library, have regularly made available periodicals
originally published in print form in these media. And, the defendants in Tasini -- the New
York Times, Sports Illustrated and Newsday -- have accumulated their prior issues on
electronic media, including CD-ROM.
Moreover, "the selection and arrangement of things included (and excluded)
from the work" does not come near the level of originality required to make CD-ROM a new
collective work. "In order to qualify for a separate copyright as a derivative or collective
work, the additional matter injected in a prior work, or the manner of rearranging or
otherwise transforming a prior work, must constitute more than a minimal contribution." 1
Nimmer on Copyright §3.03. This additional matter "must contain some substantial, and not
merely trivial, originality." Sherry Mfg. Co.. Inc. v. King of Florida. Inc., 753 F.2d 1565,
1568 (lith Cir. 1985); L. Badin & Son. Inc. v. Snyder, 536 F.2d 486, 491 (2d Cir. 1976)
NYFS04 ...:\30\64930\0004\ 1702\BRF2218T.160
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(differences between plastic "Uncle Sam" coin bank and cast iron original in public domain
were trivial, thus plastic bank insufficiently original to support copyright); New York
Chinese TV Programs. Inc. v. U.E. Enters" Inc., 1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2760 (S.D.N.Y.
March 8, 1989) (attached hereto as Exhibit A). CD-ROM 108 does not satisfy this test.
In Sherry, two towel manufacturers disputed the copyrightability of a towel
design depicting three palm trees growing out of the sand, an ocean view with a sailboat in
one corner, and clouds on the horizon. Sherry, 753 F.2d at 1566. The plaintiff Sherry had
copyrighted a redesigned version of its towels which contained changes in the dimensions of
the beach, trees and water. Id. The Eleventh Circuit held that the "majority of those
distinguishing details are so minor that they are virtually unnoticeable upon a cursory
comparison of the two towels." Id. at 1569. The redesigned towels thus lacked sufficient
originality to be copyrightable. Id.
In New York Chinese, the holder of an exclusive license to distribute
Mandarin language videotapes in the United States sued various videotape rental stores for
obtaining unlicensed copies which were taped directly off the Taiwanese airwaves and
distributing them. Id. at " 5, 8-10. The licensed and unlicensed tapes differed in a variety
of respects, including episode divisions, previews and credits. Id. at "18. The Second
Circuit ruled that these differences were "trivial non-programmatic 'packaging' changes"
which did not confer derivative work status on the licensed tapes. Id. at " 18-I 9.
The packaging and presentation, the Kodak promotional message, the sequence
of moving covers and the cover displays are "trivial" additions to the original 1,200-plus
issues of the Magazine, which are reproduced exactly as they originally appeared.
Moreover, the selection and arrangement of these elements does not display the "minimal
level of creativity" which the plaintiffs concede is required by Feist Publishers v. Rural Tel.
Servs. 499 U.S. 340, 346,

iu s.

Ct. 1282, 1287 (1991); PI. Mem. at p. 7. The Kodak

promotional message," the sequence of moving covers and the cover displays are simple

2. See Paramount Pictures Com. v. Video Broadcasting Sys.. Inc., 724 F. Supp. 808 (D.
Kan.), where the court ruled that the addition of a commercial message at the beginning of a
videotape did not create an unauthorized derivative work.
NYFS04... :\30\64930\0004\1702\BRF2218T.160
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labeling and transitional displays; the placement of these displays involved minimal
creativity, such as that at issue in Feist.
The plaintiffs' argument that the Society's selection of the English language
edition of the Magazine and not those published in other languages or one of several issues
which contains different advertising makes CD-ROM 108 a new collective work, P!. Mem.
at p. 8, borders on the frivolous. Selection of the English language edition, which was the
only language in which the Magazine was published prior to 1995, see Reply Declaration of
Thomas Stanton at , 4 (hereinafter "Stanton Reply Dec!."), can hardly be considered
creative. Moreover, the Society did not engage in any selection process whatsoever in
choosing one of several "regional" editions which contained different advertising. Rather, it
included those issues which it had on hand; it supplemented gaps in its inventory by
purchasing issues at used book stores, institutions, and even garage sales. Stanton Reply
Dec!. at , 3. Again, this is hardly the type of creative decision required to make CD-ROM
108 a new collective work."
CD-ROM 108 thus does not qualify as a new collective work for purposes of
§201(c) because it does not differ in any material creative respect from paper copies of the
Magazine. As a straightforward reprint of the Magazine, the Society is entitled to publish it
pursuant to §2Ol(c).
II.

SECTION 201(C) OF THE COPYRIGHT ACT PERMITS THE SOCIETY TO
PUBUSH CD-ROM 108 EVEN IF IT IS A NEW COLLECTIVE WORK.
Even if the Court were to determine that CD-ROM 108 is a new collective.

work, that determination would be irrelevant to the outcome of this case.
Section 201(c) explicitly permits the use of an author's contribution, initially
published in a collective work, in a new collective work. Thus, revisions of a particular
collective work and later collective works in the same series -- both explicitly authorized by
§ 201(c) •• are clearly "new" collective works. For example, "a 'revision' can alter a

3. The inclusion of a 1997 copyright notice has no significance. Under the present law,
copyright notice is not even required. 2 Nimmer on Copyright §7.02[C][3]. Thus, it does
not signify whether CD-ROM 108 is or is not a collective work. That judgment is based as
indicated above, on whether the new matter is substantial and not merely trivia!.
4
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preexisting work by a sufficient degree to give rise to a new original creation." Tasini v.
New York Times Co., 972 F. Supp. 804, 819 (S.D.N.Y. 1997). Also, a publisher "could
reprint an article from a 1970 edition of an encyclopedia in a 1980 revision of it," H.R. Rep.
No. 2237, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 117 (1966), referenced in the final committee report on the
1976 Copyright Act, H.R. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 122-23 (1976), even though
that 1980 revision would obviously be a "new" collective work. Moreover, if a revision of
an encyclopedia, which adds new material, is permitted by §201(c), then the exact
reproduction of previous issues of the Magazine to which a promotional message, a sequence
of moving covers and cover displays are added is also permissible.
Conceding explicitly that it is not the electronic medium that is at issue here,
PI. Mem. at p. 8 n. 4, the plaintiffs' position is evidently that, while the Society could
reproduce each issue of the Magazine on a separate CD-ROM disk, it cannot reproduce all of
its back issues on 30 disks. In other words, the Society could distribute a collection of past
issues on approximately 1300 disks, but not on 30 disks. The proposition that the plaintiffs
allege demonstrates its obvious weakness.
Would the plaintiffs argue that the Society could not distribute a bound volume
in which all of the issues for a particular year were reproduced? Obviously not. Nor have
they ever objected to the distribution of multiple issues of tbe Magazine on microfiche and
35mm film, a historically common practice for libraries, educational institutions and others

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

II

around the world with respect to virtually every published periodical. Yet, while they
concede that "the issue ... is not the medium used," PI. Mem. at p. 8 n. 4, they argue .that
the Society cannot distribute a collection of 30 compact disks, each of which contains
approximately 43 issues of the Magazine. Not only does this contention defy logic, but,
were it the law, it would undermine the medium neutrality which is the hallmark of the 1976
Act. Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 818-9. Different media have different capabilities with respect
to the amount of data they can physically store within a given space. A

CD~ROM

can hold

more data than microfiche or 35mm film, which, in tum, can store more information in a
given space than paper.
The plaintiffs' economic argument, that contributors will be disadvantaged if
publishers are permitted to exploit extremely marketable new technologies under §201(c),
NYFS04... :\30\64930\QOOl.\1702\BRF2218T.160
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was roundly rejected in Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 827. There, Judge Sotomayor correctly
pointed out that if recently developed technologies render §201(c) unappealing to contributors
like the plaintiffs, their remedy lies in Congress, not the courts. Id.
The plaintiffs have not alleged that the Society had no right to publish any of
the photographs involved in Counts III - V in the Magazine, nor have they alleged that they
were not paid in full for the photographs at the time of publication. The plaintiffs rely on
one contract governing the publication of their photographs in a 1990 issue of the Magazine,
Affidavit of Jerry Greenberg at par. 10 and Exhibit 4 thereto (hereinafter "J. Greenberg
Aff. "), but have set forth no contracts relating to the remainder of the photographs at issue
here. The 1990 contract does not restrict the Society's use of the subject photographs to any
particular medium. J. Greenberg Aff. Exh. 4. Nor do the plaintiffs claim that it contains an
"express transfer of copyright" which undercuts the applicability of §201 (c). See Tasini,
972 F. Supp. at 812. Having failed to bargain for that benefit, the plaintiffs may not now, in
an effort to extract additional payment from the Society, escape its strictures.
In sum, it defies logic to admit, as the plaintiffs do, that the Society can
reproduce a particular monthly issue of the Magazine containing the plaintiffs' photographs,
but cannot reproduce that same monthly issue on a CD-ROM disk containing multiple issues.
III.

THE SOCIETY'S USE OF THE COVER IN THE SEQUENCE OF MOVING
COVERS IS DEMINlMIS.
A.

The significance of the Cover in relation to CD-ROM 108
as a whole is minuscule.
The plaintiffs have neglected to address in their brief the insubstantiality of the

Cover's appearance in the sequence of moving covers, which is the relevant de minimis
analysis, engaging instead in overblown rhetoric which vastly exaggerates the significance of
the sequence of moving covers, and the series of independent covers depicted therein, to CDROM 108 as a whole. PI. Mem. at p. 13. The plaintiffs also overlook the fact that the
Cover was designed by the Society and bears a photograph which the Society commissioned
and paid the plaintiffs to take; there is no question that the Society is entitled to use the
plaintiffs' photograph on the Cover. However, none of the plaintiffs' self-congratulatory
arguments can change the simple fact that the reproduction of the Cover in the introductory
NYFS04 ... :\30\64930\0004\I702\BRF2218T.160
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sequence appears only for a split second,' is never seen by a customer in any advertising or
promotional material, and, indeed, is never seen by a customer before the sale of the
product. Thus, it is not "iconic in terms of [its] significance to the product" or "emblematic
of all the magazines in [CD-ROM 108]," PI. Mem. at p. 13.5
Nor does the plaintiffs' reliance on the qualitative artistic merit of the Cover
carry any legal weight in the de minimis analysis. In Ringgold v. Black Entertainment
Television. Inc., 126 F.3d 70 (2d Cir. 1997) and Sandoval v. New Line Cinema Corp., 973

I
I

F. Supp. 409 (S.D.N.Y. 1997), the courts did not consider whether the allegedly infringed

I
I

used in relation to the whole work, Sandoval. Here, the visual quality of the images in the

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

sequence of moving covers constitutes de minimis use of the Cover.

work had artistic merit. Indeed, it was recognized in Ringgold that the plaintiff's work was
used because it had artistic merit. The analysis in those cases concerned how and for how
long the admittedly valuable work was displayed, Ringgold, and the value of the material

sequence of moving covers is fleeting and inferior to that of paper copies of the Magazine.
Declaration of Thomas Stanton at , 8 (hereinafter "Stanton Dec!."). And, the material used
is inconsequential in relation to the whole work. Qualitatively as well as quantitatively, the

Finally, the plaintiffs' attempt to find support in Ringgold is unavailing. The
defendants here do not contend that no visually significant aspect of the Cover is discernible.
Rather, the brevity of the Cover's display in the sequence of moving covers, coupled with

4. The defendants invite the Court to view the sequence of moving covers to determine
whether the duration of the Cover's appearance is anywhere near the "between one and two
seconds" that Idaz Greenberg claims. Affidavit of Idaz Greenberg at , 7.
5. The use of the Cover here is far less than the uses involved in Education Testing Servs.
v. Katzman, 793 F.2d 533, 542 (3d Cir. 1986) and Elsmere Music. Inc. v. National
Broadcasting Co., 482 F. Supp. 741, 744 (S.D.N.Y. 1980). In Katzman, the defendants
copied actual questions from the Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Achievement Tests, which
is maintained and administered under highly confidential circumstances. Katzman, 793 F.2d
at 536, 543. In Elsmere, the defendants used the most significant and recognizable portion
of the song "I Love New York" in a parody. Elsmere, 482 F. Supp. at 744. In contrast, the
Society here has made fleeting and insubstantial use of the Cover on which the plaintiffs'
photograph appears and the plaintiffs do not contest that the defendants obtained the right to
publish the photograph in the Magazine.
NYFS04.h: \30\64930\0004\l702\BRF2218T.160
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the inferior quality of the digitally scanned image, does not cross the de minimis threshold.
Significantly, the Ringgold image was displayed for a period twenty-six times longer than the
Cover appears in the sequence of moving covers. Ringgold, 126 F.3d at 77; Stanton Dec!.
at , 7. The defendants are not, as the plaintiff suggests, trying to "diminish the importance
of a photograph they deemed well-suited for inclusion in a highly-select group of photographs
chosen to represent the history of the magazine." PI. Mem. at p. 15. The defendants
recognize the Cover's appearance in the sequence of moving covers for exactly what it is
worth -- a split-second flash reproduction in a product containing thousands of images.
B.

The defendants' use of the entire Cover does not preclude
a finding of de minimis use.
The plaintiffs' claim that the appearance of the entire Cover in the sequence of

moving covers precludes a finding of de minimis use is flatly contradicted by the holdings in
Amsinck v. Columbia Pictures Indus.. Inc., 862 F. Supp. 1044 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) and in
Ringgold, 126 F.3d at 70. In Amsinck, the defendant used the plaintiff's crib mobile as part
of the set decoration of a film. Id. at 1046. The court found that the use was de minimis
despite the fact that the entire work was portrayed. Id. at 1048. In Ringgold, While the
court found that the use exceeded the de minimis threshold, it reached that conclusion based
on the duration and significance of the use, not on the fact that the entire image was used.
Ringgold, 126 F.3d at 77. Similarly, courts have found fair use of photographs where the
entire work was used. See Sandoval v. New Line Cinema Corp., 973 F. Supp.409
(S.D.N.Y. 1997) (finding fair use of ten photographs displayed in film); Haberman v.
Hustler Magazine.Inc., 626 F. Supp. 201 (D. Mass. 1986) (finding fair use of two
photographs reproduced substantially in full in magazine). Clearly, the fact that the
defendants used the entire Cover in the sequence of moving covers does not preclude a
finding of de minimis use.
IV.

THE COURT POSSESSES SUFFICIENT FACTS FOR IT TO RULE ON THE
FAIR USE DEFENSE.
The plaintiffs have taken the liberty of not responding at all to the defendants'

fair use argument, claiming that they need discovery. Since, as demonstrated below, the
NYFS04... :\30\64930\0004\1702\BRF221 aT.160
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argument that any discovery is needed is fallacious, the Court should not impose delay and
unnecessary discovery, but should adopt the defendants' position.
None of the discovery sought by the plaintiffs has any bearing whatsoever on
the defendants' fair use defense. Indeed, the plaintiffs' counsel concedes that the issue is
whether defendants" seek to exploit the Moving Covers Sequence for commercial gain,"
Davis Aff. at

~

8, not whether CD-ROM 108 is sold for commercial gain. Bearing this

critical fact in mind, it is clear that the Court has before it all the facts it needs to determine
the fair use question.
It is well established that where a district court possesses sufficient facts to

permit it to evaluate each of the four fair use factors, it may determine the fair use issue as a
matter of law. Harper & Row Publishers. Inc. v. Nation Enters., 471 U.S. 539 (1985)
(finding no fair use); Pacific and Southern Co.. Inc. v. Duncan, 744 F.2d 1490 (l lth Cir.
1984). "The mere fact that a determination of the fair use question requires an examination
of the specific facts of each case does not necessarily mean that in each case involving fair
use there are factual issues to be tried." Amsinck, 862 F. Supp. at 1046 (citations omitted).
Because the Court possesses all the facts it needs to determine fair use, and because there is
no genuine dispute of material fact, the Court may decide the issue.
Moreover, a nonmoving party's request for a continuance to allow it to
conduct further discovery with respect to the pending motion must be reasonably calculated
to uncover facts which will help the party oppose the motion. Witter v. Abell-Howe Co.,
765 F. Supp. 1144 (W.D.N.Y. 1991). The plaintiffs cannot meet this burden.
The plaintiffs claim that they require information regarding "[t]he nature of
for-profit corporate affiliates created by the National Geographic Society to produce, market
and distribute the ' Complete Geographic' product, and the financial goals and expectations of
the affiliates," Davis Aff. at , 8(a), and the expectations of the Society and Mindscape to
reap economic gain from CD-ROM 108. Davis Aff. at , 8(b)-(c). However, these requests
fall far wide of the fair use mark. The fair use inquiry into commerciality focuses on
whether the alleged infringer stands to gain from "exploitation of the copyrighted material,"
Harper & Row, 471 U.S. at 562, not whether the new work, as a whole, is commercial in
nature. See Penelope v. Brown, 792 F. Supp. 132, 137 (D. Mass 1992); Haberman v.
NYFS04... :\30\64930\0004\1702\BRF2218T.160
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Hustler Magazine, Inc" 626 F, Supp. 201, 210 (D, Mass. 1986) (citing Harper & Row, 471
U,S, at 562), The defendants do not dispute that CD-ROM 108 is sold for a profit by a legal
entity which is a for-profit corporation, See Memorandum of Law in Support of Defendants'
Motion to Dismiss Count IT and to Dismiss or for Summary Judgment on Counts ill - V of
Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at p. 13 (hereinafter "Def', Mem. "). That; however, as the
plaintiffs concede, is not the issue, The proper inquiry in this case is whether the inclusion
of the Cover in the sequence of moving covers alone is designed to reap economic benefit,
not whether the defendants expect to earn a profit from the sale of CD-ROM 108 as a
whole." The discovery described in , 8(a)-(~) of the Davis Affidavit can shed no light on

this issue.
Finally, the plaintiffs have requested information regarding the roles that the
respective defendants played in various aspects of the production and sale of CD-ROM 108.
Davis Aff. at , 8(d). This, too, is entirely unnecessary for a ruling on fair use. The
activities of the defendants in developing, marketing and selling CD-ROM 108 have no
bearing on any of the four fair use factors, The minutiae of Interactive's methodology in
digitally scanning each issue of the Magazine and Mindscape's efforts to distribute CD-ROM
108 cannot illuminate the Court's analysis of the four factors. Tellingly, the plaintiffs do not
provide any rationale for their need to discover these facts. "A 'bare assertion' that the
evidence supporting a plaintiffs allegation is in the hands of the defendant is insufficient to
justify a denial of a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56(f)." Contemporary
Mission. Inc, v . U,S, Postal Serv" 648 F.2d 97, 107 (2d Cir. 1981).
Conclusion

For all the reasons stated, the defendants respectfully request that their motion
be granted.
Dated:

I
I
I
I
I

Miami, Florida·
February 23, 1998

6, For a fuller discussion of this aspect of the fair use inquiry, see Def. Mem. at pp. 12-13.
NY FS04... :\30\64930\0004 \ 1702\BRF2218T.160
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Naomi Jane Gray, Esq.
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153
.
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- andEdward Soto, Esq. (265144)
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WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
701 Brickell Avenue
Suite 2100
Miami, FL 33131
(305) 577-3100
Attorneys for the Defendants
and
Terrence B. Adamson, Esq.
Senior Vice President
Law, Business and Government Affairs
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-4688
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1989 US. Dis!. LEXIS 2760 printed in FULL format.
NEW YORK CHINESE TV PROGRAMS, INC., Plaintiff, v. UE. ENTERPRISES, INC., FLUSHING
STAR, INC., CHAN'S VIDEO & TRADING, INC., GONG PICTURES, INC., QUEENS VIDEO LTD.,
DANG'S VIDEO, INC., PO YUEN, AND JOHN DOES NOS. I-50, Defendants
No. 88 Civ. 4170 (JMW) (KAR)
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
1989 US. Dis!. LEXIS 2760; Copy. L. Rep. (CCH) P26,398

March 8, 1989, Decided
COUNSEL: [*1]
Lawrence I. Fox, Esq., Steven A. Berger, Esq.,
Howard A. Wintner, Esq., BERGER & STEINGUT,
Attorneys for Plaintiff, New York Chinese TV
Programs, Inc.
Marvin Feldman, Esq., GALLAGHER & GOSSEEN,
Attorneys for Defendant, UE Enterprises, Inc., and
Dang's Video, Inc.
Of Counsel; John F. Carney, Esq., SANTORA
& McCAY, New York, New York, Lawrence H.
Tribe, Esq., Cambridge, MA, C. George Shih, Esq.,
DRUZIAKO, SHIH & ASSOCIATES, Attorneys for
Defendant, Queens Video, Ltd., New York, New
York, John H. Teschner, Esq., YUEN & TESCHNER,
Attorneys for Defendant Po Yuen, New York, New
York, Stephen Gleit, Esq., GLEIT & FAIR, Attorneys
for Defendants, Flushing Star, Inc., Chan's Video &
Trading, Inc., and Gong Pictures, Inc., New York, New
York,

Section 43(a) of the Lanham Act, unfair competition and
interference with contractual relations was filed on June
16, 1988. nl Plaintiff seeks damages and an order enjoining defendants from infringing plaintiff's copyrights
and other proprietary rights in and to certain Chinese language television programs produced by three Taiwanese
television companies; On June 17, 1988, Judge Walker
issued an ex parte temporary restraining order, which
the parties subsequently agreed would remain in effect
pending the court's decision on plaintiff's request for a
prelintinary injunction. Judge Walker referred the case
to me on August 2, 1988, to conduct a hearing on plaintiff's application for a prelintinary injunction. The parties thereafter agreed that I would conduct all proceedings in this matter, pursuant to 28 US.c. § 636(c) (1968
and Supplement 1988).
nl An Amended Complaint, adding defendants Po
Yuen and Dang's Video, Inc., was served on October
31,1988, and filed on November 10, 1988.

KATHLEEN A. ROBERTS, UNITED STATES
MAGISTRATE

Defendants opposed plaintiff's motion for a preliminary injunction [*3] on many grounds, asserting, inter alia, that the Taiwan Relations Act, 22 US. C. §
3301 et seq. (1979) (the "TRA "), is unconstitutional
to the extent the TRA seeks to confer copyright protection On Taiwanese nationals pursuant to the Treaty
of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation (the "FCN
Treaty"). Because defendants raised an issue regarding
the constitutionality of a federal statute, I invited a response from the Department of Justice, pursuant to 28
US.c. § 517 (1968), which subntitted a Statement of
Interest of the United States ("Statement of lnterest ") on
September 27, 1988. The Court also received an brief
("Anticus Brief") OnSeptember 29, 1988, from Wang &
Wang-USA, a California law firm specializing in intellectual property right enforcement between the United
States and Taiwan. n2

This action for copyright infringement, violations of

n2 Amicus Wang & Wang contends that defen-

Rudolph W. Giuliani, United States Attorney for
the Southern District of New York, Steven E. Obus,
Esq., Assistant United States Attorney, New York, New
York, John R. Bolton, Esq., Assistant Attorney General,
David 1. Anderson, Esq., Vincent M. Garvey, Esq.,
RobinD. Ball, Esq., Department ofJustice, Washington,
D.C., Attorney for the United States of America
Francis S. L. Wang, Esq., WANG & WANG-USA,
Amicus Curiae, San Francisco, California
OPINIONBY: ROBERTS, [*2] Magistrate
OPINION: OPINION & ORDER
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dants' challenge to the validity of the FCN Treaty
"threaten[s] the very cornerstone of U S. policy
and trade relations with Taiwan. Mr. Wang points
tI

out that the FCN Treaty currently serves as "the
legal framework through which a host of essential
agreements are negotiated with Taiwan, and brought
to fruition includ[ing] trade navigation, and tariff
agreements as well as agreements to cooperate in educational and cultural matters." Amicus Brief at I.
The reciprocal rights and privileges currently protected by the FCN Treaty are detailed on pages 13-20
of the Amicus Brief.
[*4]
On October 11, 1988, I held oral argument on the
legal issues pertaining to the application and constitutionality of the TRA. At the same time the parties and
I worked to identify and narrow the disputed facts regarding other issues that would require an evidentiary
hearing on plaintiff's application for a preliminary injunction. Based upon the success of these efforts and
the extensive briefing of all legal issues pertaining to
plaintiff's infringement claims, I ordered that the hearing on plaintiff's application for a preliminary injunction
be consolidated with the trial of the action on the merits pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(a)(2). In addition,
as set forth in greater detail below, the parties agreed
to submit all issues for decision without an evidentiary
hearing, based upon motions for summary judgment dismissing the complaint or trial on stipulated testimony
and exhibits.
This Opinion therefore constitutes my decision on the
motions and my findings of fact and conclusions of law
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ, P. 52(a) with respect to plaintiff's claim of copyright infringement. By agreement,
plaintiff's other claims, plaintiff's damages and defendants' counterclaims will be tried [*5] separately. n3
n3 Plaintiff's other claims involve alleged Lanham
Act violations, unfair competition and interference
with contractual relations. At the hearing before me
on November 9, 1988, defendants reserved a possible antitrust counterclaim, as well as potential crossclaims. In addition, defendant Po Yuen reserved his
right to answer and further contest the issue of his
personal liability for any infringement this court may
find by the corporate defendants. See Transcript of
November 9, 1988 conference at 25-27.
BACKGROUND
Plaintiff New YorkChinese TV Programs, Inc. ("New
YorkChinese") is a New Yorkcorporation engaged in the
distribution of Mandarin language videotapes to its authorized sub-licensee retail outlets for rental purposes.

lEXIS"·NEXIS"
-& A member of the
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Defendants UE. Enterprises, Inc. ("UE"), Flushing
Star, Inc. ("Star Video"), Chan's Video and Trading,
Inc. ("Chan's Video"), Gong Pictures, Inc. ("Gong
Pictures"), and Queens Video, Ltd. ("Queens Video"),
are New York corporations engaged primarily in selling
and renting Chinese language videotapes. Defendant
Dang's Video, Inc. ("Dang's Video"), is a subsidiary
of UE. Defendant Po Yuen is the President and owner
ofUE and Dang's Video, [*6] and an attorney admitted
to practice in New York.
New YorkChinese is a licensee of International AudioVisual Corporation ("IAVC"), a California corporation
that is the exclusive authorized distributor in the United
States and Canada of Mandarin language television programs ("the Programs") produced by three Taiwanese
television companies, n4 The Programs are delivered to
IAVC in Taiwan and sent to IAVC'sCalifornia headquarters where they are edited and copied for distribution in
North America with IAVC's copyright notice. Copies of
the edited version of each Program have been registered
with the United States Copyright Office. n5
n4 Those companies are Taiwan Television
Enterprises, Ltd., China Television Company, and
Chinese Television System. IAVC and the Taiwan
television companies have agreed to be bound by the
decision of this court. The Taiwan television companies have assigned the copyrights to the Programs
in the United States to lAVe, and IAVC has duly
recorded the assignment of copyright from each of
the Taiwan television companies in the United States
Copyright Office. Copies oflAVC's agreements with
the Taiwan television companies are annexed to the
Amended Complaint as Exhibit A. Copies of the assignments of copyright recorded with the Copyright
Office are annexed to the Amended Complaint as
Exhibit B.
[*7]
n5 IAVC has previously obtained orders restraining unauthorized distribution of the Programs. Int'l
Audio-Visual Communications. Inc. v. Chen,
CV. 84-2328-DWW (MCX) (C.D. Cal. 1984) (copy
of order granting preliminary injunction annexed to
Plaintiff's Reply Memo as Exhibit A); Int'l AudioVisual Communications. Inc. v. Michael Wu, et
al., No. 85-521 (C.D. Cal. 1985) (copies of TRO
and preliminary injunction annexed to Affidavit of
Laurence I. Fox, dated June 15, 1988, as Exhibit
A). See also Affidavit of Eva Young, dated July 22,
1988 paras. 8-15.

On April 20, 1988, IAVC granted plaintiff an exclusive license in New York and New Jersey to distribute
and rent videotapes of the Programs to the general pub-
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lie or to selected sub-licensee retail outlets. A copy
of the License Agreement is annexed to the Amended
Complaint as Exhibit C. By written assignment executed contemporaneously with the License Agreement,
and recorded in the United States Copyright Office on
or about June 10, 1988, IAVC assigned to New York
Chinese: (i) the right, title, and interest in and to the
copyrights in New York and New Jersey of programs
created on or after March I, 1988, and the right to
[*8] commence and maintain actions for infringement
of the copyrights in such programs; (ii) the right to
commence and maintain actions for infringement of programs created on or before February 29, 1988; and (iii)
all proceeds from judgments obtained with respect to
. any infringement of the copyrights in New York and
New Jersey. A copy of the Assignment is annexed to
the Amended Complaint as Exhibit B. See also License
Agreement para. 19. New York Chinese and IAVC subsequently placed numerous advertisements in Chinese
language newspapers and on Chinese language radio stations identifying New York Chinese as the only authorized distributor of the Programs in New York and New
Jersey. n6
n6 Copies of the print advertisements are annexed
to the Affidavit of Dick Ying, dated June 13, 1988,
as Exhibits D-G.
On or about May 3, 1988, plaintiff determined that
defendants UE, Flushing Star, Chan's Video, Gong
Pictures, and Queens Video (none of which is an authorized sub-licensee of New York Chinese) were renting
videotapes of the Programs to the public. n7 Plaintiff
filed this action on June 16, 1988, alleging that defendants' activities violate the United States copyright laws,
17 US.c. [*9] § 101 et seq. (1979) (the "Copyright
Act"), the Lanham Act, 15 US.c. § 1125(a) (1982),
N.Y. General Business Law § 350 (McKinney 1988),
and constitute common law unfair competition and interference with contractual relations.
n7 See Affidavit and Supplemental Affidavit of
Joy Chen Yu Lewis, dated May 26, 1988 and June
15, 1988, respectively.
Through the course of expedited discovery, it was revealed that the videotapes of the Programs distributed
by defendants had been copied by a "source" in Taiwan
directly off the Taiwanese airwaves (deleting commercials), and Shipped to the United States in boxes marked
"gift," to Dang's Video, which in tum supplied the tapes
to UE for copying and distribution to the other defendants and to the public. UE, Dang's, Yuen and Queens
Video admit importing, copying and/or distributing
copies of the Programs with knowledge of plaintiff's
claim to ownership of the copyright. n8 The other de-
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fendants acknowledge distributing the Dang'slUE tapes.
n8 See Affidavit of Laurence I. Fox, dated July 22,
1988, pp. 2-8 (summarizing and annexing deposition testimony of UE owners and officers Manching
Ng and Jack Ho); Affidavit of Sui-Ti-Feng (annexed to Queens Video Memo of Law); Affidavit
and Supplemental Affidavit of Po Yuen, dated July
12 and July 27, 1988, respectively.
[*10]
Defendants, however, challenge plaintiff's claim of
copyright infringement on several legal grounds. n9
n9 These defenses have been formally raised and
briefed in affidavits and memoranda submitted by defendant UE, which have been joined in by all other
defendants.
First, defendants contend that because certain differences exist between the Programs as aired on Taiwanese
television and the videotapes marketed by New York
Chinese, plaintiff at best holds a copyright on a "derivative work." See 17 V.S.c. § 103. Defendants argue that because they copied the Programs directly off
the Taiwanese airwaves and not from the "edited" version prepared by IAVC in California, they have not infringed plaintiff's copyright on the "derivative" work.
Defendants contend that, because IAVC has not registered its copyright on the "underlying work," i.e., the
unedited version aired in Taiwan, plaintiff cannot prove
that defendants have copied a registered work.
Second, defendants contend that even if the videotapes
copyrighted by IAVC are not "derivative works," IAVC
does not hold valid U. S. copyrights on the Programs.
There are two grounds for this contention: I) the
Programs were "first [*11] published" in Taiwan and
there is no valid treaty in effect between the United States
and Taiwan extending copyright protection to works by
Taiwanese nationals that are first published in Taiwan;
and 2) even if a valid copyright treaty exists between the
United States and Taiwan, IAVC's copyrights are invalid
because IAVC made material misrepresentations to the
U. S. Copyright Office.
Finally, defendants argue that the "sole purpose" of
the License Agreement between IAVC and plaintiff is
the assignment of the right to litigate disputes over copyright infringement, and that the Agreement is therefore
"champertous" and should not be enforced by this Court.
nlO
n 10 Defendants' previously asserted opposition
to the application for a preliminary injunction on
grounds of delay is moot in light of the consolidation of that application with trial on the merits of the
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infringement action.
DEFENDANTS DERIVATIVE WORK DEFENSE
In order to establish copyright infringement plaintiff
"' must show ownership of a valid copyright and copying by the defendant. Eckes v. Card Prices Update, 736
F.2d 859, 861 (2d Cir. 1984) (quoting Novelty Textile
Mills. Inc. v. Joan Fabric Corp., 558 F.2d [*12J 1090,

1092 (2d Cir. 1977)).
A timely obtained certificate of registration "constitute[s] prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright * * * ." 17 U.S.c. § 401(c), but "a certificate of
registration creates no irrebutable presumption of valid'. ity." Durham Industries Inc. v. Tomy Carp., 630 F.2d .
905, 908 (2d Cir. 1980). Plaintiff has offered prima
facie evidence of a valid copyright by submitting timely
obtained certificates of registration for the Programs,
which were issued by the Copyright Office to plaintiff's
assignor, lAVe. See Affidavit of Eva Young, dated May
27, 1988, Exhibit H; see also Affidavit of Dick Ying,
dated June 13, 1988, Exhibit A. Defendants' challenges
to the validity of plaintiff's copyright are addressed infra, pages 16-44. I tum first to defendants' assertion
that they have not copied the works registered by lAVe.
Defendants concede that they have copied and distributed the Programs as they are broadcast by Taiwan
TV (except for conunercials). They contend, however, that they have not copied the works registered
by IAVC, which are "edited" versions of the Programs.
Defendants argue that by submitting to the Copyright
Office only the edited [*13] version of the Programs,
IAVC (and therefore plaintiff) obtained a copyright
on a "derivative work," or "compilation" leaving the
unedited version unprotected and subject to legal copying by defendants.
Section 103 of the Copyright Act provides that copyright protection may be obtained for "derivative works,"
or "compilations." 17 US.C. § 103(a). The Act defines
a derivative work as:
a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such
as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization,
fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any
other form in which a work may be recast, transformed,
or adapted. A work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications which, as
a whole, represent an original work of authorship, is a
"derivative work".

17 US.c. § 101. A compilation is defined as
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a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials or of data that are selected, coordinated,
or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a
whole constitutes an original work of authorship. The
term "compilation" includes collective works.
Id.
In the typical derivative [*14] work case, the person
accused of infringment contends that the alleged infringing work is independently copyrightable as an original
work of authorship. See, e.g., Durham, 630 F.2d at
909-911; L. Ballin & Son. Inc. v. Snyder, 536 F.2d 486
(2d Cir.) (en bane), cert. denied, 429 US. 857 (1976).
Defendants offer an unusual variation on the classic
derivative work defense. Defendants contend that if
IAVC's edited version is independently copyrightable as
a derivative work, it is by definition a "different work"
than the unedited version, and the registration of the
edited version does not protect the unedited version.
Conversely, if the edited version is not sufficiently "different" to constitute a derivative work, it is the same
work as the unedited version and defendants have therefore copied a registered work. n 11
nil Defendants concede that if IAVC registered its
copyright on the Programs as they were broadcast in
Taiwan, defendants' derivative work defense would
be of no avail.
Without accepting the validity of this approach to the
issue, n12 I find that the edited version does not qualify
as a derivative work.
n 12 Plaintiff argues that even if the "edited" version is a derivative work, the distinction is irrelevant where the same individual owns the copyrights in both a derivative work and the original.
See Rexnord. Inc. v. Modem Handling Systems.
Inc., 379 F. Supp. 1190, 1198"1199 (D. Del. 1974)
(plaintiff acquired a valid copyright in the 1968 version of catalogue when it was published with notice
of copyright, and plaintiff's copyright in the 1970
catalogue therefore protected plaintiff from copying
of the 1968 material from the 1970 catalogue); see
also 2 M. and D, Ninuner, Ninuner on Copyright,
§ 7.16[BJ[2] at 7-120.1 - 121. Because I find that
defendants' argument is meritless by their own proposed standard, it is not necessary to decide whether
a rule more favorable to plaintiff should be applied.
[*15]
The ",one pervading element prerequisite to copyright
protection' * * * is originality," Bailin, 536 F.2dat 48990 (quoting I M. Ninuner, Ninuner on Copyright, § 10
at 32 (1975». Although the requirement of originality
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has been described as "modest," "mimimal," and as establishing a "low threshhold." see Durham, 630 F.2d ar
910, the original aspects of the work must be "more than
trivial." 1d. at 909. As the court noted in Batlin, "[t]o
extend copyright-ability to minuscule variations would
simply put a weapon for harassment in the hands of mischievous copiers * * * ." Barlin, 536 F.2d ar 492. see
also Gasre v. Kaiserman, 863 F.2d 1061, 1066 (2d Cir.
1988) ("slavish copying involving no artistic skill whatsoever does not qualify" for copyright protection).

The parties have agreed that I may determine whether
the edited versions of the Programs are derivative works
by viewing both versions of representative episodes of a
. Program entitled "The Kidnapped Pearl. "
I have reviewed the videotapes in their entirety nl3
and make the following findings of fact regarding the
similarities and differences between the lAVe version
and the Dang' slUE version:

1.
The dramatization [*16]
of the story
"The Kidnapped Pearl," including dialogue, universal
Chinese subtitles, characters, action settings, costumes
and music, is identical in both versions.
2. Both versions delete commercials.
3. Each tape contains two episodes.
4. The first episode on the lAVe tape is preceded by
a thirty-second display of the lAVe logo and a United
States copyright warning, a thirty-second preview of a
different lAVe title, and 2-1/2 minutes of opening credits for "The Kidnapped Pearl.' The first episode on
Dang'slUE tape is preceded only by the opening credits,
which are identical to those shown by lAVe.
5. The Taiwan TV logo appears periodically at identical points in the action in both versions in the upper
right hand corner of the screen.
6. The end of the first episode on the lAVe tape is followed by a picture of bamboo with the message "please
watch the next episode" in Chinese. This does not appear on the Dang's UE tape. The end of the first episode
of the Dang'slUE version is followed by 2-1/2 minutes of end credits and highlights from prior and future
episodes.
7. The second episode in the lAVe version is preceded
only by a short title (the name of the program in raised
stone [*17] letters with falling leaves) and a brief replay
of the last scene in the first lAVe episode. The second
episode of the Dang 'slUE tape is preceded by 2-1/2 minutes of opening credits (identical to episode one in the
lAve and Dang'slUE versions).
8. The end of the second lAVe episode is followed by
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the "please watch the next episode" message; the end of
the second episode on the Dang' slUE tape is followed by
2-112 minutes of end credits and highlights from prior
and future episodes; a time-of-day display appears periodically during the end credits.
9. With the exception of the begining of episode one,
the beginnings and endings of each episode occur at different points in the action in the two versions. Episode
one of the Dang'slUE version ends at a point approximately five minutes further into the story than the lAVe
version; epidose two of the Dang'slUE version ends approximately ten minutes further into the story than the
lAVe version. nl4
nl3 The presentation of these tapes to the court was
somewhat confused. I received two lAVe tapes containing two episodes each. I received one Dang 'slUE
tape, which defense counsel represented contained
four episodes. In fact, the Dang'slUE tape contains
only two episodes, which Cover the program content
of lAVe episodes one and two, and approximately
ten minutes of lAVe episode three. Accordingly, my
comparison is limited to the first two episodes of each
version. I find, however, that this is a sufficient sample for purposes of determining the derivative work
issue raised by defendants.
[*18]
n I4 Defendants incorrectly assert that the
Dang'slUE tapes contains dialogue not Pound in the
lAVe version and that the Dang'slUE tapes contain
certain parts of scenes that are not present on the
lAVe tapes. UE Letter, October 26, 1988, p.2, para.
3; Affidavit of Po Yuen dated July 12, 1988 at para.
12. The program content is in fact identical.
Although defendants refer to a number of the differences detailed above, the only original or creative effort identified by defendants is the "creative selection of
dramatic endpoints. " Defendants argue that this creative
effort is "beyond the bare minimum necessary to constitute a derivative work." UE October 26, 1988 Letter at
2. I find this argument meritless, if not frivolous.
I find that the mere relocation of a few minutes of the
program from the end of one to the beginning of the
next does not constitute the kind of creative effort and
originality required to qualify the lAVe version as an
independent derivative work. Rather, I fmd that lAVe's
episode divisions and other additions or deletions ofpreviews and credits are trivial non-programmatic "packaging" changes. See Rohauer v. Killiam Shows Inc., 551
F.2d 484, 494-495 n.12 [*19] (videotape of silent film
"The Son of the Shiek" starring Rudolph Valentino with
addition of a few new subtitles and newly incorporated
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music not sufficient to make it a new work). Under
defendants' theory of the necessary quantum of creative
effort, the mere serialization of a motion picture preceded by previews of future motion pictures would be
independently copyrightable as a derivative work. Such
a result would render the "modest" originality requirement meaningless. Accordingly, 1 find that the defendants have copied and distributed registered works.
COPYRIGHT PROTECTION FOR TAIWANESE
WORKS
The parties agree that there are no disputed material
issues of fact with respect to this issue and that it may
be decided as a matter of law. The submissions of the
parties on this question, including Local Rule 3(g) statements, have therefore been considered by me as a motion by defendants for summary judgment dismissing the
complaint.
Section 104(b) of the Copyright Act of 1978 governs
whether videotapes of the Taiwanese broadcasts at issue here enjoy copyright protection. Section 104(b)(l)
grants copyright protection to works authored by citizens or domiciliaries of a "foreign nation [*20] that is a
party to a copyright treaty to which the United States is
also a party." Section 104(b)(2) grants copyright protection if "the work is first published in the United States or
in a foreign nation that, on the date of first publication,
is a party to the Universal Copyright Convention. "
Plaintiff offers two alternative grounds for copyright
protection. First, plaintiff argues that its works were
"first published" in the United States and are therefore protected under § 104(b)(2). nl5 See, e.g.,
Reply Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiff's
Motion for a Preliminary Injunction ("Plaintiff's Reply
Memo"), at 16-18. Second, plaintiff contends that, even
assuming arguendo that Taiwan is the place of first publication, the works are protected under § 104(b)(l) because Taiwan is a party to a copyright treaty with the
United States, i.e., the FCN Treaty signed by the United
States and the Republic of China ("ROC) in 1946 and
entered into force on November 30, 1948. nl6 Article
IX of the FCN Treaty provides that each country shall
make copyright privileges available to the nationals of
the other country on the same basis as to its own citizens. Following the derecognition [*21] of the ROC,
the FCN Treaty was extended to Taiwan pursuant to the
TRA, which continued in force all treaties "entered into
by the United States and the governing authorities on
Taiwan recognized by the United States as the Republic
of China prior to January I, 1979 and in force between
them on December 31, 1978 * * *." 22 as.c. §3303(c)
(Supplement 1988).
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nl5 It is conceded that neither the People's
Republic of China nor the governing authorities on
Taiwan has ever been a party to the u.e.e. See
treatyIconvention table following 17 as. C.A. § 104
(Supp. 1988).
nl6 A copy of the FCN Treaty is annexed to
Plaintiff's Reply Memo as Exhibit B.
Defendants concede that the FCN Treaty is a "copyright treaty" within the meaning of the copyright laws.
nl7 Defendants contend, however, that plaintiff does
not hold valid United States copyrights on the Programs
because the works were first published in Taiwan and
because the TRA does not and cannot constitutionally
be interpreted to extend copyright protection under the
FCN Treaty to Taiwanese nationals.
n17 The FCN Treaty is listed on the
treaty/convention table following 17 o.s.c. § 104
(Supplement 1988).
For the reasons set [*22] forth below, I find that
the TRA does and may constitutionally be interpreted
to provide copyright protection to Taiwanese nationals.
I therefore find that the Programs are protected under
17 as.c. § 104(b)(l), and do not reach the issue of
whether the works were first published in Taiwan or the
United States.
Historical Context
In order to understand defendants' statutory and constitutional claims, it is necessary to provide a brief historical overview of the United States' changing relationship with the ROC and the People's Republic of
China ("PRC"), as well as the facts surrounding the FCN
Treaty, the derecognition of the ROC, and the enactment
of the TRA.
Japan assumed control of the island of Taiwan following Japan's victory over China in 1895 in the first SinoJapanese war, and pursuant to the Treaty ofShimonoseki.
The ROC renounced the Treaty of Shimonoseki on
December 9, 1941, when the ROC formally declared
war on Japan. Taiwan remained in Japanese control until
it was restored to the ROC following Japan's surrender
and acceptance ofthe Potsdam Declaration on September
2, 1945.
The ROC entered into the FCN Treaty with the United
States in 1946, ensuring reciprocal protection [*23] for
intellectual property, and solidifying important trade relations. Within two years of the signing of the FCN
Treaty, however, the leaders of the ROC, including
Chiang Kai-Shek, had relocated on Taiwan, following
their overthrow by the Communists and the establishment of the PRe.
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The United States continued to honor all commitments
it had made with the ROC before relocation, but simply confined the scope of the agreements to the island
of Taiwan. The United States did not have any formal
relations with the PRC, and asserted that the ROC, temporarily exiled on Taiwan, was the legitimate ruler of all
of China.
The passage of several decades eventually led to an
opening of relations with the PRe. Visits to the mainland by Secretary of State Henry Kissinger (the so-called
"secret trip to Peking") in 1971, followed by President
Nixon's trip in early 1972, and the pledge in the
Shanghai Communique to normalize relations, culmi. nated in President Carter's Memorandum of December
30, 1978, terminating diplomatic relations with the ROC
and recognizing the PRC as "the sole legal government of China." Memorandum of December 30, 1978,
("Memorandum") reprinted in U. S. Code Congo & Ad.
News (96th [*24] Congo 1st session 1979) at p. 75.
nl8
nl8 This Memorandum was issued pursuant to the
President's constitutional authority to recognize and
derecognize nations. See National Petrochemical
Co. of Iran V. The MfT Stolt Sheaf, 860 F.2d 551
(2d Cir. 1988); Chang v. Northwestern Memorial
Hospital, 506 F. Supp. 975, 977 (N.D. Ill. 1980).
At the same time, however, President Carter took steps
to assure the Taiwanese that they were not being aban-

also passed a bill to "promote extensive, close and
friendly relations" with the people of Taiwan. See House
Conference Report No. 96-71, reprinted in U. S. Code
Congo & Ad. News (96th Congress, 1st Session, 1979).
The House bill (H .R. 2479) integrated much of the text
of the Senate bill, and the House bill became the TRA
(P.L. 96-8) when it was passed by both houses and approved by President Carter on April 10, 1979. The
TRA was retroactively effective as of January I, 1979,
the date President Carter's Memorandum became effective. The TRA contains several provisions relevant to
the disposition of this case.
First, the TRA provides that "[tjhe absence of diplomatic relations or recognition shall not affect the [*26]
application of the laws of the United States with respect
to Taiwan, and the laws of the United States shall apply
with respect to Taiwan in the marmer that the laws of
the United States applied with respect to Taiwan prior to
January I, 1979." 22 U.S.c. § 3303(a).
The TRA reiterates the provision of President Carter's
Memorandum that "[w]herever the laws of the United
States refer or relate to foreign countries * * * those
laws shall apply with respect to Taiwan," 22 U.S. C. §
3303(h)(1), and provides that "[t]he absence of diplomatic relations and recognition with respect to Taiwan
shall not abrogate, infringe, modify, deny, or otherwise
affect in any way any rights or obligations * * * heretofore or hereafter acquired by or with respect to Taiwan. "
22 U.S. C. § 3303 (h)(3)(A).

doned by the United States. In a communique dated
December 15, 1978, President Carter reserved the right
to sell "defensive" arms to Taiwan in the event the PRC
and Taiwan remained hostile to one another. See Senate
Report No. 96-7 at p. 6, reprinted in U. S. Code
Congo & Ad. News (96th Congo 1st session 1979)
at p. 41 (hereinafter "Senate Report"). Congress explicitly adopted this policy in the TRA. 22 U.S. C. §
3302(a). President Carter also declared in his December
30 Memorandum that "the American people will maintain commercial, cultural and other relations with the
people of Taiwan without official government representation and without diplomatic relations. " Memorandum
(first full paragraph). Specifically, President Carter directed [*25] that existing international agreements between the United States and Taiwan continue in force.
Id. para.(B)

The TRA further provides that "[n]o requirement,
whether expressed or implied, under the laws of the
United States with respect to maintenance of diplomatic
relations or recognition shall be applicable with respect
to Taiwan." 22 U.S. C. § 3303(b)(8). Finally, and most
importantly for purposes of this case, the TRA provides
that "[flor all purposes, including actions in any court
in the United States, the Congress [*27] approves the
continuation in force of all treaties and other international agreements, including multilateral conventions,
entered into by the United States and the governing authorities on Taiwan recognized by the United States as
the Republic of China prior to January I, 1979, and in
force between them on December 31, 1978, unless and
until terminated in accordance with law." 22 U. S. C. §
3303(c).

The Senate, and particularly the Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations and the Senate Committee on
Finance, became integrally involved in determining how
to structure and conduct post -derecognition relations
with Taiwan. The Senate passed a bill (S.245) establishing a detailed structure for the conduct of postderecognition relations. The House of Representatives

The TRA defines Taiwan as "the islands of Taiwan
and the Pescadores, the people on those islands, corporations and other entities and associations created or
organized under the laws applied on those islands, and
the governing authorities on Taiwan recognized by the
United States as the Republic of China prior to January
I, 1979, and any successor governing authorities * * *

I."
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." U.S.c. § 3314(2).
The FCN Treaty is listed as a treaty in force between the United States and "China (Taiwan)" in the
State Department publication, "Treaties in Force: A
List of Treaties and other International Agreements of
the United States in Force on January I, 1987" (excerpt annexed as Exhibit C to Plaintiff's Memorandum in
Response to UE Supplementary Memorandum of Law)
CPI. Resp. Memo")
Validity of the [*28] FCN Treaty Prior to 1979
Defendants initially asserted that at the time the FCN
Treaty was negotiated and became effective, Taiwan was
still under Japanese control and that the ROC governed
. only what is known as "mainland" China. Defendants
therefore argued that because the FCN Treaty was
made in the context of an "expressly territorial relationship between the United States and the mainland, "
the Nationalist Government did not succeed to the FCN
Treaty following its defeat by Communist forces in 1949
and subsequent flight to Taiwan. See UE Supplementary
Memorandum of Law ("UE Supp. Memo") at 13-16,
18-19. Defendants asserted that "[p]ursuant to the normal principles of international law, and absent special,
affirmative action by the United States, the [People's
Republic of China] would have succeeded to the treaties
that were in force at the time the Nationalists were routed
* * *." Id. at 17-18.
Defendants substantially retreated from this position
after amicus Wang and Wang demonstrated that Taiwan
was in fact under ROC control when the FCN Treaty
was signed and that references in that FCN Treaty to the
"territories of the ROC" therefore included the territory
of Taiwan. [*29] See Amicus Brief at 5-10. See also
Declaration of Dr. Tao-Tai Hsia, (Amicus Brief, Exhibit
A) at 1-3. In addition, the Government's Statement of
Interest demonstrated that wholly apart from the question of the ROC's control of Taiwan in 1946, or its lack
of control over the mainland after 1949, the determination that a government is a party to a treaty covering a
particular territory is exclusively the function of the executive branch, pursuant to its power to recognize and
derecognize governments. See Statement of Interest at
8-9.
In their reply brief defendants concede that

in determining who is a party to a particnlar treaty covering a certain territory, a court must first look to who
the President recognizes as legitimate government of that
territory, and it does not mailer whether that government
actually controls the territory. Thus, the FCN Treaty was
perhaps preserved from 1949 to 1979, with the Republic

••••
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of China as the party to it, even though that government
did not control the territory covered by the FCN Treaty-or at best * * * controlled only a small portion of it.
Memorandum of law in Reply to the Three Briefs
Opposing its Supplementary Memorandum [*30] of
Law ("UE Reply Memo") at 8 n.8.
Post-Derecognition Validity of FCN Treaty
Defendants now focus their argument on the asserted
invalidity of the FCN Treaty following derecognition
of the ROC in 1979. Defendants acknowledge that the
TRA expressly approves "the continuation in force of
all treaties and other international agreements * * * entered into by the United States and the governing authorities on Taiwan recognized by the United States as the
Republic of China prior to January 1, 1979, and in force
between them on December 31, 1978 * * * ." 22 US. C.
§ 3303(c). They argue, however, that because the TRA
refers to treaties entered into by the United States and
"the governing authorities on Taiwan, " the TRA applies
only to treaties entered into with the Taiwan authorities
while they were on Taiwan. UE Supp. Memo at 27;
UE Reply Memo at 15. Defendants' theory is essentially that the words "on Taiwan" in § 3303(c) are meant
to draw a distinction according to where the governing
authorities were when the treaty was entered into--"on
Taiwan" Or "on the Chinese mainland. " Because the FCN
Treaty was entered into with the governing authorities
while they were on the mainland [*31] in 1946, defendants conclude that the FCN Treaty is not covered by
the TRA.
This interpretation of the TRA is contrary to both its
language and legislative history, which demonstrate that
Congress intended the TRA to apply to all treaties and
international agreements that were in force between the
United States and the Republic of China as of December
31, 1978, and not only those concluded after the governing authorities moved to Taiwan.
The language of the TRA makes clear that "governing
authorities on Taiwan" refers to the government recognized by the United States as the Republic of China until January I, 1979. Indeed, § 3304(c) makes the term
"governing authorities on Taiwan" the functional equivalent of the term "Republic of China." The use of the
qualifying phrase "recognized by the United States as the
Republic of China prior to January I, 1979" clearly indicates that the phrase "governing authorities on Taiwan"
was meant to refer to the govertting authorities formerly
recognized as the Republic of China. n19
n19 These governing authorities are consistently
referred to throughout the TRA as the "governing
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authorities on Taiwan." See 22 U.S.c. §§ 3301(a),
3303(b)(3)(B), 3309(b), 3311(b)(I), 3314(2).
[*32]
The legislative history of § 3303(c) makes this even
clearer:
This section was added by the Committee to remove any
doubt concerning the validity of the international agreements in force between the United States and the entity
recognized as the Republic of China prior to the normalization of relations with the People's Republic of China.
Its effect is to make clear that these agreements have not
"lapsed" and that they continue in effect between the
United States and the people on Taiwan. The refer. ence to all courts "in" the United States expresses the .
Committee's intent that this rule of substantive Federal
law be applied by both Federal and State courts.
Senate Report at p. 30.
The Senate Report similarly describes the Senate version of this provision as:
added by the [Foreign Relations] Committee to remove
any doubt concerning the validity of the international
agreements in force between the United States and the
entity recognized as the Republic of China prior to the
normalization of relations with the People's Republic of
China.
Senate Report at p. 25.
In addition, the legislative history specifically mentions the FCN Treaty as an example of a treaty covered
by the TRA. [*33] The House Report states that the
House version of the legislation is:
designed to make clear that all treaties and international
agreements between the United States and the Republic
of China which were in force before derecognition will
continue to be in force. For example, the U.S. ROC
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation, which
provides a legal foundation for commercial relations between the United States and Taiwan, will continue without interruption. No United States-Republic of China
treaty or international agreement would be terntinated
except that which is terminated under its terms or otherwise, pursuant to U.S. law.
House Report, H.R. Rep. No. 26, "House Report
together with Additional Views", accompanying H.R.
2479 (printed pamphlet) (96th Cong., 1st Sess. 1979)
atpp.IO-11.
The final bill, as described in the Conference Report,
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combines both the general House provisions and the
more specific Senate provisions without weakening or
narrowing the applicability of any of the provisions
adopted. * * * The conference substitute further provides that the Congress approves the continuation in
force of all treaties and other international agreements,
including multilateral [*34] conventions, between the
United States and Taiwan which were in force prior to
January I, 1979, * * * with regard to the issue of conditioning the right to sue and be sued on reciprocity,
the Committee of Conference noted that the Treaty of
Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation between the
United States and the Republic of China continues in
force.
Conference Report, H.R. Report 7, reprinted in U. S.
Code Congo & Ad. News (96th Congo 1st Sess. 1979)
at p. 99.
Finally, consistent testimony by Executive Branch witnesses supports this reading of § 3303(c). See e.g.,
Implementation of Taiwan relations Act: Issues and
Concerns, Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Asian
and Pacific Affairs of the House Comm. on Foreign
Affairs, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 12 (1979) (statement
of Assistant Secretary of State Richard Holbrooke, noting that international agreements with Taiwan remain
in force, with specific mention of the FCN Treaty);
Taiwan. Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign
Relations, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 74, 77 (1979) (State
Department responses to questions by Senator Stone
note that all international agreements (except the Mutual
Defense Treaty and other related agreements), [*35] including the FCN Treaty, remain in force); id. at 106
(response by State Department Legal Adviser Hansell to
question by Senator Percy notes that TRA provides for
continuation in force of the FCN Treaty).
There can therefore be no doubt that Congress intended the TRA to continue the provisions of the FCN
Treaty in force between the United States and Taiwan.
020
020 At least two other courts have reached this
conclusion. See Int'l Audio-Visual Audio-Visual
Communications v, Chen, supra, n.5; Chang 506
F. Supp. at 978.
Defendants next argue that if the TRA purports to extend the provisions of the FCN Treaty to Taiwan, as
I find it does, Congress has unlawfully "amended" the
FCN Treaty I) by changing the other "High Contracting
Party" from the ROC to "the governing authorities on
Taiwan" and 2) by eliminating those provisions of the
FCN Treaty that may be read to require the existence
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of official diplomatic relations between the contracting
panies. Such "amendments," defendants contend, are
unconstitutional because under the Treaty Clause, only
the President, with the advice and consent of the Senate,
may make or amend a treaty. n21 See UE Supp. Memo
at 25-26; UE [*36] Reply Memo at II.
n21 Article II, § 2 cl. 2 provides: "He [the
President] shall have Power, by and with the advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties,
provided two thirds of the Senators present concur *

**"
Plaintiff argues that the TRA does not constitute an
"amendment" of the FCN Treaty because "the governing
. authorities on Taiwan" are the same "High Contracting.
Party" that entered into the FCN Treaty in 1948, i.e., the
nationalist government that previously ruled the ROC.
Moreover, as the Government also points out, a change
in the name of one of the parties to a treaty, as a
result of succession or modification of states, a government's renaming of a state, or changes in recognition, is not normally considered an "amendment" requiring further Senate action. Statement of Interest at
II n.4. See, e.g., Ambjomsdottir-Mendler v. United
States, 721 F.2d 679 (9th Cir. 1983) (treaty between
United States and Denmark remained in force vis-avis Iceland after Iceland declared its independence from
Denmark). Rather, such matters fall within the recognition power of the Executive Branch. Accordingly, because the Executive Branch has consistently maintained
[*37] since the derecognition of the ROC that the FCN
Treaty remains in force with the governing authorities
on Taiwan, and because Congress has concurred in that
view, the FCN Treaty may constitutionally continue in
force with Taiwan.
The Government also persuasively argues that even
if the TRA were construed as an "amendment" of the
FCN Treaty, or, for that matter, as an attempt to make
an entirely new international agreement with Taiwan,
there is no constitutional impediment to such action, because Congress and the President may constitutionally
enter into "legislative-executive agreements" that are as
binding in United States law as treaties. Statement of
Interest at II n.4. See, e.g., Vrl?inberger v. Rossi,
456 US. 25, 32 (1982) (equating Military Base Labor
Agreement with the Republic of the Phillipines, authorized by statute, with "treaty" for purposes of United
States law); Star-Kist Foods Inc. v. United States,
169 F. Supp. 268 (Cust. Ct. 1958), aff'd, 275 F.2d
472 (C.C.P.A. 1959) (Congress has authority to authorize the President to enter into executive agreements).
See also Treaties and Other International Agreements:
The Role of the United States Senate. [*38] A Study
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Prepared for the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations,
98th Cong., 2d Sess. 71-77 (1984); M. McDougal
and A. Lans, "Treaties and Congressional-Executive
Agreements: Interchangeable Instruments of National
Policy", 54 Yale L.J. 181,216-218 (1945); Restatement
(Third) ofthe Foreign Relations Law of the United States
§§ 302(2) and 303 (1987). Indeed, the author of defendants' brief on this issue, Professor Laurence Tribe, acknowledges in his treatise on American Constitutional
law that such congressional-executive agreements are
"coextensive with the treaty power." L. Tribe, America
Constitutional Law (1979) at p. 170 n.18. Accord L.
Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the Constitution (1972) at
p. 173 n.1.
Defendants counter that even if a congressionalexecutive agreement had been created, it would not satisfy § 104(b)(I) of the copyright Act, which requires
a treaty entered into pursuant to Article II. UE Reply
Memo at 5 n.4, 17-18. I disagree. Nothing in the
Copyright Act suggests such a rigid requirement and
defendants cite no authority for this assertion. In any
event, the TRA clearly eliminated any such requirement
with respect to Taiwan.
Finally, as defendants [*39] concede, Congress could
at any time constitutionally pass a law that would grant
Taiwanese nationals copyright protection equivalent to
that existing for the ROC prior to January I, 1979. UE
Reply Memo at 14, 19. Thus, the constitutional issues
defendants seek to raise may properly be avoided by
considering the TRA not as an amendment of a treaty
or a "hybrid" international agreement, but as a domestic law extending to Taiwan the provisions of the FCN
Treaty pertaining to copyright protection despite derecognition and the cessation of formal diplomatic relations See Statement of Interest at 3, 10-14 (Congress,
in the TRA, could constitutionally consider the FCN
Treaty to be in force for purposes of the Copyright
Act, irrespective of the TRA's effect on the international obligations of the United States). See also Chang
V Northwestern Memorial Hospital, 506 F. Supp, 975
(N.D. Ill. 1980); Int'l Audio-Visual Communications,
Inc. V Chen, No. CV 84-2328-DWW (MCX) (C.D.
Cal. 1984) (opinion annexed as appendix A to Plaintiff's
Reply Memo).
For all ofthe above reasons, I find that the TRA constitutionally continues in force those provisions of the FCN
Treaty providing reciprocal [*40] copyright protection
to Taiwanese nationals and deny defendants' motion to
dismiss the complaint on this ground.
CHAMPERTY
Although defendants acknowledge that the question
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of whether an agreement is champertous is normally a
question offact, see UE Memo at 12, defendants have restricted their challenge to the IAYC-- New York Chinese
License Agreement to the face of the document, n22
which they argue is champertous as a matter of law, and
therefore void. n23
n22 Because defendants have chosen to limit their
attack to the face of the agreement, I do not address
the assertions contained in their submissions regarding the subjective motives of plaintiff's President,
Dick Ying.
n23 "Champerty is a bargain between a stranger
and a party to a lawsuit by which the stranger pursues
the party's claim in consideration of receiving pan
of any judgment proceeds. It is one type of 'maintenance,' the more general term, which refers to
maintaining, supporting, or promoting another person's litigation." Alexander v. Unification Church
of America, 634 F.2d 673, 677 n.5 (2d Cir. 1980).
Champerty is a viable defense to another's claim to
the extent it is outlawed by statute. Sedgwick against
Stanton, 14 N. Y. 289, 294-95 (1856); see also Irvin
v. Curie, 171 N. Y. 409, 411 (1902). A champertous
assignment is null and void. See Koro Co., Inc. v.
Bristol-Myers Co., 568 F. Supp. 280, 288 (D.D. C.
1983) (applying New York's champerty law to invalidate a contract) ; Lost Lots Associates. Ltd. v.
Bruyn, 415 N.Y.S.2d 99 (3rd Dep't 1979); see also
Alexander, 634 F.2d at 677 n.6.
[*41]

In support of their argument that the Agreement is
champertous on its face, defendants point to the following provisions:
I) As pan of the "consideration" for the assignment,
New York Chinese agrees to commence and maintain
"such actions with respect to any infringements or imitations of the licensed tapes as it deems advisable for the
protection of its rights * * * ." Agreement para. lO(a).
n24
n24 The Agreement is annexed to the Amended
Complaint as pan of Exhibit C.
2) Plaintiff is not required to pay IAVC the yearly
license fee of $ 360,000 until 30 days after plaintiff obtains its first preliminary injunction in an infringement
action. Agreement para. 3(a).
3) IAVC may terminate the agreement atthe end of one
year if plaintiff has been unable to obtain a preliminary
injunction. Agreement para. II(a)(iv).
4) IAYC specifically conveys to New York Chinese the
right to sue for infringements which occurred prior to

I •. ~~~!~:..~~~~.
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the Agreement and the right to retain "all monetary judgments obtained as a result of such actions." Agreement
para. lOeb).
5) IAVC agrees to permit plaintiff's $ 40,000 security
deposit to be placed in escrow with plaintiff's attorneys,
and to be applied to plaintiff's [*42] legal fees in prosecuting infringement actions. Agreement para. lO(c).
Defendants' assertion that the assignment of IAVC's
copyright to plaintiff is champertous, and therefore invalid, rests upon Section 489 of the New York Judiciary
Law (McKinney 1983 and Supplement 1989) n25 The
landmark case interpreting the New York champerty
statute is Moses v. McDivitt, 88 N.Y. 62 (1882). In
Moses the court held that the statute "prohibits the purchase by attorneys * * * of choses in action 'with the
intent and for the purpose' of bringing a suit thereon."
Moses, 88 N.Y. at 65 (emphasis original) (quoting predecessor statute). The purpose ofthe statute is to prevent
trafficking and speculation in lawsuits. Koro Co.. Inc.
v. Bristol-Myers Co.. 568 F. Supp. 280, 288 (D.D. C.
1983) (applying New Yorklaw); see also Fairchild Hiller
Corp. v. McDonnell Douglas Corp., 28 N. Y.2d 325,
321 N. Y.S.2d 857, 860 (1971) (section 489 is designed
to prevent the "strife, discord, and harassment which
could result from permitting attorneys and corporations
to purchase claims for the purpose of bringing actions
thereon")
n25 section 489 of the New York JUdiciary Law
provides in pertinent pan as follows: No * * * corporation or association, directly or indirectly, itself
or by or through its officers, agents or employees,
shall solicit, buy or take an assignment of a * * *
thing in action, or any claim or demand, with the
intent and for the purpose of bringing an action or
proceeding thereon; * * *. Any corporation or association violating the provisions of this section shall
be liable to a fine of not more than five thousand
dollars * * *.
[*43]
It is well-established that a violation of § 489 is established only when the purchase is made for the purpose
of bringing a lawsuit, to the "exclusion of any other
purpose," and that an assignment is lawful where the
intent to bring a suit is merely "incidental and contingent" to other rights conveyed. Moses, 88 N. Y. at
65; see also Sygma Photo News. Inc. v. Globe lnt'l.
Inc., 616 F. Supp. 1153, 1157 (S.D.N.Y. 1985); Koro,
568 F. Supp. at 286-287; 1Iklch v. Corp. Inc., 97 F.
Supp. 185, 186 (S.D.N.Y. 1951); Fairchild, 28 N.Y.2d
at 330,321 N.Y.S. 860; Sprung v. Jaffe, 3 N.Y.2d 539,
544, 169 N. Y.S.2d 456, 460 (1959); Realty Corp. v.
USwiss Realty Holdinq, Inc., 492 N. Y.S.2d 754, 755-
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756 (1st Dep't 1985); 1015 Gerard Realty Corp. v. A
& S Improvements Corp., 457 N.Y.S.2d 821 (1st Dep't

1983); Prudential Oil Corp. v. Phillips Petroleum
Co., 415 N.Y.S.2d 217,218 (1st Dep'tI979); American
Express Co. " Control Dolo Corp., 376 N.Y.S.2d 153,
154 (1st Dep't 1975) (per curiam).
Applying these legal principles to the facts of this
case, I find that the License Agreement and Assignment
between IAVC and New York Chinese is not champertous. The Assignment [*44] conveys actual and valuable rights, namely, the exclusive right to distribute the
Mandarin language tapes in New Jersey and New York,
as well as the right to enter into SUb-license agreements
with retailers. See License Agreement, § 3(b). The
License Agreement spells out the details of the parties'
ongoing business relationship, including, inter alia, the
minimum number of program hours annually that plaintiff will receive from IAVC, how delivery of the tapes
is to be effected, and the continuing advertising rights
and obligations of lAVe. At the same time, IAVC and
plaintiff were clearly aware that infringement of the
Mandarin language tapes had taken place In the New
York area, and that it would undoubtedly continue if
not prosecuted. Accordingly, the provisions regarding
prosecution of infringement reflect one of the realities
of copyright ownership: the continuing battle to stem
infringement that threatens to diminish the value of the
copyright. Indeed, because of this reality, an assignee
generally owes an affirmative duty to its assignor to sue
for infringements the assignee learns of, and the failure
to do so could potentially lead to an action for rescission,
and possibly [*45] damages, against the assignee. See 3
M. and D. Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright ("Nimmer")
(1988) § 12.02, at 12-27 - 12-28.
I find that the "right to sue" provisions of the
Assignment are not champertous, but "incidental and
contingent" to the assignment of valuable distribution
rights in New Yorkand New Jersey, and that the license
agreement and assignment are therefore fully enforceable. Defendants' motion to dismiss the complaint on
this ground is therefore denied.
FRAUD ON THE COPYRIGHT OFFICE
Defendants contend that lAVe's copyright is invalid
and unenforceable by plaintiff because IAVC knowingly misrepresented or failed to present to the. U. S.
Copyright Office material facts regarding the Programs.
Defendants assert that if the correct information had been
provided to the Copyright Office, lAVe's applications
would have been rejected. See Russ Berrie & Co.. Inc.
v. Jerry Elsner Co.. Inc., 482 F. Supp. 980, 988
(S.D.N.Y. 1980) (court may declare a copyright invalid
and deny enforcement on the ground of unclean hands if
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it finds that the applicant knowingly failed to advise the
Copyright Office of facts which might have occasioned a
rejection of the application); see [*46] also 3 Nimmer §
13.09(b) at 13-142 - 13-148; 2 Nimmer § 7.20 at 7-147.
Following discovery, defendants waived an evidentiary hearing on this issue and agreed that the court could
make findings of face and conclusions of law on the
merits of their claim of fraud on the Copyright Office
based upon documentary evidence and the deposition
testimony of Julia Baker Huff (a Copyright Examiner in
1984 and currently Head of the Performing Arts Section
of the United States Copyright Office); Eva Young (the
treasurer of lAVe); and Ronald L. Yin, Esq. (the attorney for IAVC who represented IAVC in connection
with its applications to the Copyright Office for these
Programs).
The following facts are undisputed: each of the
Programs is broadcast once over the Taiwanese airways.
Following this broadcast, a 3/4" "mastertape" is delivered to lAVe's office in Taipei, Taiwan, where the quality of the mastertape is reviewed. IAVC then sends the
mastertape (uncopied and unedited) to its home office
in Brisbane, California, where the Program is edited,
copied onto a 112" videotape and distributed for rental
to the public. The Taiwanese television stations are paid
by lAVe's office in Taipei. For several [*47] years
prior to 1984, IAVC submitted to the Copyright Office
a registration application for each Program, accompanied by a 112" tape of the version edited by IAVC in
California. IAVC did not submit the 3/4" mastertape
and did not include in its applications any reference to
the fact that the 3/4" tape had been sent to IAVC's Taipei
office for review prior to shipment to the United States,
or to the fact that the 112" tape is an edited 'version of
the Program as broadcast in Taiwan. The applications
did state, however, that the Programs were "first published" in Taiwan, because Mr. Yin mistakenly believed
that the broadcast in Taiwan constituted publication under the Copyright Act. The Copyright Office at no time
questioned the application of the Copyright Act to works
first published in Taiwan.
On March 21, 1984, Mr. Yin was contacted by
Copyright Examiner Jnlia Huff. Ms. Huff told Mr.
Yin that she believed IAVC should be submitting the
3/4" mastertape as the "best edition" of the work as first
published in Taiwan. Ms. Huff's memorandum to the
file regarding this conversation reads as follows:
I questioned best edition as first published. He said that
works first aired and then a [*48] 3/4 inch tape sent to
U.S. where 112 inch tapes made and distributed. Wediscussed publication . . . definition in law and possibility
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE BY FEDERAL EXPRESS
STATE OF NEW YORK

)
: ss.:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

Bernadette Churak, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I am over 18 years of age and reside clo Weil, Gotshal & Manges
LLP, 767 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10153. On the 23rd day of
February, 1998, I served a true copy of the annexed upon:
Norman Davis, Esq
Steel, Hector & Davis LLP
Miami, FL 33131-2398
by depositing a true copy of the same in a properly addressed envelope by Federal
Express overnight delivery service.
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Sworn to before me this
23rd day of February 1998

LYNDA HENDERSON
NOTARY PUBLIC, Staleof NewYork
No.03-4858945
Qualified in Bronx County af/
Commission Expires May 12, 19 ~
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

CASE NO. 97-3924-CIV-LENARD

JERRY GREENBERG, individually,
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,

/.14 r 1 4 1)198
Plaintiffs,

vs.

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND
DENYING IN PART DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY,
a District of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
ENTERPRISES, INC., a corporation,
and MINDSCAPE, INC., a California
corporation,
Defendants.
/

THIS CAUSE comes before this Court upon Defendants' motion to dismiss
and/or for summary judgment (D.E. 18), Plaintiffs cross-motion for summary
judgment (D.E. 26), Plaintiffs motion for voluntary dismissal (D.E. 24), and
Defendants' motion for oral argument (D.E. 28).
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In 1990, Jerry Greenberg (Greenberg) provided National Geographic
Society (Society) with a photograph he had taken of a sea fan, for publication in
the July 1990 issue of Society's magazine. Without Greenberg's permission, in
1996 Society reprinted the photograph in a promotional brochure. In 1995 and
1996, also without Greenberg's authorization, Society supplied other photographs
taken by Greenberg, including those of a redband parrotfish, a spotlight parrotfish,
and a green moray, to Educational Insights, Inc. (Insights), which used them in
one of its products.
In 1997, Society, through National Geographic Enterprises, Inc.
(Enterprises) and Mindscape, Inc. (Mindscape), produced and began to sell a 30
disc CD-ROM set, entitled The Complete National Geographic, which contains
every issue ever published of Society's magazine. A number of the magazines
published by Society over the years apparently contain photographs taken by
Greenberg. At the beginning of each of the 30 discs in the CD-ROM set is an
introduction to The National Geographic which consists of a sequence of ten of
the magazine's covers. On one of those covers, from the magazine's January 1962
issue, is a photograph, taken by Greenberg, of a woman scuba diving around a
coral reef.
On December 5, 1997, Plaintiff Greenberg filed an action in this Court for
2
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copyright infringement against Society, Enterprises and Mindscape. Greenberg
alleges that Society infringed his copyright by providing his photographs of a
redband parrotfish, a spotlight parrotfish and a green moray to Insights for use in
its products (count I), and by reprinting his photograph of a sea fan in a 1996
promotional brochure (count II). Greenberg also alleges that Society, Enterprises
and Mindscape infringed his copyright by reproducing a number of his
photographs in The Complete National Geographic. On January 30, 1998,
Defendants filed a motion to dismiss counts II through V of Greenberg's
complaint and, in the alternative, a motion for summary judgment on counts III
through V. As Greenberg and Defendants have supplemented their pleadings with
evidence, the Court will treat both of these motions as requests for summary
judgment.
A motion for summary judgment may be granted only ifno genuine dispute
exists as to any material fact. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(c). In deciding whether there is a
genuine issue of material fact, the Court must view the pleadings, affidavits and
other evidence in the record "in the light most favorable to the non-moving party."
Retina Associates. P.A. v. Southern Baptist Hosp. of Florida. Inc., 105 F.3d 1376,
1380 (lith Cir. 1997).
Defendants first contend that counts II through V of Greenberg's complaint
3
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must be dismissed, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §4ll(a), because there is no evidence
that he registered his copyright in the photograph of the sea fan which Society
printed in its 1996 promotional brochure, or in any of the photographs published
in Society's magazines, including that of a woman scuba diving around a coral
reef. Indeed, "[c]opyright registration is a pre-requisite to the institution of a
copyright infringement lawsuit." Arthur Rutenberg Homes. Inc. v. Drew Homes,
I!:l.Q..., 29 F.3d 1529, 1532 (lith Cir. 1994). Greenberg has provided the Court with

evidence, however, that on December 18 , 1995 Society assigned to him the
copyrights in these photographs, and that he subsequently renewed those
copyrights prior to the time of their expiration. Exhibit B, 1-3, Plaintiffs
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss or for Summary
Judgment.
Defendants next argue, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §20l(c), that counts III
through V of Greenberg's complaint must be dismissed because Defendants are
permitted to reproduce and distribute, in The Complete National Geographic,
photographs taken by Greenberg, including his photograph of a woman scuba
diving around a coral reef, which were previously published in Society's
magazines. Under 17 U.S.C. §201(c):
Copyright in each separate contribution to a collective work is distinct from
,
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copyright in the collective work as a whole, and vests initially in the author
of the contribution. In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or
of any rights under it, the owner of copyright in the collective work is
presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and
distributing the contribution as a part of that particular collective work, any
revision of that collective work, and any later collective work in the same
senes.
17 U.S,C, §201(c). Defendants concede that the previous issues of Society's
magazines in which Greenberg's photographs were published are collective works
in which Defendants were permitted to reproduce Greenberg's photographs. They
submit, however, that The Complete National Geographic constitutes a 'revision'
of that collective work within the meaning of 17 U.S.C. §201(c). Greenberg
disagrees.
The Court has only been able to locate one published opinion, Tasini v,
New York Times Co., 972 F. Supp. 804 (S,D.N.Y. 1997), in which a court has
addressed the issue whether a collective work is a revision within the meaning of
this statute. In that case, a number of feelance writers whose articles were
published in several widely read periodicals sued those periodicals and two
companies to which the periodicals sold the writers' articles, one of which
provided its subscribers with the texts of the articles electronically and the other of
which distributed the texts on CD-ROM, for copyright infringement. The
defendants argued that the electonic databases and the CD-RaM's promulgating
5
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the writers' articles were 'revisions' of the periodicals, collective works, within
the meaning of 17 U.S.C. §201(c).
The court observed that:
If defendants change the original selection and arrangement of their
newspapers or magazines, however, they are at risk of creating new works,
works no longer recognizable as versions of the periodicals that are the
source of their rights. Thus, in whatever ways they change their collective
works, defendants must preserve some significant original aspect of those
works -- whether an original selection or an original arrangement -- if they
expect to satisfy the requirements of Section 201(c). Indeed, it is only if
such a distinguishing original characteristic remains that the resulting
creation can fairly be termed a revision of "that collective work" which
preceded it.
Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 821. In order to determine whether the electronic
databases and CD-ROMs constituted a 'revision' of the periodicals, the court
explained that a two-pronged inquiry is necessary. First, a court must identify any
original selection or arrangement of materials in the collective work. Second, if
the court concludes that the collective work possesses any such original selection
or arrangement of materials, it must determine whether these characteristics are
preserved electronically. Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 821. The Tasini court then
concluded that:
If the disputed periodicals manifest an original selection or arrangement of
materials, and if that originality is preserved electronically, then the
electronic reproductions can be deemed permissible revisions of the
publisher defendants' collective works. If, on the other hand, the electronic
6
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defendants do not preserve the originality of the disputed publications, but
merely exploit the component parts of those works, then plaintiffs' rights in
those component parts have been infringed.
Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 822. This Court finds the Tasini Court's reasoning sound
and therefore adopts the legal framework developed by that court to analyze the
legal question currently before this Court.
Society indisputably selected and arranged the articles and photographs in
each issue of its magazines. The question therefore arises whether this original
selection and arrangement is preserved in The Complete National Geographic. In
order to answer this question in the affirmative, the Tasini court noted that the
electronic work "cannot differ in selection by more than a trivial degree from the
work that preceded it." Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 823.
As evidence that The Complete National Geographic does not differ by
more than a trivial degree from Society's magazines, Defendants have supplied
the Court with the declarations of Thomas Stanton, Society's Director of CDROM Product Management, who states that: (I) The Complete National
Geographic contains an "exact image of each page as it appeared in the
Magazine;" (2) The Complete National Geographic draws from thenortheastern
edition of Society's magazine; (3) the 30 to 40 regional editions ofthe magazine
which Society publishes are identical except for the advertisements; and (4) at the
7
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beginning of each CD-ROM in The Complete National Geographic, there is a
short display of images from ten different magazine covers, including the January
1962 cover showing the picture taken by Greenberg of a woman scuba diving
around a coral reef. Declaration of Thomas Stanton, ~ 5 - 7; Reply Declaration of
Thomas Stanton, ~ 4. Greenberg has not adduced any evidence to contradict
Stanton's statements.
He submits, however; that the image display and Society logo at the
beginning of each disc, the credit display at the end of each disc, and Society's
selection of one edition of the many editions of the magazine, render The
Complete National Geographic more than trivially different from Society's
magazines. This Court disagrees, and concludes that the evidence produced by
Defendants indicates that the Complete National Geographic "retain[s] enough of
[D]efendants' periodicals to be recognizable as versions of those periodicals."
Tasini, 972 F. Supp. at 824. Consequently, The Complete National Geographic
constitutes a 'revision' of Society's magazines within the meaning of 17 U.S.c.
§201(c). Defendants therefore did not improperly reproduce or distribute, in The
Complete National Geographic, Greenberg's photographs.
Accordingly, it is hereby ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that:
(1) Defendants' motion to dismiss and/or for summary judgment as to count
8
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II, be DENIED;
(2) Defendants' motion for summary judgment as to counts III, IV and V,
be GRANTED. Counts III, IV and V are therefore DISMISSED with prejudice:
(3) Plaintiff Greenberg's cross-motion for summary judgment as to count
III, be DENIED;
(4) Plaintiff Greenberg's motion to voluntarily dismiss count IV, be
DENIED as MOOT; and
(5) Defendants' request for oral argument, be DENIED.
DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers, at Miami, Florida on this

(+- day

of May, 1998.

,

Joan A. L
ited States D
cc:

Valerie Itkoff, Esq.
Norman Davis, Esq.

'Defendants also contend that counts III through V should be dismissed
because their use in the image display at the beginning of each disc of The
Complete National Geographic of Greenberg's 1962 cover photograph of a
woman scuba diving around a coral reef is: (I) de minimus; and (2) fair use within
the meaning of 17 U.S.C. § 107. In light of its conclusion that Defendants are
permitted to use the cover photograph at issue pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §201(c), the
Court need not entertain these arguments.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JERRY GREENBERG, individually
and IDAZ GREENBERG, individually,
Case No. 96-3924 Civ-Lenard

Plaintiffs,

v.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY, a
District of Columbia corporation,
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ENTERPRISES,
INC., a corporation, and MINDSCAPE, INC., a
California Corporation,
Defendants.
Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Order
Granting in Part Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment,
and for Other Relief
Defendants National Geographic Society (the "Society"), National Geographic
Enterprises, Inc. and Mindscape, Inc. ("Mindscape") submit this Memorandum of Law in
opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate Order Granting in Part Defendants' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment, and for Other Relief ("Motion to Vacate").
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Eighteen months ago, this Court, upon careful consideration of the law and the
facts in this case, granted partial summary judgment to Defendants, holding that Defendants
were permitted by Section 201(c) of the Copyright Act to republish National Geographic
Magazine (the "Magazine") in CD-ROM format under the title "The Complete National
Geographic" ("CD-ROM 108''). In its opinion, the Court adopted the legal framework set out in
the district court opinion in IlWni v. New York Times, 972 F. Supp. 804 (S.D.N.Y. 1997),
applied it to the unique facts and circumstances of this case and determined that, in this case,
Defendants should prevail. Plaintiffs have never sought to finalize that judgment or to appeal it
to the Eleventh Circuit. Instead, a year and a halflater, Plaintiffs seek vacatur and modification

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO VACATEORDER
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of the judgment solely because the Second Circuit has ruled that Section 20 l(c) does not apply to
the totally different facts that the Second Circuit found determinative in Tasini.
Such drastic action simply is not warranted. As an initial matter, Second Circuit
precedent is not binding on this Court. Moreover, in light of the totally different facts in Tasini
on which the Second Circuit relied, its opinion does not provide any basis for a modification of
this Court's decision in this case. Significantly, Plaintiffs make no mention of the facts involved
in Tasinj and no attempt to analyze the opinion of the Second Circuit in light of those facts. As
demonstrated below, such an analysis compels the conclusion that the decision of this Court was
correct and should not be disturbed.
ARGUMENT
I.

PLAINTIFFS CANNOT AVAIL THEMSELVES OF RULE 60(B) BECAUSE
THERE HAS BEEN NO CHANGE IN CONTROLLING LAW.
A.

Grant of relief under Rule 60(b) is a drastic measure
warranted only by extraordinary circumstances.
Plaintiffs have moved under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b)(6). The

Supreme Court has indicated that relief under Rule 60(b) is a drastic measure, which should be
granted only in extraordinary circumstances, Ackerman v, United States, 340 U.S. 193 (1950), a
message which the Eleventh Circuit has heeded.

~Hi&h

v. Zlmt, 916 F.2d 1507, 1509 (11th

Cir. 1990). Furthermore, "parties cannot use Rule 60(b) as a vehicle torelitigate a case." Zahran

v, Frankenmuth Mut Ins. Co., 114 F.3d 1192, at *2 (7th Cir. 1997) (citing Donovan v. Sovereign
Sec.. Ltd, 726 F.2d 55, 60 (2d Cir. 1984».
This reluctance to vacate judgments stems from a fundamental need for finality.
~

Kansas Public Employees Retjrement System v, Reimer &

Ko~er

Assocs.. Inc., 1999 WL

809552, at *2 (8th Cir. Oct. 5, 1999) ("Society's powerful countervailing interest in the finality
ofjudgments simply requires that each case have an end, though the law continues to evolve.");
Bi~~ins

v. Hazen Paper Co., 111 F.3d 205, 212 (1st Cir. 1997) ("[T]he common law could not

safely develop if the latest evolution in doctrine became the standard for measuring previously
resolved claims.")
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B.

There has been no change in controlling law in this case.
Courts have recognized three main grounds which may justify reconsideration

under Rule 60(b), none of which are present here: I) an intervening change in controlling law; 2)
the availability of new evidence; and 3) the need to correct clear error or manifest injustice. ~

Dlm v, Wal-Mart Stores. Inc., 148 F.R.D. 294,295 (M.D. Fla. 1993) (emphasis supplied).
These grounds only sometimes justify reconsideration,

~

S&.Qtt v, Singletary, 870 F. Supp.

328, 330 (S.D. Fla. 1994) (supervening change in law "can, but need not always, constitute
sufficiently extraordinary circumstances to warrant relief under Rule 60(b)( 6)");

~ ~ lWl

v.

Warden, 364 F.2d 495 (4th Cir. 1966) (supervening contrary Supreme Court decision, rendering
appeals court decision clearly erroneous, did not suffice to warrant reconsideration of grant of
habeas corpus). Plaintiffs have based their argument on the first of the grounds enunciated in

Dlm, a change in controlling law, which is simply unavailable to them. The change in law they
cite, Lmni. v, New York Times Co., 1999 WL 753966 (2d Cir. Sept. 24, 1999), is not controlling
in this district.
Only a change in controlling law may provide the basis for a Rule 60(b) motion.
~, ~,Dlm,

148 F.R.D. 294, 295 (M.D. Fla. 1993) (movant must demonstrate some reason

why court should reconsider its initial decision, and set forth facts or law of "strongly convincing
nature," such as change in controlling law, to persuade court to reverse itself); Zahran, 114 F.3d,
at *2 (summarily affirming denial of60(b) motion absent change in controlling law); Matura v.
United States, 1999 WL 771385, at *3 (S.D.N.V. Sept. 28, 1999) (refusing to entertain
petitioner's Rule 60(b) motion absent intervening change in controlling law, and observing that
petitioner was "offering nothing more than arguments that this Court has already carefully
analyzed and justifiably disposed"); United States v. City of San Diego. 18 F.Supp. 2d 1090,
1106 (S.D. Cal 1998); ~ ll1m~v.

Smith, 811 F,2d 1398 (11th Cir.1987)(affirming grant

of Rule 60(b) motion pursuant to change in controlling law enunciated by the United States
Supreme Court); S&.Qtt, 870 F. Supp. 328 (S,D. Fla. 1994) (Eleventh Circuit decision could only
be overruled by the en bane court or the Supreme Court, therefore subsequent three-judge
panel's decision did not effect final and definitive change in Eleventh Circuit law).
Thus, Plaintiffs' argument fails because the controlling law in the Southern
District of Florida has not changed. Congress has not modified Section201(c) of the Copyright
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFFS'MOTIONTO VACATEORDER
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Act, nor has the Supreme Court or the Eleventh Circuit rendered any decision construing that
section since the Court granted summary judgment to Defendants.
Plaintiffs imply that there has been a change in the law because "the decision of
the district court for the Southern District of New York in Tasinj was clearly and definitively
reversed by a higher court - the Second Circuit Court of Appeals ..." This is simply irrelevant to
Rule 60(b) because this Court is not bound by the decisions of the Second Circuit. This Court,
upon careful consideration, correctly adopted the reasoning of a decision of a judge of the
Southern District of New York and applied it to the unique facts involved in this case - facts
which, as detailed below, differ in substantial ways from those on which the Second Circuit
expressly relied in its decision in ~.I The Second Circuit's disagreement with the reasoning
of the judge of the Southern District of New York, on the

Thsini facts, has no bearing on this

Court's decision in this case, which involves materially different facts.
Thus, although there has been a change in decisional law in the Second Circuit, it
does not govern this Court and therefore Plaintiffs cannot obtain Rule 60(b) relief. Plaintiffs'
motion should be denied, as they are offering "nothing more than arguments that this Court has
already carefully analyzed and justifiably disposed." City of San

II.

Die~o,

18 F. Supp.2d at 1106.

EVEN IF RULE 60(B) APPLIED, THE FACTORS GOVERNING THE GRANT
OF RELIEF WEIGH HEAVILY AGAINST VACATING THE COURT'S PRIOR
RULING.
The factors relevant in deciding whether a court should grant relief under Rule

60(b) because of new precedent are: 1) whether the change in the law is final and definitive: 2)
whether the judgment has been executed; 3) whether the motion for relief was filed soon after
judgment was rendered; 4) whether the intervening decision is closely related to the instant case:
and 5) considerations of comity.

~S&Qn,

870 F. Supp. at 330 (S.D. Fla. 1994). A balancing of

these factors in this case weighs heavily against disturbing the decision this Court has already
rendered because the change in the law is not final and definitive; the judgment, although
unexecuted, is not improper; and the intervening decision is not related closely enough to this

I

~ infra pp. 8-11.
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case.' Indeed, as established below, the facts of this case are entirely different from those on
which the Second Circuit expressly relied in Tasini.
A.

The decision in Tasini is neither final nor definitive
The first factor, whether the change in the law is final and definitive, is

"obviously the most important factor" in a Rule 60(b)(6) analysis.

~,870

F. Supp. at 330.

Significantly, the Second Circuit's decision in Tasini is neither final nor definitive, as the
defendants' petition for rehearing is still pending

(~

Exhibit A to the Affirmation of Robert G.

Sugarman ("Sugarman Aff.")) and other possible appeals have not been exhausted. Moreover, as
noted above, Ill&ni is not binding on this Court, and is thus not dispositive of this case
irrespective of the Second Circuit's ultimate ruling. This factor alone warrants denial of
Plaintiffs' motion.

~,870

F. Supp. at 336.

Plaintiffs themselves concede the point in analyzing Sklill v. Sin~letary. 870 F.
Supp. 328 (S.D. Fla. 1994). Motion to Vacate at pp. 4-5. In Sklill, the petitioner argued that
there had been a change in the law due to a subsequent decision by a three-judge panel of the
Eleventh Circuit. However, because a prior decision of a panel of the Eleventh Circuit "may
only be overruled by the en bane court or the Supreme Court," there had been no final and
definitive change in the law warranting Rule 60(b) relief. Likewise, because this Court's
decision cannot be overruled by the Second Circuit, there has not been, and, indeed, cannot be, a
final and definitive change in the law.
Moreover, in the 18 months since this Court rendered its decision, Plaintiffs have
taken no steps to seek a final and definitive determination from the Court which can make such a
determination - the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. Having failed to
move for this opportunity, Plaintiffs cannot seek relief based on a decision which is neither final
nor definitive.

2 Because Plaintiffs filed their Rule 60(b)(6) motion less than a month after the Second Circuit's
decision in IlWni, the third Sklill factor is not at issue. Furthermore, because Plaintiffs' motion
for reconsideration is addressed to the same court which has already ruled against them,
considerations of comity are not implicated.
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B.

The Court's grant of summary judgment is not improper.
Although courts are generally more willing to vacate unexecuted judgments than

executed judgments, ~ v. S1ni.th, 811 F.2d 1398, 1402 (11th Cir. 1987), this principle cannot
be stretched to imply that any unexecuted judgment is susceptible to being vacated. Rather, only
an improper unexecuted judgment should be vacated.

lJi Examples of "improper" judgments

cited by the ~ Court lend no support for the proposition that a mere change in noncontrolling authority renders a judgment improper.

~

Roberts v. St Regis Paper, 653 F.2d 166

(5th Cir. Unit B 1981) (acknowledging possibility of future modification of consent decree in
light ofrecent Supreme Court decision); Marshall v. Board of Educ., 575 F.2d 417 (3d Cir.
1978) (partially modifying judgment pursuant to intervening Supreme Court decision). Here,
since no intervening controlling law has rendered the Court's opinion improper and.Plaintiffs
advance no other argument why the Court's opinion was improper, there is no reason for the
Court to "undo the past," m~, 811 F.2d at 1402, and vacate its prior judgment.
C.

Tasini is not sufficiently related to this case to warrant Rule 60(b) relief.
Cases have been held to be sufficiently related when, for example, two cases arise

,

out of the exact same transaction or when the Supreme Court grants certiorari expressly to
resolve a conflict between two cases.

~,

811 F.2d at 1402-1403. Neither situation presents

itself here. Moreover, even two cases arising out of exactly the same transaction but yielding
different outcomes at trial do not provide a sufficient basis for a Rule 60(b) motion where there
has been no change in the law. ~H.iih v. Zmll, 916 F.2d 1507, 1510 (petitioner's argument
that his conviction arose out of same criminal transaction as another case was futile where there
had been no change in law on which to premise Rule 60(b) motion for reconsideration).
Moreover, as established below, although IJlsini involves the same statutory provision as this
case, it is not closely related as a factual matter and vacatur of the Court's grant of summary
judgment is not warranted. Indeed, the factual differences are so significant that the Second
Circuit decision in Thsini cannot be authority for vacating this Court's decision in this case. (m

infra pp.8-11).
Case law under Rule 60(b)(5), which provides for relief from judgment where "a
prior judgment upon which it is based has been reversedor otherwise vacated," is also instructive
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on this point. ~,~, Lubben v, Selective Servo Sys. Local Bd. No. 27, 453 F.2d 645,650 (1st
Cir. 1972). In Lubben, the district judge had relied heavily on a colleague's opinion in a similar
case.' When the colleague's opinion was reversed, the Selective Service moved to vacate the
Lubben injunction. The court refused, noting that:
"while 60(b)(5) authorizes relief from a judgment on the ground that the prior
judgment on which it is based has been reversed or otherwise vacated, it does not
authorize relief from a judgment on the ground that the law applied by the court in
making its adjudication has been subsequently overruled or declared erroneous in
another and unrelated proceeding."
Lubben, 453 F.2d at 650 (citing 7 Moore's Federal Practice ~60.26[3] at 325). Reversal of
precedent on which it had forcefully relied was insufficient to persuade the Lubben court to
reverse itself. Likewise, reversal ofTasini is insufficient basis to prompt this Court to vacate its
holding in the present case.
Because there has been no change in the controlling law applicable to this case,
and because, even ifthere were, the Rilli:r factors weigh in Defendants' favor, this Court should
deny Plaintiffs Motion to Vacate.

III.

THE SECOND CIRCUIT'S OPINION IN TASINI IS NOT APPLICABLE TO
THE FACTS AT ISSUE HERE AND DOES NOT, THEREFORE, PROVIDE ANY
BASIS FOR VACATING THIS COURT'S DECISION,
A.

CD-ROM 108 is merely a republication, not a revision, of the Magazine.
The Second Circuit's opinion addressed ~ the question whether the electronic

databases at issue in Thsini were revisions of the periodicals in question since that was the only
argument advanced by the defendants in that case.

IWni, 1999 WL 753966 at *2. In this case.

however, as Plaintiffs concede, Defendants have maintained that since CD-ROM 108, unlike the
publications in Thmli, reproduces each issue of the Magazine exactly as it appeared on paper
from cover to cover, CD-ROM 108 is a "straightforward reprint" of each issue. Sugarman AfT.
Exh. B at p. 6; Sugarman Aff. Exh. C at pp. 2-4.
Section 20 I (c) permits the owner of a collective work to reproduce contributions
to the collective work as part of "that particular collective work, any revision of that collective

"Because of the very close similarity between this case and the Lm1l: case, and in the interest of
having judges of this court make the same ruling on substantially similar legal issues whenever it
is possible to do so, this decision will be in accord with that of Judge Garrity in ~." Lubben
v. Selectiye Servo Sys Local Bd No 27,316 F. Supp. 230, 232 (D. Mass. 1970).

3
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work, and any later collective work in the same series." 17 U.S.C.A. §201(c). The clause
permitting republication of contributions in "that particular collective work" clearly permits
Defendants to republish each issue of the Magazine. That CD-ROM 108 is republishing
"specific issues" of the Magazine on CD-ROM, not on paper, is immaterial because the
Copyright Act was deliberately written to be medium-neutral." The Society, like every other
major publisher, has republished for many years collections of issues of the Magazine just as it
appeared on paper month after month, in bound volumes, microfilm and microfiche, all without
objection and as permitted by Section 201(c). These serve prodigious research, archival and
historical needs at libraries, schools, homes and universities throughout the world. CD-ROM 108
is nothing more than a collection ofissues of the Magazine in a different medium and is,
therefore, permitted by Section 201(c).
Plaintiffs argue, as they did in opposing Defendants' summary judgment motion,
that CD-ROM 108 is an entirely new collective work, and is thus beyond the reach of Section
201(c). Motion to Vacate at p. 7. The Court rejected that argument once before, Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at p. 8, and
nothing has changed which justifies any departure from that view. The fact that there is a simple
introductory title feature in CD-ROM 108 featuring a short segment of actual covers of National
Geographic Magazine from the 108 years, digitally cascading from one into another, only serves
to underscore the complete nature of the collective work of the complete Magazine from its
beginning in 1898. It no more creates a new collective work than the descriptive new material
on a box of microfilm or the titles, credits or instructions contained as an introduction on the film

itself'

4 Plaintiffs themselves have conceded that "the issue .. .is not the medium used."
Plaintiffs'
Memorandum in Response to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Count II and to Dismiss or for
Summary Judgment on Counts III-V of Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint at p. 8 n. 4.

In any event, as demonstrated in Defendants' summary judgment papers, the Moving Cover
Sequence is permitted by the doctrines of fair use and de minimis use. Sugarman Aff. Exh. B at
pp. 7-16; Sugarman Aff. Exh. Cat pp. 6-10.

S
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B.

Even if CD-ROM 108 were a revision, it would be permitted under Section
201(c) notwithstanding the Second Circuit's opinion in Tasini
Plaintiffs erroneously state that "even if the Court ... believed 'revision' to be an

operative legal basis for its May 14, 1998 order, that basis has been overturned by the Second
Circuit in Iasini."

~

Motion to Vacate at p. 7. First, as pointed out above, the Second Circuit

cannot overturn any decision of this Court." In any event, the facts in Tasini are so different
from those in this case that the Second Circuit opinion does not provide any basis for this Court
to revisit its earlier grant of summary judgment.
Tasini involved three different electronic publications: (I) NEXIS, which the
Second Circuit described as a "database comprising thousands or millions of individually
retrievable articles taken from hundreds or thousands of periodicals," Illsini, 1999 WL 753966 at
*7; (2) New York Times OnDisc ("NYTO"), a CD-ROM containing only the text of some
articles that had been published in The New York Times, but not the entirety of the newspaper,

Il!.sini.,

1999 WL 753966 at *2; and (3) General Periodicals OnDisc ("GPO"), a CD-ROM

containing both texts, abstracts and images of some of the articles from numerous periodicals.

Iasini,

1999 WL 753966 at *8. Unlike CD-ROM 108, in each of these electronic publications

the articles contributed by the plaintiffs appear in a totally different form and context than that in
which they appeared in the original publication. Unlike CD-ROM 108, in each ofthese
electronic publications the search engines allow end users to retrieve articles individually and
completely out of the context in which they appeared in the original publications. For example,
the Second Circuit first
describerd] the process by which any issue of a periodical is made
available to Mead for inclusion in NEXIS. First, an individual
issue of the paper is stripped, electronically, into separate files
representing individual articles. In the process, a substantial
portion of what appears in that particular issue of the periodical is
not made a part of a file transmitted to Mead, including, among
other things, formatting decisions, pictures, maps and tables, and
obituaries.

Plaintiffs go so far as to state that "the Second Circuit says the following about the right of the
Society, as a collective-work author, to use the Greenberg photographs..." Motion to Vacate at
p. 8. Neither the Society nor the Greenbergs were parties to the Illsini case, and the Second
Circuit's opinion does not address the Society or CD-ROM 108.
6
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Tasini, 1999 WL 753966 at * I The Court went on to observe that
... NEXIS does almost nothing to preserve the copyrightable
aspects of the Publishers' collective works, 'as distinguished from
the preexisting material employed in the work,' 17 U.S.c.
§ I 03(b). The aspects of a collective work that make it 'an original
work of authorship' are the selection, coordination and
arrangement of the preexisting materials. Id, § 101 (citations
omitted). However, as described above, in placing an edition of a
periodical such as the August 16, 1999 New York Times in
NEXIS, some of the paper's content, and perhaps most of its
arrangement are lost. Even if a NEXIS user so desired, he or she
would have a hard time recapturing much of "the material
contributed by the author of such [collective] work," 17 U.S.c.
§ I 03(b). In this context, it is significant that neither the Publishers
nor NEXIS evince any intent to compel or even permit, an end user
to retrieve an individual work only in connection with other works
from the edition in which it ran. Quite the contrary, The New
York Times actually forbids NEXIS from producing 'facsimile
reproductions' of particular editions. Citation omitted. What the
end user can easily access, of course, are the preexisting materials
that belong to the individual author under Sections 20 I (c) and
103(b).

Iilsini, 1999 WL 753966 at *7. Based on these facts, the Second Circuit found that the
electronic publications at issue did not constitute "revisions" of the original collective works.'
None of the factors which led the Second Circuit to rule against the Thsini
defendants is present in CD-ROM 108. Indeed, the differences are material and profound.
Unlike NEXIS, NYTO and GPO, CD-ROM 108 contains images of the entirety of only one
periodical- National Geographic Magazine. Unlike NEXIS, NYTO and GPO, the only image a
user can view is the exact image in the exact manner in which it appeared in the original issue of
the Magazine, including all text, all photographs and all advertisements exactly as they originally
appeared on paper. Unlike NEXIS, NYTO or GPO, CD-ROM 108 preserves ~
copyrightable aspect of every issue of the Magazine - "selection, coordination and arrangement"
- and provides no tools to the user to cut, paste or alter any of its digital pages.

~

Sugarman

Aff. Exh. 0 at' 5. Unlike NEXIS, NYTO and GPO, none of the content islost: CD-ROM 108

Given that Plaintiffs have relied on the Second Circuit's decision in IMini as the basis for their
Rule 60(b) application, it is surprising - to say the least - that they do not discuss the Second
Circuit's reasoning or the facts upon which it relied in deciding the revision issue. Although
Plaintiffs allude to the Second Circuit's discussion of the subclauses relating to "that particular
collective work" and a "later collective work in the same series," the Motion to Vacate is
completely devoid of any reference to the revision analysis - which is supposedly the basis upon
which Plaintiffs seek relief.

7
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is an exact archival reproduction of the original print version of the Magazine. CD-ROM 108
contains exact reproductions of every page of every issue, displayed in two-page spreads exactly
as one would view and read the original print version of the Magazine, as well as the cover of
each issue and all of the advertising pages of each issue (even though they do not contain any
articles or editorial content). Moreover, unlike NEXIS, NYTO and GPO, a user of CD-ROM
108 cannot retrieve articles, photographs or any other content individually or out of the context
in which it originally appeared. &

Sugarman Aff. Exh. 0 and Exh. A thereto. The text,

photographs and other context of each volume are presented, page after page, as in the print
version. Thus, a user of CD-ROM 108 cannot use its search engine to directly access one of
Plaintiff's photographs. The user must retrieve the issue of the Magazine in which the
photograph appeared, then physically (albeit electronically) page through the Magazine to find
the photographs. And, when that photograph is found, it will appear, not individually, but in the
same form and context, i.e., in the same spot on the same page in the same issue as it appeared in
the print copy of the Magazine. Finally, unlike NEXIS, NYTO or GPO, CD-ROM 108 searches
the Magazine by the same subject-matter index issued for the paper Magazine and causes the

viewerto go back to a particular issue to review an article just as it appeared on paper. If the
viewer turns the page, whether electronically by clicking a mouse or by turning a page on paper,
the viewer will find everything on the next page just as it appears on paper in the original
publication on paper, whether it is the continued story, an advertisement or thenext article.
From the perspective of the Copyright Act, this is no different than viewing the photograph on
microfilm or in a bound volume containing all issues of the Magazine from a particular year.
The Second Circuit analysis in Illm1i is based on facts so different from those at
issue in this case, that, even if it were binding, it would not provide a basis for any change in this
court's decision granting summary judgment to defendants on Counts III and IV.

C.

Tasini provides no grounds for revisiting Count V.
Plaintiffs themselves acknowledge that Count V of the Amended Complaint,

which has to do with the Moving Cover Sequence, "never had the slightest relevance to IMini."
Motion to Vacate at p. 11. IfThsini is totally irrelevant to Count V, then the Second Circuit's
opinion cannot provide a basis for Plaintiffs to seek to vacate this Court's prior grant of summary
judgment on this Count.
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COl\;CLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs' Motion to Vacate should be denied in its entirety.
Dated: November I, 1999
ROBERT G. SUGARMAN, ESQ.
NAOMI JANE GRAY, ESQ.
JOANNE MCLAREN (not admitted in
the Southern District of Florida)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10153
(212) 310-8000
and
Edward Soto, Esq. (265144)
Valerie ltkoff, Esq. (26514)
WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
701 Brickell Avenue
Suite 2100
Miami, FL 33131
(305) 577-3100
Attorneys for the Defendants
and
Terrence B. Adamson, Esq.
Senior Vice President
Law, Business and Government Affairs
National Geographic Society
1145 17th Street, N.W. 20036-4688

oec,,,,,,.
~
By: ll..{
. .~
Rnb<rt<l .,"'"'"
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE BY FEDERAL EXPRESS

STATEOFNEWYORK )
)ss.:
COUNTY OF NEW YORK)
Bernadette Churak, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
I. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years. I am not a party to this action and
residec/o Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP, 767 Fifth Avenue, New York 10153

2. On the 1st day ofNovember, 1999, I servedthe annexed:
Memorandum ofLaw in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motionto VacateOrder
Granting in Part Defendants' Motionfor Partial Summary Judgment, and for
Other Relief
upon:
Norman Davis,Esq.
Steel Hector & Davis LLP
200 SouthBiscayneBlvd.
Miami,FL 33131-2398
by depositing a true copy ofthe same in a properly addressed FederalExpresswrapper
into the custodyof FederalExpress, an overnight delivery servicefor overnight delivery,
prior to the latest time designated by Federal Express r overnight delivery.

~

Swornto before me this 1st
day ofNovember, 1999

LYNDA D.HENDERSON

NOTNrf PUSUC, s-.oINewYark
No. 03 4858045
QuaIIlIed In Bnlnx CounlY

Col'N'iI&8Io.'I Expires May 12.20 ~
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